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CHAPTER 

1NTROVUCTION 

Land as a productive asset1/plays an important role not only in the functioning 

of rural economy but also in changing fortunes of the families and socio-economic groups. 
I 

Other things being equal, larger the control over land by a family or a group of rela-

tively homogeneous set of families, larger is its socio-economic and political power. At 

the other (lower) end of the scale vast nrultitudes of families without an access to land 

as a productive asset indulge in a day-to-day struggle for survival, either by working as 

bonded labourers, wage-labourers or marginal/small farmers and tenants. This, ho\.rever, 

is not a new phenomenon in the agrarian economies, for it is merely a historical legacy. 

While in the past--especially during the colonial times -- intervention of the 

state in the affairs of the agrarian economies was primarily either to perpetuate an 

inequi tous distribution of land and/or extract the maxinru.m amount of land revenue from the 

cultivators, measures to help the small farmer to stand on his own, were few and far between. 

As the thrust of the governmental intervention as well as the logic of the then existing 

agrarian structure were in favour of the propertied groups of the society, the economic 

upward mobility of the small and medium farmers faced a number of hurdles. However, the 

incidence of these hurdles was not uniform in all places, for the regional specificities 

introduced variations in the nature and direction of these hurdles. 

These regional specificities manifest in terms of agronomy, climate, irrigation, 

tax-burden, land-man ratio, cropping pattern, transport and the existing distribution of 

landholdings between the cultivating and non-cultivating caste categories. Upward or 

downward mobility of social groups had to take place primarily through land transfers and/or by 
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bringing the virgin soils under plough. In regions which witnessed dynamism in agri-

culture and activation of product and land markets, there existed a severe competition 

among cultivators for land, thereby boosting up the land values and exhausting the 

supplies of cultivable waste lands. In such situations, land transfers could take place 

only within the framework evolved by the social institutions and land, labour, and credit 

markets. In particular the land acquisitive ethos of socia~ groups coupled with the 

family composition of cons~~orker ratio play an important role in their economic 

mobility. 

On the other hand, in regions which lacked agrarian dynamism, plagued as they 

were by uncertain rainfall, poor soils, high tax burden, etc. land transfers might take 

a different direction. The sheer logic of a high land-rnan ratio may thwart further con-

centration of land holdings in the hands of the village oligarchies. This coupled with 

the existence of culturable wastes might provide some scope for the small and medium 

farmers to manoeuvre for land. In situations where state interver:.es atleast half-heartedly 

to alter the agrarian structure in favour of the social groups at the lower end of the 

scale and enable them to acquire some land, they are provided with some cushion to face 

the vagaries in the product and credit markets. But such situations may be few and far 

between in modern India. In majority of the cases,however, the instruments of the State 

are used more to perpetuate the inequitous distribution of land holdings. 

However, the experience of post-independence India does seem to suggest a new 

direction to which the agrarian structure is moving.. The data which were throw up by 

the National Sample Survey and the World Agricultur~ Census Report~for many states 

in the·. country do indicate that the distribution of operational holdings across the size 

classes has been becoming less inequi tous over the recent times • .2/ L Harpal Singh, 1976 J 

Taking the data~for Andhra Pradesh, one finds a decline in the absolute concentr

ation of land cultivated in holdings2/ of 10 hectares and above, both in tenns of percentage 

of households and area. On the other hand there is an increase in the percentage of house-

hold cultivating less than one hectare of land. The Lorenz ra tic bad fallen from 0~6292 · 
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in 1970-71 to 0.6023 in 1976-77. This had further elided do\v.n to 0.5698 in 

1980-81. This decline in the Lorenz ratio for the distribution of land holdings 

sugeests that the inequalities were declining over a period of time (See table 1 

in Statistical Appendix) 

Increase in·the area under small holdings may be attributed to the following 

factors. Firstly, there has been considerable sub-division of land due to paxti-

tioning. Secondly, in order to evade the legislation on land ceiling, rich farmers 

ha.d either sold off their excess holdings or resorted to bena:ni (spurious) transfer 

of their excess holdings to their kith and kin. This legal {notional) transfer o£ 

holdings would, to some extent, distort the picture as reflected in the agricultural 

census data. £Laxmi Narayana Tyagi, 1976; 1639. V.S. Vyas; 1976 P.G.K. Panikar 

{et)al, 1978; 37-53; Harpal Singh, 1976; 1i7 A very small extent of land declared 

as surplus was, however, distributed among the landless poor.i/ 

Coming back to the wider question, there is as yet, no concensus of opinion 

amone the social scientists on the question of land transfers and family formation. 

The present exercise which is based on a case study of a villat;re in the Rayalaseema 

region of Andhra Pradesh, hopes to make a modest contribution to the ongoing debate. 

Being a case study it has its own limitations in terms of its results being relevant 

and applicable to other regions. However, i~ is hoped that the insights obtained in 

the present exercise would initiate similar studies on other regions so that the 

emerging patterns· would fonn a coherent whole and throw light on the quEstion at hand. 

The following are the main objectives of the study, 

i. to document and analyse the distribution of land holdings and cropping 
'\ 

pattern in the village at the time of Re-settlement Survey in 1891 and comment upon 

the functioning of the economy and the role of the dominant castes. 

ii • to capture the nature and causes of land transfers over a long period of six 

decades from 1891 onwards and analyse the causes for land acquisition and alienation. 
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iii. to trace the impact of a few endogenous and exogenous variables on land 

transfers between 1948 and 1984 and comment, in passing, on a few significant features . 
of the backward agriculture in a semi-arid zone. 

iv. to map out the relative position of families in different size-class of 

land holdings as also different caste categories in the post-independence period and 

point out the emerging trends, and 

v. to analyse the association between rates of family partitions and (a) Status 

of families in terms of landed assets at a point of time and over a time and (b) the 

emerging production organisation outside agriculture. 

The following is the outline of our study. While Chapter 2. reviews the existing 

literature on the issues, Chapter 3 provides an analytical framework within which land 

transfers are discussed. An account of methodology is furnished in Chapter 4 providing 

for a take off on analysis of changes in the village between 1891 and 1948, which are 

traced in Chapter 5:. Chapters 6 to 6 document and analyse the interaction between the 

endogenous and exogenous variables and land transfers in the village. While Chapter 9 

gives an account of the association bet ... reen land transfers and family formations, the 

last chapter comprises of SUinruary and conclusions. 
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Notes and References 

1. According to All India Rural Debt and Investment Survey conducted in 1971, the 
value of land was 66 percent in the value of total productive assets in the 
rural areas • 

2. These two important sources of information on distribution of landholdings 
i.e. NSS and v/orld Agricultural Census, however, are, strictly speaking, not 
comparable. When the 1971,...72 NSS data on land holdings are compared with 
1970-71, Agricultural census data on land holdings, conflicting results emerge 
on the number of holdings and operated axea. For detailed discussion for this 
sort of discrepancies see Laxminarayan and Tyagi) 1976, 1638 

3· Various articles on the changes in agrarian structure in India were presented 
at the 36th Annual Conference of Indian Society of Agricultural Economics, 
November 17-19, 1976. For articles p~sented at the Conference See Conference 
Number, Indian Journal of Agricultural Economics, July, September, 1976, 
VoL:XXXI, No.3. 

4. For showing the structural changes in agriculture in Andhra Pradesh, we made use 
of only the World Agricultural Census data. This is for three reasons. Firstly, 
we have excluded NSS data because .' the various surveys on land holdings conducted 
by it are not strictly speaking comparable with each other owing to differences in 
the meaning of concepts (Sanyal, 1976). Secondly, Agricultural Census estimates 
seem to be more reliable, as in most of the States the AgricultUral Census estimates 
are based on the complete coverage of aJ.l holdings. On the other hand, NSS figures 
are based on sample aurvey (La.xminarayan and Tya.gi, 1976: 16 39). Thirdly, Agricul
tural Census estimates are available for most recent period. Since the Ceiling Act 
was passed in 1961, it would be interesting to see the changes in the ~eventies and 
eighties rather than in sixties. 

5. These are operational holdings. An operational holding is defined by the 
World Agricultural Census as "all land which is used wholly or partly for agricultural 
production and is operated as one technical unit by one person alone or with others 
without regard to title, legal form size or location. A Technical unit is defined 
as that unit which is under the same management, has the same means of production 
such as labour force, machinery and animals" £Bureau of Econo~s and Statistics 
(1974) \>lorld Agricultural Census Report, 197o-71, liydera.bad pp.!f 

6. Although, the State government of Andhra. Pradesh estimated that, it would acquire 
20 lakh acres of land, the target \otas not achieved due to benami transactions etc. 
:Sy 1st January, 1985, the government of Andhra Pradesh has taken over and assigned 
about 2~728 acres of wet land and 3_,14,391 acres of dry land among 2,55,090 landless 
poor. L The Hindu, April 15, 1985 _J -



CHAPTER Z 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.0 Introduction 

The objective of this Chapter is to provide an indepth review of 1i temtu:re on land 

transfers and family fo:mations. Since land transfers and family formations are the two 

major factors that govern the mobility of peasant households from one socio-economic posi

tion to the other, our review of literature is carried out within i the wider canvass of 

the studies on pea$ant mobility. Such an approach will help us not only to understand better 

the analytical and empirical issues involved in studying land transfers and family fo~tion 

in agrarian economies, but also the manner in which these factors shape socio-economic mobi

lity of peasant households. This chapter is divided into three sections. Section I dis

cusses the Russian debate on peasant mobility. In Section II the studies on peasant mobi

l! ty carried out in South Asia are discussed. In the final section the analytical issues 

emerging out of our review are highlighted. 

I 

2 .1.0 The Russian Debate 

A discussion on the origin of peasant mobility invariably takes us to the Russian 

experience, since "our modem discussions are the heirs of Russian heritage, inevitably 

mirroring ••• the great arguement that raged between late nineteenth century and collecti

vization" (Charlesworth, 1979• 61) .f' The arguement which is summarised in Shanin (1972) 
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dealt with economic differentiation and polarization of peasant~ in pre - 1917 Russia • The 

main participants i·r\ this a.rguement were the Marxists and the Populists. \olhile the Ma.J:Xists 

had argued that penetration of capital was the important cause for differentiation of peasantry, 

the populists had emphasised on the demographic factors. In this section we will examine this 

debate to bring out its relevance for understanding peasant mobility in general and land trans-

fere in particular. 

2.1.1 Marxist View· 

According to the traditional Marxist view point, it is the penetration of capital which 

sets off the process of differentia.tione And once started, it would eventually result in the 

emergence of bi-polar classes of agrarian bourgeoisie and rural proletariat. The follol-ring gives 

a bird's-eye-view of this process at work. 

One can start with a medieval society whose hall-mark was self-sufficiency and follow up 

et 
the historical path that leads to the differentiation of the peasantry. The peasant family of 

the medieval period composed an economic society that was entirely ••• self-suff: ·)ient, a society 

that produced not only its own food, but built its own home, furniture and utensils, forged its 

own implements of production" (Kautsky, 1980: 46). The peasants• dependence on the market, was 

therefore, limited •. But with the dissolution of small peasant industry brought about by the 

urban industry and trade, the peasant's dependence on market and thereby on hie cash-requirements 

had increased. The peasant wanted money not only for luxury goods, but also for his own consum-

ption. ·Hence, there was need for the cultivation of commercial crops. At the same time, the 

cash-requirements of the landlord had also increased, because of his interaction with the indus-
f( 

trial capital and hence he had started demanding 'money rent• instead of 'kind rent•. Money rent 

presupposes a considerable development of commerce, of urban industry, of commodity production 

in "general and thereby 'money circulation'' (_Karl ¥.arx, 1966; 797 ~. The traditional relation-

ship between the peasant and the land owner will be turned into purely cash, contract - based 

relationship (Lenin, 1972; 175-6). 

As the peasant's dependence on market was increasing, his problems had also increased. 
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"He had no means of preventing a fall in prices or of selling grain for which there was no 

demand". Communication facilities had not developed adequately to "establish an equilibrium 

between the over production of one district and scarcity of another. Just as bad harvests 

pushed prices up, good ones forced them down" (Kautsky, 1980: 47). As agriculture assumed 

a commodity cha:racter, the gap between the peasant and the market also widened. "The merchant 

found a place between the producer and the consumer., Side by side with the merchant, came 

the usurer; in bad years the peasant's cash receipts were not sufficient to cover his require

n,ents of cash; he was therefore compelled to borrow" (Kautsky, 1980: 47). Such borrowings 

often resulted in the mortgages and subsequent alienation of land. These peasants who lost 

their land, either partly or wholly, had to hire out their labour, since sustenance on agri

culture would be difficult. Besides, since the small peasant industries were destroyed by 

the spread of capital, the peasants 1 dependence on wage income became all the more important, 

especially in lean seasons. 

The peasants 9 who had been selling away their land due to vagaries of the markets, 

had soon joined the ranks of a ru:ral proletariate The features of this class were "insigni

ficant farming on a patch of land, with the farm in a state of utter ruin (particularly 

evidenced by the leasing out of land), inability to exist without the sale of labour--power 

(='industries 1 of indigent peasants) (and) an extremely low standard of living ••• "(Lenin, 

1972; 177). 

On the other hand, some independent farmers who carry on commercial agriculture, 

ovmers of commercial and industrial establishments, the proprietors of commercial enter-

prises etc. constitute the other class-namely rural bourgeoisie or the well-to-d~ peasantry. 

These peasants combine agriculture with industries. "From among these well-to-do peasants 

a class of capitalist:'farmers is created, since the renting of land for the sale, of grain 

plays (in the agricultural belt) an enormous part in their farms, often a more im~ortant 

part than the allotment. The size of the farm, in the majority of the cases, requires a 

labour force largBr than that available in the family, for which reason the formation of 

a body of farm labourers, and still more of day labourers, is a necessar,Y condition for the 

existence of well-to-do peasantry •. The spare cash obtained by these peasants in the shape 
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of net income is either directed towards commercial operations or usury, which are so 

developed in our rural districts or, under favourable conditions is invested in the 

purchase of land" (Lenin, 1972: 177). Thus, the concentration of land ownership would 

also increase. Lenin also demonstrated that there was strong correlation between access 

to any one of the essential means of production a.'ld access to others in the regions of 

Russia that he analysed., It was those fanners with access to more land ·who also had 

more operated area, more draught animals, more implements and tNilo use the more.;.a,dvanced 

farmii..,techniques. · 

Thus, "the old peasantry is not only 'differentiating', it is being completely 

dissolved, it is ceasing to exist, it is being ousted by absolutely new types of rural 

inhabitants - types that are the basis of a society in which commodity economy and capi-

talist production prevail. These types are the rural bourgeoisie ( c.J,iefly =petty bourgeoisie) 
in agr!cul ture 

and the rural proletariat - a class of commodity producers)_ and a class of agricul tura1 wage-

workers" (lenin, 1972: 174). Since the peasantry is ceasing to exist and property relations 

are solidly established in rural areas, the Marxists led by Lenin, strongly felt that the 

only progressive political programme was the expropriation of the means of production and 

organisation of farming on· a collective basis. 

2.1.2 Populist View 

The Marxist vision of future development was questioned by a group of scholotrs, known 

as Populists or Organ! sa tion and Production School, led by A. V. Chayanov. This group while 

accepting 'the need for modernization and economic growth, as well as the necessity for 
, 

spread of uarket relations, emphasised that there opemte countervailing factors, specific 

to agriculture, which l-end greater cohesion to the peasant society and ultimately prevent 

class polarization (Shanin, 1972, 46). Two types of countervaili1factors were mentioned. 

External forces and powerful outsiders united the village against hostile environment and 

more fundamentally factors internal and specific to peasantry wem at wo:r:k, which reinforce 
the 

stability and cohesiveness (Mark Harrison, 1977: 129). TheyrejectedtMarxists'arguement 
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that peasantry was dissolving. For this school, inequality in land holdi~ did not indicate 

that the Russian peasantry was disappearing. On the contrary, they had argued ·\at Russian 

peasantry was homogeneous, with 90 percent of households belonging to small farms, witn('out 
'-' 

employing wage labour. Hence, their vision of ruml economic growth was based on capital 

intensive and highly productive family farms, participating in a large scale 

movement. 

' 2.1.2.1 Chayanovs Model 

co-operative 

Chaya~ovdeveloped his model basing upon the pure family frunm which is a production

cum-cor~ption unit, without employing hired labou~(Chayanov,1966:1). He saw little 

sense therefore in applying capitalist profit calculation to a peasant economy where there 

is no objective of profit maximization. A peasant household wants to maintain the internal 

equilibrium between the utility of their.Jmtput and disutility of the effort that its produ

ction entails. Moreover, since it does not employ l;lired labour, the category of wages ie 

largely absent from its calculation. Instead of the objective category of market wages, it 

has only the subjective oategor,y of disutility of labour or drudger.y. 

The internal equilibrium of the family labour farm takes place when the utility of 

the • family labour product 1 equals the disutili ty of the drudgery that it entails. The 

exact amount of work that this level of output involves is the only objective category in 

the •on-farm equilibrium' and is lmown as the degree of self-exploitation (Sivakumar, 1977:34). 

The degree of self exploitation is thus directly determined by the equilibrium level of output. 

Factors like the size and compos! tion of the family would come from the demand side. On the 

supply side, the additional amounts of output involve inc.reaeing disutility. The size and 

~omposition of the family decide the disutility of additional output. 

Chayanov used Consumer/Worker ratio as a key variable in explaining how the expansion 

and contraction of economic activities of peasant household depend upon.endoge~oue factors 

rather than on exogenous factors, as Lenin argued. When a young family comes into existence, 
\.....-' • 
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the consumption pressure would be low and so also other factors of production. The biologi-

cal growth of young family would cause a rise in consumer-worker ratio. This wou '.d lead to 

an increase in the intensity of labour i.e. self-exploitation among its working members and 

pulling in further factors of production by renting in more land, borrowing or saving. Such 

happening would be recorded as rise in the economic position of the household. 'L .. e farm size 

would also increase. Later when the children become working member$they would ease the 

consumption pressure. Slowly the degree ox self exploitation decreases. Beyond this no more 

children are born in to the household and the consumer-worker ratio falls rapidly as children 

gro'-11 up. Though grown-up children would begin leaving the household, tho work capacity of 
; 

the household remains constant as other children keep reaching an adults work capacity. Sub-

sequently the consumer-worker ratio drops·to one and slowly the farm size decreases. When 

all children leave the household, the demographic cycle is completed and the farm size returns 

to its initial stage (Carman Diana. Deere and Alain de Janvry, 1981; 341 ). 

Thus, a peasant household in its life time, according to Chayanov, experiences both an 

upward mobility and downward mobility. If one looks at a household at time t , it may belong 
c 

to the poor peasant category. But at time t,, it may move over to the rich peasant category. 

This micro dynamic picture holds true to the society as a whole. If one looks at a. group of 

households at two points of time, the differentiation of peasantry may be prevalent at both 

the points, but considerable economic mobility would be taking place. Cha.yanov called this 

'demographic different !a tion'. The Lenini at theo:ty of diffe :rentia tion is quite different from 

Chayanov1, for throughout ita life cycle tra household may loee or gain land not just because 

of demogmphio factors, but because of the intera.otion of the household with the wider economy. 

For instance a middle peasant may beeome small holder through loss of land due to bankruptcy 

or expropriati9n. Whereas favourable harvests and tenns of trade may allow him to lease or ,, 
acquire more land (Cannan Deana Deere and Alain de Janv11y ,1981:341). Thus the expansion and 

contraction of householdseconomic ac_~ivitiea would depend upon exogenous .factors. 
·~ v 

, 
Chayanovs model was criticised by a number of economists. For instance Utsa Patna.ik 
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(1978) felt that the populist theory had committed a fundamental logical error, by assuming 

the co-existence of family labour-based holdings with capitalist holdings with identical 

production fUnctions. She felt it was impossible because "the same output produced with the 

same cost cannot give profit in one case {the Capitalist farm) and not give a J·rofit in 
~ , 

other (the family farm) ~16). Diana Hunt (1979) tested Chayanovs model and sought to modify 

it. Car .man Diana. Deere and Alain De Janv:ry (1981) had,however, shown how.Cbayanovian demo

graphic differentiation model is complementary to the Leninist model of social differentiation. 

According to them although Chayanovian model of demographic differentiation is not so much 
'( 

helpfUl in explaining the dynamics of peasant society of Northen Peru, they feel that it is 
" 

an" important explanatory variable when applied to choice of activity i.e. to the division of 

labour by sex and age and to sources of income over the life cycle" (Carman Diana Deere and 

Alain De Janv.ry, 1981: 337). 

2.1.3 Shanin's Model on Peasant Mobility 

Teodor Shanin in his study "The Awkward Class" sought to synthesise the two divergent 

views on Peasant mobility. Terming Peasant mobility as a complex process, he advanced 'multi-

.factorial explanatory model'' to encompass all of them. According to him "the mobility l.'ecord.ed 

for a peasant society as a whole is a net balance of the oscillations of its component peasant 

households" (Shanin, 1972&77). 
. I'"" 

He classified mobility inJo two types,viz.,centrifUgal mobility 

and centripetal mobility. Centrifugal mobility explains Hchanges in wealth of peasant bouse

holds tending awa:y from the mean i.e. it implies further impoverishment of poorer families and 

further enrichment o.f rich families\' It leads to polarization of peasantry. Centripetal mobi-

r.r. 
li ty explains changes in the wealth of households tending towards the mean i.e. it implies 

,, 
relative impoverishment of rich families and relative enrichment of poorer families (Sbanin, 

1972: 241). It leads to a levelling process. 

Dynamic studies revealed that the peasant mobility was multi-directional in cha%Rcter 

i.e. "it consists to a great extent of opposing movements of individual households which cancel 

themselves out when analysis is confined to the study of the mobility as a whole. The net 
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mobility of a peasant society can be seen as the tip of an iceberg-- the summary results of 

socio-economic changes of much greater magnitude" (Sha.nin, 1972& 74). Thus, both centripetal 

and centrifugal tendenc·ies had contributed to the gross differentiation process in peasant 

society. He further noted that "the socio-economic position of a substantial numbers of 

Russian peasant households in the period studied fluctuated with a certain specific regularity. 

A peasant household, would for a. time, rise in socio-economic terms witl(.in the pe;Leant community 

and then after reaching some peak undergo a decline. At e. later stage the same household, having 

reached its lowst ebb, might again start to move upward and the whole cycle would recormnence" 

(Shanin, 1972:76). He called this~rocese as cyclical mobility. 

2.1.3.1 Determinants of Peasant Mobility 

According to Shanin, the important .factors that determine peasant mobil! ty am (!)Cumu

lation of economic advantages and disadvantages (ii) Land redivision (iii) Substantive changes 

(iv) Biological Determinants and (v) Random oscillations. 

i. Cumulation of economic Advantages and Dinadvantages: Thia factor implies that the 

larger the size and wealth of the household, greater are the opportunities for the accumulation 

and vice versa. A continuous cumulation of economic advantages and disadvantages would lead to 

polarization and eventually to centrifusal mobility. 

ii. Land Redivision: Land redivision by village communes was a peculiar system specific 

to Russia. Shanin considered this as one of the important causes for centripetal mobility. 

111. Substantive Changes: This would iinply 'tre.nsmutions of peasant ho'l.l,seholds l:eaulting 

in their appearance and disappearance wit~in the peasant communities' (Shanina 1972:81). This 
~ 

term· covers partitioning, extinction, merger and migmtion.l;[hile partition!ngs were common 

among richer households, the other sul)..processes were common among poorer households. 'lbus 

the pulverizing effect of partitioning would be strong among wealthier strata and because of 

other factors substantial rmmber of poor farmers would be constantly purged out. He therefore 
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concluded that substantive changes @enerated levelling tendencies and worked in a direction 

running counter to economic polarization. 

iv. Biological Determinants: Shanin felt that biological detexmina.nts explained by 

Chayanov also accounted for peasant mobility in Russia. The demographic differentiation of 

old and new households in a given population cuts across economic differences and may lead to 

either centrifugal or centripetal trends and at the household level, to patterns approaching 

cyclical mobility. However, Shanin felt that evidence in support of these determinants was 

insufficient and hence attached a query to it while presenting his model. 

v. Random oscillations: Pandom factors are "a form of multi-directional mobility 

gene:mted by the idiosyncratic impact of general economic trends and chance factors on indi

vidual peasant households" (Shanin, 1972z 243). The above term covers factors 4ike the natuxe, 

market and the state. The natural fluctuations of weather (timely and untimely rains) result 

in good and bad harvests. These fluctuations work through productivity and affect the agri-

cul tura.l surpluses of the peasant families en:Lbling them to mov'9 either upward or downward • 

The impact of natu:ra.l .factors is reinforced by a :relative rigid! ty in crop-rotation and may 

have also been associated with prevalent plant and livestock diseases. Market conditions 

such as te:rms of trade between rural and urban sectors, the availability of credit and wages 

of labour would infJuence the mobility of peasant households. State policies with regard 

to agriculture, such as land reforms, price policy would also influence the peasant mobility. 

The net impact of these factors on peasant mobil! ty may vary from country to country depending 

on its development, technical advancement etc. Hence he admitted that the impact of random 

factors would have to :remain hypothetical until further empirical studies can validate or 

invalidate it. He was also aware of the deficiency of Russian data on this aspect and was 

cautious enough to say "a comparative study of the peasantry in a developing society elsewhere 
, 

in the world would seem to be the only way to clarify the issue (Shanin, 1972: 115). 

2.1.3.2. Critical Appraisal of Shanin's Model 

With regard to deteminanti:s of peasant mobility objections were mised on substantive 

factors, biological life cycle and Y.a.ndom factors. 
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Among the sub-processes of substantive changes, partitioning is the only factor, 

which clearly works for creation of centripetal tendencies. His proposition is that 

partitionings are common among wealthier peasant households and hence its pulverising 

effect would be more on that category. He put forward this proposition in order to 

buttress chayanov's life cycle theory. But is it universally true that partitionings 

are common among wealthier households? Does partitioning create centripetal tendencies? 

We would deal with this question in the later part of this Chapte:r. But it should be 

interesting to note that even Lenin testified to the existence of larger families among 

the well-to-do strata of the peasantry. He felt that one of the :reasonsfor the large 

size of the family was ttthe lesser desire of the well-to-do peasantry to divide up the 

" land (1972:94)e 

Random factors are important only in those coUntries which are backward iL the field 

of science and technology. With the advancement of science and technology, man is able to 

overcome the limits imposed by the nature. The constraints and lags that nature imposes at 

times on cultivation and livestock a.rejless botheX::some in advanced countries. But the impact 

of these £actors on peasant mobility in unde~developed countries should not be ignored. With ....., 

regard to biological life cycle theory of' Chayanov, Shanin was lese sure about its contribution 

to peasant mobility. 

Population growth is one of' the deteminants of' peasant mobility in the densely popu-
ft 

lated countries like India. As Lenski pointed out in societies where there are not important 

new frontiers, either geog:ra.phical or economic, surplus man power is usually driven downward 

in the class system in the direction of expendable class, which perform the unavoidable function 

of redressing the demographic balanoe''(Lenski, 1966: 290, cited in Schendel, 1979). There are 

other criticisms, which are not relevant here and hence we ignore them and proceed to studies 

on peasant mobil! ty in South Asia. 

II 

2.2.0 Studies on Peasant Mobility in South Asia 

Studies on peasant mobility in South Asia are few and .far. between. Studies on 
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differentiation and mobility of peasant households in this region were influenced by the 
?I the 

Russian debate. However, the debate on mode of productio~that took place inAseventies 

had·oversha.dowed the debates on peasant mobility. But there are a few studies which 
'-' 

partially address themselves to the question of peasant mobility. Barring a couple of 

such studies, there was hardly any one which synthesises economic, sociological and anthro-

pological aspects of peasant mobility. A brief review of the.se studies is in order. 

2.2.1 Attwood (1979) had attempted to study peasant mobility in a village in western 

Maha.ra.shtra. Although, this village was famine stricken in earlier times, irrigation 

facilities were provided to the village in the late nineteenth centur,y and by 1970, nearly 

85 percent of total land was irrisated. He sought to collect data on land distribution 

at two points of time viz.,1920 and 1970. He formulated his hypothesis based on two well 

known positions -Marxian tbeor,y of impoverishment due to expropriation and exploitation 

by the rich and Malthusian theory of mass impove:r:ishment due to population grot. th. Attwood 

had concluded that both upward and downward mobility took place in the village he studied. 

Some of the poor households, without land,moved up and became richer. Concentmtion of 

land in fewer hands had not taken place and in•fact some of the rich had become poor. 

Although, the proportion of landless households in the village had increased, this could 

be explained mainly in tenns of a large amount of immigration. He felt that many of these 

findings could be explained in terms of Malthusian theory of mass impoverisl:lment. In other 

\vOrds Attwood comes to the conclusion that the Marxian theo:r:y of impoverishment fails to 

hold good in this village. 

Attwood's study fails to capture the processes of alienation of land by big f'a~ers 

and acquisition of' land by small fanners. He had taken two time points i.e. 1920 and 1970 

for his analysis but failed to trace the cha"'ges that took place in between them. Kudr,yavt:sev 

(1981) pointed out that he had not explained the impact on land reforms on land distribution. 

Moreover, he did not bring the important variable in rural Indian life namely caste in the 

discussion. However, Attwood had not claimed that this village was representative as he 
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argued for similar studies to be carried out across different regions. 

2.2.2 V.M. Rao (1972) had analysed the distribution of land and la~ transfers between 

1956 and 1965 in 28 sample villages looated in the Ryotwari regions of Maharashtm, where 

Attwood's survey village was situated. The resul ta of Rao' s study, in many eases, are 

similar to that of Attwood. The largest share of total area was .bought by small holders, 

landless tenants, and other lant'lless peasants (1972, A 137). The landloaers were larger 

land holders and the greatest share of the area sold belonged- to them. He found out that 

the direction of land transfers were mainly towards cultivators, but not towards non

cultivating persons and usurers (A-140). The scope of the study, however, dld not nece-

ssitate Rao to cover all other aspects of peasant mobility and hence, the study confined 

itself only to land transfers. 

2.2.3 Willem Van Schendel (1979), a Dutch historian, had attempted to study peasant 

mobility in Bangladesh with the help of Shanin's theoretical framework.2/ He selected 

seven villages from three different geographical areas of Bangladesh, for an intensive 

study. Van Schendel observed that a combined process of polarization and pauperization 

l-.'a.B taking place in the three study areas.. Between 83 to 93 percent of households in the 

study areas had experienced mobil! ty since their inception.. In three areas mostly downward 

mobility was recorded, but upward mobility for a small peasant was not an impossible dream. 

However, he felt that for a landless household, chances of an upward mobility were bleak 

and receding. 

In a situation where there is less favourable land man ratio as a result of rapid 

population growth coupled with the absence of synchronised industrial development, pauperi

zation is a likely possibility. This process would be hastened if there are low levels of 

agricultural productivity due to the absence of technological and institutional changes. 

There ma,y be a levelling trend, if the economic decline of the poor is slower than that 

of the rich or mild polarization in the obverse ease. But either way both poor and rich 

will decline in the absence of a strong countervailing force. This must have happened in 
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Bangladesh during the study period and Van Schendel therefore adds population growth 

as an important determinant for a larse amount of mobility observed in Bangladesh. 

He sought to reformulate Shanin's model by deleting land rediVision, because it 

did not take place in that country. He felt that cumulation of economic advantages and 

disadva."ltages must have caused polarization of the peasantry. He dismissed Chayanovian 

life cycle by saying that "the impact of biological cycle is fragmented and limited and 

superceded by the impact of other determinants or peasant mobility (Schendel, 1979; 273). 

An important modification that Van ScheYJdel made to Shanin •a model is that the random 

factorE are not random in their impact but act as systetna.tica.lly polarizing forces in 

rural Bangladesh.. Among the sub-processes of substantive changes, partitioning accounted 

for large amount of mobility and all others are insignificant. He added one more factorJ 

namely immigration,to the list of substantive changes. 

2:~2~4'-f· Shergill (1985) examined why some fanaa grew while others declined.in the 

Punjab. He criticised the two t:radi tional approa.ches i.e. Leninist approach and Chaya.

novian approach, which try to explain the reasons for the gaining or lo.sing of land. He 

criticised Leninist approach for u it draws conclusions about the past dynamics of farm 

size distribution from the current static picture of it" (Shergill, 1985: A 23) e He 

developed an independent approach to study the causes for the growth or decay of the 

fa:rms. He selected an equal number (30) of growing, decaying, and static ~ams and 

five characteristics of these farms. These characteristics are (i) economic structure 

(ii) resource endowments (iii) demographic characteriatics(iv) adoption of new technology 

and intensity of input use and (v) economic perfonna.nce. After a careful, examination of 

these factors for all the farms he concluded that it is not the initial area owned 

by a family, as argued by the Marxists, that matters in economic competition and in deter

mining its chances of gaining or losing land. He found out that these families differed 

little in area owned at the time of respective births as independent socio-economic units. 

He also rejected Cbayanovian approach by saying that family size did not matter in 

e;aining or losing land., He concluded that "it is the complex interplay of factors like growtr 
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of family and ma~e, adult members in it over time; size of owned land per male member at the 

time 
Lof birth of the household, education of male family farm workers, and their ability to 

adopt new technology quickly, employ large number of hired workers, attain high levels 

of economic efficiency and their success in keeping the growing family intact in a 

single extended unit that determine the chances of a peasant family gaining or losing 

land via the market" (Shevgil, 1985: A30). 

Although, Shergil criticised Leninist approach for ignoring sociological factors 

in detennining the distribution of land ownership, he has also committed. the same mistake. 

Also he does not tell us the castes to which these decaying fanns belong. Afterall, caste 

is an important factor which plays a crucial role in the acquisition of landed assets, 

education and in the adoption of new technology; Besides, he has not sufficiently examined 

about the factors that had led to the grololth or decay of the farms over a time. More 

specifically, he does not explain the role of partitioning in the alienation of land in the 

decaying farms. 

III 

2,.3.0 Analytical Issues 

The foregoing review raises three major issues which are important to analyse land 

' transfers and family foxmations in agrarian economies. These issues pertain t~ (i) Nucle-
.and 

ated households and upward economic mobility (ii) Indicators of economic mobilityi(ii~) 

~tes of partitioning across socio-economic categories. In this section we will examine 

these issues in detail. 

2.3.1 Nucleated Young Households and Upward Economic Mobility 

Chayanov argues that the increase in consumer-worker ratio in young families as a 
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result of increasing birth rate would :force the working adults to work more to ease 

the consumption pre saure. Consequently, it would lead to an upward economic mobility 

of the household as children reach the working age and start participating in farm 

activities. When the :farm size has increased, a factor like partitioning would break 

it i~to various small unite and theBe small units would experience the economic mobi-

li ty. Now the question is, is it possible for young and poor households to experience 

upward mobility? The amount of land with which a young household begins is largely 

determined by social factors. "Whether a young household begins with a small patoh of 

land or with a medium or large-size farm probably correspo~to the class position of 

the parents and the socially determined pattern of inheritance., Moreover, while a 

particular household may successfully struggle to defend its class position as, say, 

middle peasant and thus complete its life cycle in that categor,y, most children that 
and expels 

this household procreate~zare likely to initiate their own life cycles in other social 

categories, especially as semiproletarians and landless peasants in conditions of land 

scarcity'' (Deere and Janvry, 1981; 341 ). Ch.aya.nov did not explain this point while 

explaining his model. Eesides, this model is based on the assumption that land is 

freely available to the existing households as well as to the households who leave the 

parent units and start their own. As Chayanov himself admitted,this assumption is hardly 

realistic for densely populated countries, where land-man ratio is unfavourable and to 

that extent his model operates only under certain limitations. 

The chances for a poor household to experience upward economic mobility are 
t( 

supposed to be bleak, because they (i)-face diminishing short-run returns and \ii) higher 

rents and lower yields on rented land than richer peasants, (iii) may obtain lower returns 

:to non-farm work than middle and rich peasants and (iv) face relatively high prices for 

inputs and relatively low prices for the labour intensive products they produce" (Harrison, 

1977; 134). As stated earlier, Van Sche"'del,while noting that upward mobility for small 

fanner is not an impossible dream~ pointed out that for landless households chances for an 

upward economic mobility are bleak and receding (1979: 285-6). .But some scholars do feel 
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that landless poor households experienced upward economic mobility (Rao, 1972: 

Attwood, 1979). 

The chances for the poor to acquire land and other assets, however, depend upon 

the specificities of regions. In a dry zone, for instance, with favourable land-man 

ratio, deficient rainfall resulting in recurring droughts and out migration, land values 

oscillate at a lower level. This might allow even poor people to acquire a piece of 

land. Moreover, lack of caste rigidities- also rennit lo,_.er caste people to acquire land. 

Thus, the incidence of landlessness may be lower in such regions. 

3.2 Indicators of Economic Mobility 

In what terms the mobility of household should be expressed? Is it sufficient 

if we express mobility in terms of landed assets alone? Or, should we take other factors 

also in to our consideration? But the relevance of the above questions, to a gxeat extent, 

depends upon the region in which one is studying peasant mobility. If it were to be a 

region where assured irrigation facilities exist and :returns to land are certain, the 

fa:nners would be by and large investing their surpluses in land or related activities. 

Hence land may be a meaningful ind:icator of peasant mobility in these regions. But in a 

semi-arid zone where there are risks and uncertainities due to deficient rainfall and lack 

of assured irrigation facilities, the farmers would be reluctant to invest their surpluses 

in agriculture and related activities. (Mac Alpin, 1975). Land ~cquisitive ~thos , which 

is a common phenomenon in irrigated areas, is at a lower level of intensity in sem1-~~id 

1-ones. Thus we find that significant chunk of aericultural surpluses in these regions are 
., 

being invested in non-agricultural activities like money lending, mining, bus_ness etc. 

Moreover, the farmers in these regions devise their own insurance mechanisms to fight 

the scarcities and hunger in the event of drought or famine and they usually invest their 

surpluses in gold or silver, which can be liquified soon for consumption at different 

times (M.D. Morris, 
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Thus, expressing peasant r.._.)bility in terms of land in a semi-arid zone might 

not be sufficient and we need to take other factors also into account. In other words, 

one has to categorise the peasants on the basis of landed as well as non-landed assets. 

Viewed this way, the conclusions of Attwood and Rao, that upward mobility of small farmer 

'""" households as well as land~ess was possible, have to be taken with some reservations. 

As pointed out by Krishnaji,upward mobility in the Marxian sense is a gradual sub-ordina

tion of land to capital and not the movement of households from one size-class landholding 

to the next higher clas~(Krishnaji1979). Krishnaji ruled out such possibility i.e. landless 

households becoming rich as an unrealistic theoretical possibility (Krishnaji, 1980: A-43). 

But categorisation of peasant households on the basis of information on non-landed 

assets is not free from problems. Also,one can find out even the information on the non-

landed assets of the households for the current period of analysis. But one finds it 

difficult to elicit qualitative information about the households for an earlier period. 

Collection of data on ownership of land both at starting and various intermediate points 

is a less difficult taske That is why one usually takes land as the main1 

indicator of peasant mobility. 

3.3 Rates of Partitioning Across Size Classes: 

if not the sole, 

Among the determin~nts of peasant mobility, the categoxY of substantive changes is 

important. Substantive changes consist of four sub-processes, namely, part! tioning, 

migration, merger and extinction. Among theSe sub-processes, partitioning is iuportant, 
~ 

since it genera ted considerable controversy and it accounted fort. major portion of mobil! ty 

in various regions of South Asia (Van Sche"Y~.del, 1979; K. Narayanan Nair, 1984) ~ 

ShaninsView: Shanin observed that ttra.tes of partitioning correlated with the size and 

the wealth of peasant households. The pulverizing effect of partitioning was, the:refore, 

strongest among the wealthier strata". (Shanin, 19721 81). Hence, he considered that it 

is the only factor which clearly worked for the creation of centripetal tendencies among 
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wealthier households. The way it does so is also interesting. "It is a dominant 

tendency among large and wealthy farms, and if it is to result in downward social 

mobility, then it must be implied that large farms which break up lose indivisibi-

lities and the co-ordination of labour, experiencing relative degzadation of repro-

ducible assets. Consequently, a limit is set to the development of capitalist ente~ 

prise and rich versus poor peasant class consiousness" (Harrison, 1977: 137) This 

way of looking at -partitioning raises a number of questions. Is it universally true 

that 'Partitionings are common among richer households? Does partitioning work for 

the creation of centri petal tendencies? Shanin's proposition has to be explained 

in terms of the specific peasant culture of Russian village&which attached social 

status only to senior male heads of household. Junior males could attain full status 

only through marriage and partitioningJJhatever the scanty data that we have on rates 

of partitioning do not support Sha.nin's proposition and iirtact, with the help of 
I 

Schendel's data one can question the ver.y proposition itself. 

In the villages studied by Schendel, the positive correlation between rates of 

partitioni~ and farm size, as pointed out by Shanin, is not clearly discernible. As 

much as 93 percent of poor households had partitioned during the period 1977-78 in 

Ghorshal and nearly 48 percent poor farmers had splitted in GoborgaYi village between 

1933 and 1977. However, the data on partitioning in Dhoneshor support Shanin's argue-

ment. Van schendel, therefore, argued that "frur from being simply a determinant of 

levelling mobility in these villages, household splittings clearly contributed to 

polarizing trends as well" (1979, 264). He even noted that it was impossible to 

correlate partitioning with any particular economic oategory or with land ownership 

group, or number of adult males. The mobil! ty of fragmented households, after part!-

tioning, is difficult to predict. Therefore, he concluded that pa.rti tioning na.s con

tributed both to polarization and levelling tendencies. 

·. Krishnaji 1 s View: In this context, it would be interesting to see whether or 

not rates of partitioning are higher among rich households. KriShnaji argues that in 
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a peasant society, where capitalism is penetrating and where agricultural labourers and 

poor peasants are at one extreme and rich peasants and capitalist farmers at the other, 

the rates of partitioning would be higher among the former category than the latter. The 

agricultural labourers arrl poor peasants are usually involved in the market as sellers 

of labour power and buyers of wage goods and only to a limited extent as sellers of agri

cultural produce (Krishnaji, 1980; A-38)., Since the labour market is characterised by 

a high degree of unemployment an'! there is uncertain! ty in finding work especia' .ly in the 

lean seasons, it may not confer any special advantage to a joint family and hence make 

intra-family income sharing difficult for these families o Since their participation as 

sellers of agricultural produce is limited, no gains would accrue to undivided .ouaeholds 

at the time of purchase of commodities. Thus, there a.re no economic forces which arrest 

partitioning among those households. Moreover, low levels of expectation of life among 

these households induce a faster than average time rate of reproduction (of households), 

which is realised through early marriage and which in tum induces them to split from the 

parental household (Krishnaji, 1980: A-38)• 

On the other hand,rich peasant and capitalist farmer households, whose economic 

activity is diversified and whose work is essentially supervisory in nature and is asso

ciated with not only cultivation but also the processing and marketing of produce, do not 

find any incentive to split the property. And infact joint family is an added advantage 

to such families since their involvement in trade and transport confers economic advantage 

in buying (of inputs) and selling (of output). "What is important in this context is not 

merely the relationship between 'cumulation of economic advantage' based on land ownership 

and accumulation which is external to the household but also the diversification of economic 

activity within the household itself" (!lli.-). Krishnaji gave salary earnings as an example 

to such diversification. Then, he hypothesised that •mtes of partitioning will be high 

among agricultural labourers and poor peasant households and low among rich peasant and 

capitalist fanner households'' (ibi2.). Since middle peasantry is not a homogeneous category 
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as far as market involvement is concerned and it contains some who resemble small 

peasants and some who resemble rich peasants, he expected that rates of partitioning 

among middle peasants to lie between those of rich and poor peasants. 

Conclusion: 

In this chapter, we have examined the origin and development of the debate on 

peasant mobility in Russia and South Asia and brought out the important analytical 

issues that are relevant for the study of land transfers and family formations. These 

issues will be examined further with the help of data as collected from the village 

level study, which is discussed in subsequent chapters. As a prelude to this; in tm 

next chapter, we will develop an anlytical framework for studying land transfers•. 
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Notes and References 

1. Though Chayanov defined family labour farms as those which rely basicalf.y on 
family labour in their production activity, they may someti.Ioos employ hired 
labour without affecting the significance of family labour. Such farms a1~ 
defined as 'half-labour' farmso 

2. This debate is gummarised in Sudhakar.a Reddy B.K(1984) Thorner, Alice (1982a, b, c) 

3. He purposefully opted for a study of the relatively unlmown peasantryof Bangladesh 
as he felt that the peasant society here is different from that of Pre-1917 Russia. 
1'-loreover, there are differences in political rule, deJ:~.si ty of population (land-man 
ra tio) and socio-economic institutions. Van Schend'il , hoped that a study on peasant 
mobility in·a poor country like Bangladesh would provide illuminating insights. in:to 
the extent to which local differences influence pea.sant-mobili ty and shed some 
light on the concept of 'gen tric' nature of peasantYyitself (Van Schendel, 1979; 19) 

4. Lenin made a distinction between these twoJ i.e. Jocial differentiation and dimple 
differentiation. He called the process of formation of two essential classes of 
capitalism i.e. proletariat and bourgeoisie as social differentiation, while simple 
differentiation indicates only inequality in land holdings. 



CHAPTER 3 

A FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSING LANV TRANSFERS 

3.0 Introduction 

Historical analyses of land transfers have to be conducted in terms of land tenure, 

tax burden on the cultivators, cropping pattern, irrigation, yield, land-man ratio, the 

relative bargaining position of land owners, tenants and labourers in the land lease and 

lab0ur markets and above all the land acquisitive ethos of the different socio-economic 

groups in the rural areas. Land transfers, thus, are a product of the mutual interaction 

of these variables~ The relative strengths of the concerned variables however are a function 

of the specificities of the regions under study. For instance, in an irrigated zone certainty 

of yield, soil fertility and a faster growth of population would result in a heavy pressure 

on cultivated land thereby leading to stronger bargaining power of the land owners and credi

tors vis-a-vis tenants, labourers and borrowers.. It will have i te impact on agrarian stru

cture through land tra.nsferso But in a semi-a.rid zone which is devoid of economic infrastru

cturepespecially irrigation -- factors like risk and uncertainty in the crop yield might pave 

the way for shortages, droughts and famines. This would in turn have i te impact on the den

sity of population, land-man ratio and the relative bargaining positions of the rural groups 

with var,ying degrees of access to land as also their acquisitive ethoS· The main objective 

of this chapter is to develop a conceptual framework,- by taking the variables listed above. 

'ro begin with, in Section I we will outline a general framework for analysing land transfers. 

Subsequently~ in Section II, the role of regional specificities in the process oi land txans

fers is briefly discussed. 
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3.1 General Framework 

Let us start with land tenure as a variable affecting land transfers. Land tenure 

systems would be greatly affected by the specific policies pursued by the governments at 

different points of time. In the colonial context this was all the more true. During the 

British rule - both under East India Company and later under the crown - the policies 

pursued by the respective governments left their deep impact on the agrarian st~ucture in 

general and land transfers in particular. British India witnessed three major types of 

land tenure viz. Penmanent Zamindary Settlement, Inamdari Settlement and Byotwa~i Settle-

ment. Although, all the three settlements were prevalent in some degl:ee or other in all 

parts of Andh:ra at the beginning of 19th century, Pel.'lllanent Za.mindary Settlement was most 

prominent in Coastal Andhra while in Rayalaseema region it was the Ryotwa.ri Settlement)/ 

Under the Ryotwari Settlement of land tenunt cul tivato-tS were given pattaa or 

title-deeds on their lands. 
\.I. 

The Settlement was an agreement made by the government imme-

diately with the Ryots or cultivators of land to the complete exclusion of intexmediaries" 

(Nilmani l'rukherjee, 19621 XIII). In theoey what was sought to be legalised and insti-

tutionalised was peasant proprietorship involving a direct relationship between the owner 

cultivator and the government. But in practice it did not prevent either tenancy or in-

equitoua distribution of landholdings in the village. For after all, the Ryotwari System 

of 1800 did not involve redistribution of land. All it did was to accept the then existing 

structure of land distribution and determine revenue. according to a "fixed valuation of 

soil in each field, supply of water, proximity to market and other local circumstances •••• 

(T)he amount of revenue realised annually varied according to conditions affecting crop 
and 

ea_ch year'' (Nilma.ni Mukherjee..t.Robert E-fic ·Fryke"YYberg,1969:; 219) 

As the direct relationship between the cultivator and the government was not to the 

exclusion of either tenancy or ine~uitous distribution of land holdings, the village elite 

who invariably came from the upper castes had a greater say in matters affecting land acqui-

sition, control and transfers. In the non-Ina.mdari or non-Agraha.ram villaees, it was the 
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dominant cultivating castes who had an unquestionable sway over land control. The other 

communities in the village had to play only a subordinate role in the rural areas. In 

any case, in conformity with the dictates of the political economy the best lands in the 

village were cornered by the socially powerful groups, while others had to subsist on less 

fertile lands and/or lands located at a distance from the village. 

Jl1ore often than not, colonial regimes imposed a heaYy burden on the cultivators -

both in the Permanent Zamindary and Ryotwar:i. areas)./ This was especially so in areas where 

cash crops so called like cotton indigo and others were grown. The phenomena of heavy 

taxation and involuntacy growth of commercial agriculture were mutually reinforcing. While 

the absence of irrigation and prevalent soil types imposed constraintson the cultivators' 

choice of crop-mix, the very fa.Qt that taxation was heavy in the Ryotwari areas (like 

Rayalaseema) which incidentally were also more suited to the growth of cash crops like 

cotton and indigo would compel the farmers,both big and small 7to grow commercial crops to 

meet their cash requirements. However, if the monsoon is erratic, which often it is in the 

dry districts in South India, agricultural yield becomes uncertain and small and middle 

farmers would get caught in the debt-traps laid by the big farmer/merchant creditors. In 

practice whether land-transfers from the small to the big farmers would actually take place 

or not would depend a great deal upon the calcul~ of the creditors on the viability, profit-

.ability arrl political feasibility of extended holdings., Notwithstanding the uncertain! ty of 

Dainfall in the regions, if the big land owner /merchant feels that the cultivation of the 

additional fields is possible as there are enough wage-labourers available in the region, 

he might be ready to acquire the lands of the indebted farmers and cultivate them with the 

help of wage-labourers. On the other hand, if he visualises shorta~ of working hands, he 

might resort to leasing out these additionally acquired lands to the small farmers or land-

less tenants. In any-case, land control of the big t,armers/merchants would be greatly 

strengthened. 

The above would be to a large extent influenced by density of population. The 

larger the density of population, lower would be the land-man ratio. 'tlhile in the irrigated 
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zone crops a:re relatively assured and, either because of natural increase in population or 

influx of immigrants from the less developed areas of the neighbourhood, there would be 

higher density of population, lower land-man ratio and an intense 'competition• among the 

tenants and labourers in the land-lease markets and labour markets, respectively. Such 

situations are more advantageous for the big land owners as they have an upper hand in these 

markets. While rents could be hiked up, agricultural wages might be kept at lower level. 

There would be equally intense competition in the land market and land values would be 

higher and increase at a faster rate. As land becomes a prized asset assuring a regular 

income, land control assumes greater significance here compared to the dry region. 

But in the dry areas where rainfall iS erratic and uncertain and state Jlays a minimal 

role in providing the economic infrastructure, droughts and famines often claim a death toll, 

and out-migration of labourers, marginal and small farmers with their livestock to the rela

tively more protected areas is a common phenomenon in times of scarcity and the scope for 

manoeuvrability of the big-fanner/merchant creditors to acquire the lands of the small and 

marginal fanners is limited" In a region where there is low density of population, high land

roan ratio with low quantum of draught animal stock per acre, as also the availability of culti

vable waste lands, the creditors had to operate under the constraints of shortage of working 

hands, less competition in the lease markets and a cushioning provided by the possibility of 

bringing the wade lands under plough by the small fanners and laboure.reo To reiterate the 

arguement, less competition in the land lease market, shortage of working hands and availa

bility of culturable wastes, would to a certain extent, inhibit the land acquisitive ethos .. 

of the big-farmer/merchant. This would in tum affect the concentration of land ownership 

in the rural areas. It is possible that in an irrigated area compared to the dry region, both 

inequitous distribution of land as well as its concentration would proceed at a faster rate. 

This is due to the fact that in the irrigated zone land, labour, credit and product markets 

vrould be activated at a faster rate and there would be an over all dynamism in agriculture 

(G.N. Rae, 1985). Contrasted to this, in the dry region,not~withstanding the £act that the 

colonial regimes provided rail-transport in these cotton-growing regions much earlier (1866) 
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than the irrigated areas (1891), the overall absence of dynamism in agriculture left the 

land, labour and credit markets comparit!vely less activated* 

II 

Regional Specifi~!ties 

Besides the general framework described above, certain specificities of a village 

or a smaller segment of a region would leave their impact on the question of land t:ransfers. 

In villap.es or areas where historically the non-cultivating upper caste like Brahmins or 

Kshatriyas own a larger chunk of the cultivated areas, increasing pace of urbanization and 

spread of education make these co~munities gradually 1. ose interest in agriculture thereby 

providing scope for the remaining dominant cultivating castes like Reddies (in Raya.laseema) 

and Kammas (in coastal Andhra) to chip in and fill the vaccum created by the outmigra.ting 

upper castes. In other words , balance of power would gradually shift in favour of the resident 

dominant cultivating castes through land transfers in their favour. However, ·'fhere the State 

steps in to regulate the land transfers or at}least affect agrarian structure, however half

heartedly, through land reforms this process of shift of power in favour of resident dominant 

cultivating castes would encounter hurdles. They have to devise ingenious methods to beat 

the legal system, to the extent it is possible. Where law and demographic factors impose 

further constraints on the manipulative capacity of the dominant and land acquisitive culti

vatt~a castes it is the less dominant cultivating castes/groups which would emerge as the 

new dynamic groups. Their ability to acquire land control would be further strengthened where, 

like a semi-arid zone, cul tumble wastes are available. While the dominant castes gradually 

1 ose interest in acquiring further add! tiona to their land holdings, either because of out-

migration of working hands or other constraints in the land-lease and labour markets, the 

existing cultivable wastes would be found attractive by the less dominant cultivating castes. 

If there are no political or legal hurdles facing the intermediate castes to bring these lands 

* For a schematic representation of processes of land transfers in both semi-arid zone and 
irrigated zone See Appendices I & II at the end of the Chapter. 
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under plough, it would further impose constraints on the resident dominant cultivating 

castes to lay claims on the cultivable wastes and extend their ownership _holdings. Thus, 

even before the intervention of the State with land refonn legislation ioe. prior to 1956 

the upper segments of the cultivators were constrained to limit their ownership holdings. 

And with the advent of land reforms, further acquisition of land by these people because 

all the more unattractive. Their investible surpluses had to seek outlets not in landed 

assets but in avenues outsides agriculture. 

As for the intermediate castes below the dominant cultivatiro caste categories like 

yadavas and gounds in Rayalaseema region, since they start with a relatively low land base 

tmre is larger scope for them to operate both ~ land-leasers as well as land-buyers. If 

there are only a few leakages from their family income by way of expenses towards social 

ceremonies and education of their children, their investible surpluses keep accumulating 

and their primary concern becomes acquisition of more and more landed assets • .4/ 

Land Reformsare generally ineffective in providing relief to the tenants or alter the 

distribution of land. But in exceptional cases where excess lands over the ceiling are 

distributed to the members of the depressed community, the bargaining position of these cult!-

vat.oYs,-.cum-labourers would be strengthened. Besides, if non-a.gricul tural employroont oppor-

tunities are also made available, it would set these people on motion to become marginal 

and small cultivators. 

Conclusion 

Thus, all in all,the relative position and power of the socio-economic groups in the 

country side i5 product of historical and contemporary forces. While the historical forces 

\t/Ould set the pace and direction of land transfers, the variations in the movement of land 

transfers at any point of time would be affected by the dominant contemporary forces. In this 

I 

process the relative balance of economic power would cha'l'lge, bringing about significant changes 

in the socio-political power of the rural groups. Land transfers thus act as catalytic agents 

in bringing about the sweeping changes in the country side. It should, however, be noted that 

land transfers thus are affected not only by the socio-cultural and legal factors emanating both 

from within and outside agriculture. 
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Appendix I 
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Appendix II 

Land Transfers in the Irrigated Zone 
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Notes and References 

Ct\...a 
1. Punganur, Karvetinagaram,i,Ba.naga.napalle were some of the prominent Zamindaris of 

Rayalaseema. For a functibning of the Punga.nur Zamindary See K.S.S.Seshan (1984). 
Tenurial Structure in an Andh:ra Zamind.ari ~PUNGANUR 

2. For an understanding of the functioning of the Ryotwari Settlement in Ra.yalaseema, 
See Nilmani Mukherjee (1962) The Eyotwari System in ¥adras 1792-1827 

3. Comparatively the Inamdari villages were lightly taxed. For a discussion on tax 
burden in coastal Andhra See G.N. Bao (1973). Changing Conditions and Growth of 
Agricultural Economy in the Krishna and Godavari Districts: 1840-1890. 

4. In Coastal Andh:ra balance of nower has been slowly changing among different castes. 
'-"?tv.. lA kt. 

The agricul tura.lly dynaml.c,tka~ are gradually looking for avenues of investment 
outside agriculture, thus giving scope for the hitherto less dominant communities 
like Kapu5, Goudas· and ya.davas to acquire landed assets. For a historical account 
of land control in coastal Andhra See G.N. Ra.o, Dime[!Sions of Land Control in 
Coastal Andhra; A historical View , A.P. Economic Association, Conference papers, 
Narch 1984. 



CHAPTER· 4 

METHODOLOGY 

4.0 Introduction 

As we discussed in the previous chapter, our approach to the study of land 

transfers and family formations is partly historical and partly contemporary. This 

in turn requires not only the collection and analysis of historical data on land 

transfers, but also the linking of the historical changes with the current status of 

village households. Such an analysis is carried out for the village under.study with the 
help 

jof secondary data available from village records ~~d primary data collected through 

a sample survey. ?ne sources and limitations of the secondary data, the methodology 

employed in the collection of primarJ data, and the procedure for the regeneration of 

land distribution for earlier years based on the survey data are briefly discussed in 

this chapter. 

4.1 Sources and Limitations of Secondary Data: 

In order to analyse land transfers in tpe Village in a historical perspective, 

we have made use of the Report of the Village Resettlement Survey (1891), Karnam Account 

(1948) and Record of Rights (1982). The data on ownership holdings available from these 

-sources are fairly reliable. The reasons for this are following: 

i. Prior to Resettlement Survey of 1(391, Government received reports to 

the effect that in Jv!.adra.s Presidency there was la.rge scale evasion of 
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land revenue payments due to the collusion between the rich and domi

nant cultivators and the village revenue officials (Dharma Kumar, 1979; 
231)o In order to prevent evasion of land revenue the resettlement that 

was usually carried out once in 30 years was sought to be made rigorous 

for 1891. 

ii. Regarding the accounts (1948) of the village karnam, it was a practice 

in these villages that when the ka:rnikam (office of the village accountant) 

changed hands the new incumbent would thoroughly check up the data on 

landownership to his utmost satisfaction and rewrite the village lend 

revenue accounts bringing them upto date. And karnikam did change hands 

in 1948 in the Village. Hence, these accounts can be taken as fairly 

accurate. 

iii. As far as the 1982 data are concerned, since the Record of Rights for 

this year was specifically designed to revise and bring up-to-date the 

data on ownership holding of individual households, the revenue admini

stration had taken utmost care to record the exact extent of land under 

each owner. Therefore, we bave no reason to doubt the reliability of 

these datae 

In order to study the process of land transfers the above data were supplemented 

with the information on tenancy, movement of prices, acquisitive ethos of different 

castes and their mobility, out-migration of land owners, cropping pattern etc. 

4.2 Collection of Primary Data 

In order to study the interaction between land transfers and family formations, 

'.·re have conducted a sample sui.Vey in the village. The survey was conducted during 

the months of May and from August to October 1984. The details of the sampling prooe-

"dure used in this survey, the type of information collected, and its reliability etc. 

are given below. 

4.2.1 Selection of Households 

The whole survey ·was divided into two phases. In Phase I, we have conducted a 
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door-to-door census of all the households in the village and collected basic informa-

tion on land owned, land leased out, land leased in, caste, occupation and age of the 

head of the household. On the basis of this information we have classified households 

according to caste and land owned by them. The distribution is given in table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: Classification of Households according to Caste and Size Class of Land 

holding in the Village 

Caste of 
::>ize Class the house-
of land- hold Upper 
~olding Castes Yadava Valmiki Harijan Artisan Minority All 

(acres) castes religions Castes 

0 3 5 29 15 2 14 68 

0 - 5 6 41 79 91 21 18 256 

5 -20 23 61 55 20 15 12 186 

20 -40 15 16 13 2 1 5 52 

40 + 19 5 5 Nil Nil Nil 29 

All Classes 66 128 181 128 39 49 591 

Source Village ~ensus conducted by the author in May, 1984. 

In the second phase of the survey we have made adjustments to the distribution of 

households given in Table 4.2. This adjustment was done taking into consideration the 

following facts. 

i. A household is usually defined either in terms of 'Cons'umption Unit' or 

'Production Unit'. For instance, if it is defined in terms of consumption unit a household 
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will constitute of all those members who eat from the same kitchen and live under 

the same roof. On the othe:rhand J if it is defined in terms of production ~nit a 

household 1r1ill constitute of all those members who jointly cultivate the land or 

participate in business or trade and share the produce or profit. However, these 

clcfini tions might not hold good under all circumstances. For example, t\>IO house

holds living under one roof, may take food from two different kitchens. Mo:roover, 

it is not uncommon to find nucleated households maintaining relations with e.Lther 

parent family or collaterals as far as cultivation of land is concerned. In the 

context of studying land transfers we propose to define a household a little broadly. 

In this village most of the households are identical in terms of production 

and consumption unit. However, there are some households which had parted only in 

terms of consumption unit, but still retain property rights to the land holding of 

the parent household and do not share either produce or the cultivation expenses. 

In such cases, we have taken them as two households. 

ii. During the survey, we discovered that some of the respondents - especially 

from Harijan c;aste -- had under-reported the extent of their ownership holdings. This 

was due to the fact that the government of Andhra. P.radesh had,around this time, launched 

a welfare scheme underNhich all-those families owning less than five acres of land were 

to be supplied with rice at subsidized rates. As we approached the Harijan families for 

purpose of the census, fearing that they would cease to be beneficiaries under this 

welfare scheme if they were to report truthfUlly, they had underreported their ownership 

holdings. Secondly, some Harijans were given surplus land by the government. But all 

the members might not have got the land. Hence, a member (brother or son of the head 

of the household) in the household, hoping to get a piece of land for himself, had given 

the information that he was landless. But when we visited the household it was found 

out that all the members were :...iving together. However, we could rectify this under

reporting. 

The distribution of,households taking into account our definition of a household 
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and correction for the underreporting of the owned land is given in Table 4.2. From 

v 

591 households in the village, v1e have drawn a stratified sample of 66 households for 

detailed enquiry by using simple :random sampling. The size of the sample number of 

households selected for detailed enquiry is also given in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2: Adjusted Classification offlouseholds according to Caste and Size r:lass 

of Landholding 

~~ Upper I Artisan f1inori ty of land the 

I polding household Castes Ya.dava Valmiki Harijan Castes religions 
(cue.. '(IL6) 

0 Nil I 3 ( 1) 10 (1) r Nil 2 ( 1 ) 14 (3) 

0- 5 9 (2) 43 (4) 89 (4) 98 (5) 21 ( 3) 22 (4) 

5 -20 23(3) 61 (2) 38 (2) 28 (5) 15 (2) 8 (2) 

20 -40 5( 1) 16 ( 3) 30 (4) 2 (2) 1 (1) 5 ( 1) 

All 
Castes 

29 (6) 

282 (22) 

173 (16) 

59 (12) 

40+ 29(5) 5 (2) 14 ( 3) Nil Nil Nil t 48 ( 10) 

All Classes 66( 11) 128(12) 181 (14) 128(12) 39 (7) 49 ( 1 0) !591 ( 66) 

Note: Figures in brackets indicate the number of sample households 

Source : Village census conducted by the author in !>'lay, 1984. 

4.3.0 Nature and Reliability of the Data 

From these households, we collected information on land transfers -- through sale, 

purchase, partition and governmental intervention,-land lease particulars, mortgage of land 

-and demographic particulars for 36 years prior to 1984. We have collected information on 

liability, wealth of households -- which includes houses, gold, livestock, durable consumer 

goods and deposits in commercial o~nks -- sources of income and household enterprises for 

current period i.e. for the year 1984. 
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In order to enhance the quality of the data collected we cross-checked the 

data from our individual respondents with other elders in the village and also with the 

information available in the Sub-Registrar's Office and village Revenue Office. The 

fact that the author of this study himself is a native of lt\e. ..,:,n~e. helped very much in 

doing all these verifications. Our cross-checking had shown that the infonn.tion fur-

nished by the respondents were fairly accurate. 

4.4 Re~~neration of Land Distribution in the Past 

Agricultural households are amenable for being studied historically. This is 

precisely what we did in our survey. For each of the 66 sample households (existing 

in 1984) we traced back the history of each household and reconstructed its line of 

descent from the past to the present (1948 to 1984). This can be described clearly as 

follO'ItiS: 

1948 6 19 1 

)t 1q49 A A 
18 8 24 

B B1 
5 16.5 8 

B2 
5 

c c. 
5 15 
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29 

B1 
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B2 
5 

C1 

9 3 
02 

3 
C3 

3 

A 
4 0 

8 

5 

3 

3 

3 

A 

B1 

B2 

C1 

C2 

C3 

In the diagram above, B2 is one of the sample households. On the basis of info~ 

mation collected, we reconstructed the evolution of this household, which is exhibited in 

the above diagram. In 1948, household X owned 18 acres of land. It broke into three 

households (i.e. A, B, C) in 1949. While household A inherited 8 acres, households B and 
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C inherited 5 acres of land each. Household A, which acquired 40 acres of land by 

1984, did not split during the period 1949-1984. Household B, which acquired 16.5 

acres of land by 1961, broke into two households (ice. B1 and B2 ) in 1962a ~fuile 

:B
1 

had acquired 8 acres of land, B2 had acquired only 5 acres. These households did 

not break in the subsequent period. The land holding of household C was 15 <.ores in 

1961, but by 1974 it became 9 acres. This household had partitioned into thxee units 

(i.e., C1, C2 and C3), each household inheriting 3 acres of land. 

¥Jhile tracing back the history of landholding, He have taken it only in legal 

sense. It includes only land o;.med and excludes lands leased in and/or held on 

temporary mortgage from other families. When land holding is divided only nominally, 

i.e.,on paper but not effectively, the holding is taken as one entity. Moreover, we 

will not include the land holding owned by collaterals. To give an example, for the 

purpose of estimation and analysis of land distribution, we have used only the history 

of landownership of B2 (in above case) and information on partitioning along its line 

of dtscent. 

Using the histories of land ownership of the sample households, we estimated 

land distribution for the years 1984, 1974, 1961, 1956 and 1948. The rationale behind 

the selection of these time points was the division of the whole period into three sub

periods. i. Per~od of Land Refo:cns ( 1948-1961) ii. Period of Decline in the levels of 

economic activity (1961-1974) and iii. Period of Revival in the levels of economic 

activity (1974-84) • This periodization is further explained in Chapter 6. The methodology 

of regeneration of land distribution from the survey data is given in the Appendix to this 

chapter. 

Since we have data on land ownership position at the village level for the year 

1948 (ka.rnam account), it provides a scope for cross checking the validity of the method 

adopted. It is interesting to note that the estimates of the proportion of households in 

each size class, their share in the total land and their average land (obtained through 
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Table 4. 3: Comparison of Distributions of Land OwnershiE based on Official 

.Data and Regeneratedj)ata {1948) 

~ize Class 
Land Distribution based on Regenerated land distribution 

pf the land 
official data based on Survey date 

holding iPe rcentage Share in Average Percentage Share in ' ·erage 
(in acres) 

of household total land land of household total land land 

(acres) (acres) 
0 Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

0 - 5 26.2 3-5 2.6 27.59 5.0 3.76 

5 - 20 44.63 25.73 10.96 46.90 22.0 10~08 

20+ 29.17 70.77 50.41 25.51 73.0 61.55 

All Classes 100.00 100.00 20.48 1 oo.oo 100.0 15.52 

Sources: 1. Ka.rnam account of the . village, 1948. 

2. Survey data. 

regeneration of land distribution) compare very closely vlith those of the official 

estimates (See Table 4.3). 
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Appendix I 

Regeneration of Land Distribution based on Survey Data 

We have a two-way stratified (caste and size of land ownership holding) ~ndom 

&ample of households existing in 1984. On the basis of this sample we estimated the 

caste-wise land holding distributions of 1984 and also the overall (pooled over castes) 

land distribution. 

Now, for each of these sample households ~re have its land ownership holding at 

time points 1974, 1961, 1956 an,_ 1948. Thus, we can estimate the caste-wise backward 

transition probabilities from one land holding size class to another, for the periods 

1984 to 1974, 1974 to 1961, 1961 to 1956 and 1956 to 1948. On the basis of these caste-

wise transition probability matrices for the different periods, we can estimate the Jand 

distributions at time points 1974, 1961, 1956 and 1948, for each caste, starting with the 

estimated land distribution of 1984. 

Let us consider the period 1984 to 1974, for a given caste. Let 

P• • 
J..J 

= Number of sample households which are in land size 

class i in 1984 and in class j in 1974. 

= Estimated proportion of households which are in land 

size class i in 1984 and in size class j in 1974. 

By our estimation procedure 

n .. 
p •• .(.J = -ll where n. = 

1• 

Let P~. = Proportion of households in size class i in 1984. 

Let = ~(PL. X P;j) 

P.J~ give us land distribution in 1974 
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In order to estimate the size class-wise average land ownership and the 

share distribution of the l~~d ownership in 1974, we have followed a procedure 

stated below. 

Let x .. 
l.J 

= Average Land ownership of the nij sample households 

x . = Estimate of average land ownership of size class j in 1974. 
•J 

Taking xij as the estimate of the average land ownership in 1974 of the 

households which are in size class i in 1984 and class j in 1974, we have 

X • j P ..• x .. /P •. 
lJ l.J J 

Share in land of jth size class in 1974 

P. j X -x.j 
= 

(P.j X X•j 
J 
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CHAPTER 5 

CHANGES IN LANV DISTRIBUTION IN THE VILLAGE 

5.0 Introduction 

In the agrarian economies a given pattern of land control or more specifically land 

ownership and cr..anges thereof in the subsequent period would vitally affect the relative 

position of the socio-economic groups. The changes in land ownership are a product of 

several factors such as socio-legal institutions, cropping pattern, fluctuaticns in the 

product, labour and credit markets, quantum of land available for cultivation, acquisitive 

etho s of the economically homogeneous groups or caste categories etc. 

It is often stated by the critics of British rule in India that the structural ohanges 

carried out in the domain of property relations, heavy land revenue demand that was imposed 

and unfavourable product and credit markets til'ted the economic balance against the indepen

dent peasant proprietors thereby resulting in an increase in the concentration of land owner

ship in the hands of rural oligarchies. In otherwords, as the process of commercialization 

of agriculture got intensified changes taking place in the product, credit and labour markets 

ena.bled the oligopolistic groups in the land and credit markets to strengthen their position 

vis-a-vis the other sections of the rural society. 

While the main thrust of such an arguement is acceptable at a general level, attempts 

at its empirical validation have not been found to be too many. Such a rare exercise has 

been made by Dharma Kumar ( 1979) for Madras Presidency. According to her barring a few 

districts like Ga.njam, Krishna, South A:rcot, Tanjo~ there was no concentration of land holdings 

between 1853 and 1946-47 in the erstwhile Madras Presidency. Incidentally, it is interesting 
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to note that both Tanjore and Krishna districts possessed large tracts of land under the 

canal system. Even in Ganjam, tank irrigation was quite significan.J.I' While this might 

lead one to infer that assured irrigation enhances productivity of land leading to food 

surpluses, the rate of growth of population might be higher in these areas partly due to 

the large scale in-migratio~ This would not only lead to a progressive decline in the 

per-capita net cultivated land~ but also to a gradual increase in land values arxl intense 
I> 

competition among buyers in the land market (Sayana, 1952; 14-15)o A slump in the product 

prices and vagaries in credit market leave the vulnerable sections of the peasantry pauper!-

zed leading to a concentration of land ownership. 

While this may be a possible explanation for changes in the land distribution in 

the irrigated tracts, what factors make the concentration of land ownership less possible 

in the purely rainfed areas such as Rayalaseema in And.'lra Pradesh? To ask however a more 

fundamental question, what had happened to the land distribution in the semi-arid zone which 

happened to have witnessed the growth of oomme:rcial agriculture from almost the beginning of 
to 

the 19th century. AcoordingA_Dhannakumar's analysis at a district level such a concentration 

of land ownership had not taken place in the Rayalaseema region between mid 19th to mid 20th 

centuries. Bruce Robert (1983) also felt that concentration of land holdings had not taken 

place in Bellary district during the period 1890-91 and 1945-46 (64-66). 

Our coreern in this exercise however is not with the enti:re Rayalaseema mgion 

but only with 0 a village in Kurnool district. Hence the infe:rences that Dharma Kumar 

drew for the Presidency at the level of districts are strictly speaking not comparable with 

our own, based as they are, on a single village. Dharma. Kumar and Bruce Robert made an exten-

sive use of patta data and carried out a detailed analysis of concentration of land ownership. 

It was a pioneering attempt which threw up a number of insights into the functioning of the 

agrarian economy of Madras Presidency. 

Such macro level studies help us to appreciate better the broad contours of the dynamics 

in the rural society. However, they have to be supplemented with micro level studies which, 
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not withstanding their limi tationa for generalizations, help us to obtain certain insights 

into the relative mobility of socio-economic groups in the rural economy. For instance, 

their rise and fall in the villages in terms of land ownership can not be captured with an 

analysis of patta data alone. As a matter of fact the use of patta data, although inevit

able for a district level analysis, is not free from criticisms. (Mihir Shah, 1984: 136). 

It has been pointed out that "agrarian differentiation can only be adequately measured in 

terms of differences in scale of production which is not fully reflected in acreage ••• (and) 

••• patta data refer only to owners""ip holdings ••• " (ibid). However valid this criticism 

might be,in a hictorical time span, measurement of agrarian differentiation without an a.na.ly-

sis of ownership holdings is a difficult task. Admittedly, results based on an analysis of 

ownership holdings, have to be supplemented atleast with qualitative information on 

tenancy, product prices, weather, socio-leg.al institutions and the like to obtain a fUller 

picture of land distribution. 

As we pointed earlier, for the analysis of land transfers in a historical perspective 

we depend on the Report of the vill~ Resettlement Survey (1891), data provided by the karnam 

and Record of Rights (1982). Admittedly, we still could not altogether avoid the potential 

criticism that acreage might not reflect the differences in the scale of production. But with 

our in.timate knowledge of the villa.gef/ as also a detailed sample survey that we carried out, 

we could get qualitative infonnation. This extra. information, it is hoped, would provide helpful 

complimentarities to the quantitative data on ownership holdings. 

This chapter is divided into two sections. In Section 1, we will give a brief background 

of study area i.e. Rayalaseema. In Section 2, we will analyse the changes in the concentration 

of landownership in the village during the period, 1891-1948. 

I 

5.1.0 An Economic Bakground of the Study Area 

The village seleoted for an intensive study is presently in the Alur taluk of 
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Kurnool district of Andhra Pradesh. Prior to the first phase of the States• Rec~ganisation 

in 1953, the village was with the Bellary district of the erstwhile Madras Presidency. Barring 

the language spoken in Bellary (which is Kanna.da) there are any number of similar! ties in 

climate, soil, occurence of food shortage, cropping pattern, land-man :ratio etc. between Bellary 

and the four districts of Rayalaseema region viz .. Kurnool, Cuddapah, Anantapur and Chittoor. 

Being in the semi-arid zone these districts presented significant elements of homogeneity. 

Present day Rayalaseema districts of Kurnool, Cuddapah, Anantapur and Bellary district of 

Karnataka were ceded to the East India Company by the Nizan of Hyderabad in 

1800 • .1/ Soon after the ·acquisition of these districts the ·coinpany introduc~d Ryotwa.ri 

Settlement. 

5.1.1. The Ryotwari Settlement and its impact on the Economy 

Ryotwari Settlementt was "a settlement made by the Government immediately with ryots 
· the 

or cultivators to the exclusion of intermediaries'~ Under this settlementLBovernment usually 

received its dues in the form of a money assessment fiXed on the land under cultivation. Not 

being a pecuniary counnutation for its share of the produce the assessment varied according to 
§} 

each year's produce. The ryotwari assessments were generally very heavy, especially under the 
]} 

old system in ceded districts and this remained as a persistent evil in the first half of the 

19th century. Agricultural development was hampered and "most of the farmers were, if not 

anrrual bankrupts, atleast arumal applicants for remission". Among the Ceded districts this 

land tenure had affected the Be llar,y district most. Although the fine quality of black soil 

was available in plenty, the~ers used to abandon it. "In the taluk of Gooty no less than 

24,751 acres of black land assess-;;d at cantorary Pagodas 16406 (at c. pagodas 2-1-8 to cfs 10 

per acre) had been abandoned and not an acre of black land had been newly occupied in the taluk. 

In lieu of it, red land chiefly had been occupied and such fields were assessed at one fanam or 

under per acre" {Nilmani Mukherjee, 1962; 269). Similar reports of abandonement were received 

from all parte of the district. The abandonement of rich black soil fields, which wexe often 
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near to the village, and occupation of red (inferior) soil had not only inc:reased the 

cost of cultivation and supervision problems but also led to less agricultural produ

ction. The Collector felt that over assessment was the most important factor causing 

depression. Unambigously he stated that "It is the system of field assessment which 

had caused this evil" (Nilma.ni Mukherjee, 1962: 271) 

5.1.2 Frequent Crop Failures 

Another significant factor of the J.'egion's economy was frequent crop failures and 

consequent shortages and even famines. There were scarcities in 1802-04, 1805-07, 

1824, 1884-85 and 1900 and famines in 1833, 1854, 1866, 1876-78, 1884-85, 1891-92 and 1896-97. 

In other words, except the second and fifth decades of 19th century, every other decade had 

experienced widespread droughts or famines. The de.bili tating impact of these droughts and 

famines in the already precariously poised economy of the backward region needs hardly to be 

emphasised. Besides, these famines had severely affected the growth of population and more 

so in Bellary district. Among these famines, the 1876-78 famirs was considered to be great 

and severe in its intensity. "Bellary district suffered more terribly in this visitation 

than any other district in this Presidency. It was calculated that in those two years more 

than two fifths of its inhabitants (3,30,000 souls) died of starvation or disease (Francis, 

1904a 130). The decade 1890's can be called the decade of famines,since two famines and 

one scarcity had occured in this a:rea. Frol!l these two famines, however, little or insigni-

f !cant human mortality had occured, although cholera. and morbid! ty did cause some dea th5. On 

the whole, the population growth had been slow or insignificant in the Ceded districts in 

geneml, in Bella:ry district in particular. "At the Census of 1891 0 fourteen years after 

the famine (of 1876-78) the population of (Bellary) district as a whole continued to be 

smaller than it had been in 1871 and even by 1901 the total increase in the t:'hirty years 

since 1871 had amounted to only 4 percent .••• " (Francis, 1904: 130). 
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L~w Density of PopUlation 

The growth on population was severely hit by the famines and mass outmigmtion. 

Although significant outmigration used to take place from these districts to Myeore 

and Bombay, their gain by immigration was almost negligible (Francis, 1904: 52). As a 

result, the density of populatic...1 used to be less in these areas. Francis (1904) noted 

that "when compared with the country in the South and West of the Province (Madras), it 

is a very thinly populated tract supporting less than half the number of persons to the 

square mile which those moYe fertile areas maintain (Francis, 1904: 52). Thus, as shown 

in Table 5.1, the density of population was less in the Bellavycompared to a rich district, 

Krishna,in coastal Andhra. 

Table 5.1: Density of Population and Land-man ratio in Bellary district and Krishna 

for the period 1901 to 1931 

Year 

1901 

1911 

1921 

1931 

BELLARY KRISHNA 

Density Area Total Density 
Area Total· of Land in area of 

Popu- in area Po pula- man Popu- Square-propped Po pula-
lation Square Cropped tion , ratio lation miles tion 

miles (P/SCV) 1 

(P/S'V) 

947214* 5714 2270332 166 2 .. 3 1744138* 5907 2184537 296 

969436* 5714 2425557 170 2.5 1997535* 5907 1642437 338 

862370* 5713 2214873 151 2.6 2133314* 5907 1753127 361 

969774* 5713 2464535 170 2.5 1254208** 3547~ 1098814 354 

* :represents the population of the district according to the Census taken 
in these years. 

** In 1925 there was a reorganization of districts under which the nt:wly 
formed district of West Godavari had acquired a few taluka of the 
Krishna district. Hence, for 1931, area and population of Krishna 
District show a decline. , 

Land 
man 
ratio 

1.25 

0.92 

0.82 

o.88 

Source: 1. Figures on Population and area are obtained ·from the District Gazetteers 

2. Figures on total cropped a:rea are obtained from various issue a of 
Agricultural Statistics of India. 
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5.1.3 Availability of Culturable Wastes 

·Large tracts of culturable wastes were available in the ceded districts compared 

to wet districts o~ coastal Andhra. Assured irrigation, in the coastal Andhra., had not 

only enabled a higher rate of growth of population to come into existence but also attra

cted the labouring sections of the less developed districts to flock to these areas 

periodically. "By the turn of the twentieth century, particularly in coastal Andhra, 

available waste lands were brought under cultivation. In the Krishna-Godavari delta, 

the lands were so fully cultivated that there was no place for cattle to graze". (Ao 

Sathya.narayana., 1984; 51). This had implications for land-ma.n ratio and land marketo As 

shown in table 5o1, since the growth of population was slo·..r and cultura.ble wastes were 

available in plenty in Ceded~istricts, the land-man ratio continued to be favourable in 

these areas compared to rich and irrigated districts, like Krishna, of Coastal Andhra.. 

5.1.4e Land Market in Ceded Districts 

Since large parts of coastal Andhra were endowed with fertile alluvial soils and 

irrigation network in addition to relatively assured rainfall,land market developed 

faster in Coastal Andhra as compared to the_ Rayalaseema with its uncertain rainfall, poor 

soils and uncertain yields. Generally, land in coastal Andhra was considered to be a 

prized asset. As a matter of fact "the number of sales of agricultural land is higher on 

the average in the deltaic and in well developed tracts than in the.dry upland or backward 

areas ••• (T)he reasons are not far to seek. The canal irrigated areas, for instance, are 

also the densely populated areas and the pri~s of such lands are very high, which naturally 

create the conditions for a competitive wide land market. Agai~ wet lands or : ands under 

~orne secure source of irriga. tion have reason to be attract! ve, since there is certain~y 

of harvest, as compared to the purely rainfed lands or lands under unsecure irrigation 

sotl:rces. Every cultivating ryot, as a matter of fact, would be eager to seoul._ at least 

one plot of wet land, if possible by purchase or alternatively by taking on lease, to ha.ve 
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a wider distribution of employment for himself and for his family workers and also to ,, 
secure fuller utilisation of his o~~rations equipment and work animals (Sayana, 1952, 14-15). 

This sort a competitiveness among farmers would naturally push up the land values in 

deltaic regions compared to dry regions. 

Land Values: 

Table 5.2 indicates that between 1893 and 1924, land values were very low in the 

dry districts compared to the irrigated districts of the erstwhile Madras Presidency. 

Though land values were low in dry districts, only few people were prepared to buy the lands. 

As Sayana observed 11 in some localities of Ceded districts where ryot population is thin:· and 

soils poor, lands Pre not attractive and they seldom enter in the land market ••• " In some 

of the villages of Bellary and Anantapur districts "lands were so unattractive that almost 

nominal amounts were paid for large tracts of lands even in the land boom years •••. " 

(Sayana, 1952; 64-65) 

Table 5.2: Land Prices in Andhra (1893-1924) 

:BELLARY KRISHNA 

Average Average Percentage Average Average Percentage 
Taluk and price per price per increase Type per a.cre price per increase 

type of 1893-94. acre between of 1901-05 acre between 
soil (in Rupee~ 1914-18 1893-1918 

~in Rupees) 
soil (in Rupees) (1920-24) 1901-1924 

(in Rupees) 

Delta 
Adoni(:Black) 12 50 316 wet 139 598 330 

Delta 
Alu~(Black) 6 38 533 Dry 87 175 101 

Upland 
Bellary(Black) 6 29 383 Wet 125 471 276 

Upland 
Siruguppa: 7 27 350 dry 31 118 280 

Source: Cited in Ae Sathyanarayana (1984) Agrarian Relations under the Impact 
of Colonial Rule in Madras Presidency, 1900-1940 
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Land Lease Values: 

Along with land values, land lease values had also remained lo.\.,r in Ceded districts 

in the last decades of 19th century. Sub-letting was less prevalent due to the poor quality 

of soil, unfavourable climatic factors and the poor and uncertain yields. The number of 

oeople who were leasing in lands was · small and settlement officers had come across many 

cases "... in which dry lands of very poor quality have been leased out for the mere payment 

of the assessment just to keep the lands under cultivation instead of suffering them to deteri-

orate" (A. Sathyanarayana, 1984; 63). In Bellary district the non-cultivating pa.ttadars 

amounted only to 8 percent of the total. Thus the land lease values were low in dr,y distriote 

when compared to the irrigated districts of Madras Presidency and this is clearly evident 

from Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3: Land Lease Values in Andhra 189}:1924 

BELLARY DISTRICT KRISHNA DISTRICT 

Average lease Average lease Percentage Type of the Average Average 

Taluk value per acre value per acre increase soil lease lease 
1893-99 1914-18 1893-1918 per acre per acre 

(in Rupees) (in Rupees) 1901-05 1924-25 
(inRs.) (in Rs.) 

Alur 2 6 200 Delta l-tet 27 72 

A doni 2 7 250 - Delta Dry 7 15 

Bellary 1 5 -
400 Uplam Wet 13 50 

~ ~ 

Siruguppa 2 9 350 Upland dry 4 9 

Source: Cited in A. Sathyanarayana (1984) .Agrarian Relations under the Impact of 
Colonial Rule in Madras Presidency, 1900-1940. 

Percentage 
increase 

1901-25 

166 

114 

207 
-

125 
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Thus, as a result of frequent famines and droughts in the :region of Rayalaseema 

mass-out migration had taken place. The population growth was also slow. The availa

bility of vast cultura.ble wastes and slo1-r growth of population resulted in high !and

man ratio. Since land was easily available and the soil was poor, land market 

was not properly developed. This was evident in low land values and rents. Thus, the 

land market was not sufficiently developed in these parte. 

II 

Changes in the Land Distribution in the Village 

;>. 2. 0. We have given a brief background of our study area i.e. Rayalaseema region in 

general and Bellary district in particular in the previous section. With this background, 

let us proceed to comment on changes in the agrarian structure of the village, that 

were brought about in a period of roughly fifty years i.e. 1891-1948. 

5.2.1. Changes in Concentration of Land ownership in the. Village (1891-1948): 

Interesting changes in the distribution of land ownership had taken place during the 

period 1891-1948. (See Table 5.4). A striking feature in 1891 distribution is that the 

top 4 percent of households owned more than 24 percent of land and the average land per 

household was 163.51 acres. Bottom 4.36 percent of households owned a very small extent 

of land i.e. 0.03 percent. The Lorenz ratio was .518 (with complete equality LR = 0: with 

complete inequality LR = 1). These findings suggest that to begin with land disiribution 

was unequal. 

Inequa.li ties had only marginally increased be tween 1891 and 1948. The Lo anz ratio 

had gone up from 0.518 to 0.585. The concentration of land had also increased. In 1948 

only 2.5 percent of households owned 23.52 percent of total land and their average land had 

gone upt.o 192 acres from 163 in 1891.The bottom class had swollen and nearly 8 percent of 

households were added to this class. Their share in the total land had slightly increased 



Table 5.4: Cha.nges in Land Distribution in the Villas_e 

1891 1948 

Number Percent- Percentage Average Number Percentage Percentage Average 
Size Class of hou- age of share in land of hou- of house- share in land 

(acres) seholda households total land (acres) seholds holds total land (acres) 

o.a- 2.5 12 4.36 0.03 0.20 52 11 .85 .78 1. 32 

2.5- 5.0 26 9.45 1. 34 3-83 63 14.35 2.72 3.88 

5~0-10.0 42 15.27 4.30 7o59 100 22.78 8.12 7.31 

1 o.0-20.o 84 30.03 17.02 15.00 96 21.85 15.61 14.61 

20.0-30.0 37 13.45 11.80 23.62 59 13.44 15.96 24.32 

30.0-40.0 24 8 .. 73 11.07 34.12 22 5.01 8.45 34-35 

40.0-50.0 17 6.12 10 .. 07 43.89 10 2.28 4 .. 97 44.66 

5o.o-6o.o 9 3.,27 6.79 55-92 9 2.05 5.56 55.59 

60.0-70.0 4 1.45 3-49 63.84 5 I 1.14 3.46 62.28 . 
70.0-80.0 5 1.82 5.08 75.28 6 1.37 4.94 74.07 

80.0-100.0 4 1.45 4.75 87.91 6 1.37 5.91 88.57 

100 & abovE 11 4.00 24-30 63.51 11 2.51 23.52 192.30 

All Classee 275 100.00 100.00 26.94 439 100.00 100.00 20.48 

Sources: 1. Resettlement Survey of the . Village 1891 

2. Karnam Account of 1948. 

to 0.76 percent and the average land owned by them went upto 1.32 acres. 
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The results of this micro level exercise are not in confirmity with the conclusion 

of Dharma.kumar' s macrolevel study c In a semi-erid zone, where land man ratio was favourable, 

population growth was slow and cul tura-ble wastes were available, one would expect that the 

inequalities would not be glaring. The inequalities mi@lt not become worse as a result of 

cultivation of cul tumble wastes over a time o These results indicate that a complex process 

0) 

had been in operation which calls for a detailed explanation. We shall make" ca.ste-wise ana.ly-

sis of land transfers in order to know the processes involved in the changes in concentration 

of land. But before we do that let us have a look at the traditional occupations of various 

castes in the village. 

5.2.2 Occupations of various Castes in Random Village 

Brahmins and Reddies were both landlords and cultivators. Though these two castes 

used to cultivate the lands with the help of agricultural labourers, Reddies'dependence on 

them was less compared to the Brahmins. This was because of being essentially an agricul-

tural community participation of household members - including females - in the agricul-

tural operations has not been a social taboo for the Reddies. However, since such a taboo 

exists for the Brahmins they depended entirely on wage labour for carrying on their cul ti-

va tion. The tra.di tional occupation of Linga.ya ts, Tambalas and Vaisyas was business and 

money lending. 

Though the traditional occupation of yadava. community was sheep rearing and cul tiva.

tion of land; hiring out in the labour market by small: farmers and occassione1.ly even by the 

middle fanners of this caste was not uncommon. Artisan castes which include Blacksmith, 

Goldsmith, Potters, :Barbers and washermen have their respective traditional professions, 

apart from the cultivation of land. Although the occupation of Muslims was trading, gradu-

ally they turned to agriculture, especially from 1930's onwards. 

Valmikis were by and large agricultural labourers, but we do find cultivators even 

among them. There are two sec.ts in Harijan Caste i.e. l""adiga. sect, whose traditional occu-
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pa tion was clearing carcasses and making shoes and ropes from the animal hides and 

Bega.ri or ~ sect whose traditional occupation was digging graves. Harijans were 

usually employed for cleaning the cattlesheds and for buffalo ~aring. Due to rigid 

caste system Harijans, as we will see later, were less preferred for doing agricultural 

work and employment of Harijans as attached labourers was not in wide practice prior to 

1950s. Keeping this as a background, we shall analyse the caste-wise land transfers. 

5.2.3 Changes in Caste-wise ownership of Land: 

Table 5.5 clearly shows the changes that had been taking place during the period 

1891-1948. Brahmins were the single la.rgest land owning caste in 1891 contro_lling 36 percent 

of the total village land. Next in order were the Reddies with 20 percent. Thus, together, 

they owned about 62 percent of the total land in the villace in 1891. Valmiki and Yadava 

conununities owned 12 and 10 percent of land, :respectively. Other communities were insig-

nificant as far as land ownership was concerred. By 1948, Brahmins had lost their suPl.'e ... 

r~::>cyt they COJme to occupy only 20 percent of total land. Reddy, Valmiki and Yadava commu-

nities fared well, possessing 30, 15 and 14 percent of total land respectively. Muslim 

community had also improved its position, while other communities failed to register any 

significant improvement. 

These changes raise a number of interesting questions. Why did the Brahmins l~se 

land! How did they lose it? How did other communities manage to acquire land? How 

did the Reddy community manage to maintain and even improve its dominance during the period 

1891-1948? What were the factors behind there land transfers? Was it because ot demographic 

factors or non-demographic factors like commercial farming, socio-cultural Institutions etc.? 

w_e shall attempt to answer these guestions in the ensuing paragraphs. 

5.2.3.1 Land Control by a few Castes around 1891 

According to the Resettlement Survey of 1891 Brahmins, Baddies and Valmikis together 

controlled nearly three-fourths of the total occupied land in the village o While Brahmins 
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Table 5.5: Chang'£s in Land Ownership by the .Different C:aste g;:oups 

CASTE 

Brahmins 

Red dye 

Yadavas 

Artisans 

Valrilikis 

Harijans 

K'Uslims 

Non-Brahmin and 
non-cultivating 
Upper Castes 

All castes 

1891 1948 

Number Extent % of Average Number Extent % o:f 
of of land land of of of land 

Families land .owned the hou- Fami- land owneu 
owned sehold lies owned in. 
(Acres) (Acres) (acres) total 

land 

87 2682.60 36 30.83 61 1776.4" 20 

44 1949.55 26 44o31 50 2749.1£ 30 

50 758.00 10 15.16 77 1266.0E 14 

8 121o98 2 15.25 13 169.31 2 

33 911 .. 79 12 27.63 126 1366 .6' 15 

N.A* 124.38 2 N.A 41 243 .. 6C 3 

13 330.35 4 25 .. 41 39 750.9E 8 

40 575.35 8 14.38 32 699.29 8 

275 7454.00 100 27.11 439 8991.54 100 

Source: As in Table 5·4 
in 1891 

* The Number of Harijan familia~ is. not lmown, as the names 
against the lands owned by Harijans were not given in the 
village Resettlement Report. However, one could identify 
the total laad in the possession of the Harijans under the 
Service Inams. 

Average 
land of 
the house 
hold(acres) 

29.12 

54.98 

16.44 

13.03 

10.60 

5.94 

19.26 

21.85 

20.47 

and Reddies together held as much as 62 percent of total land. Valmikis held 12 percent of 
a 

total land. According to the villa~ legend,j.Brahmin Prime Minister working in the Court of 
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Nawab of Adoni extended considerable patronage to his fell0\-1 castemen by arranging them 

land grants by the government. :~n addition lands were also granted to the .families of 

karnam (village accountant) as per the usual practice. Similarly the village Redd¥ or 

Munsiff would be granted some lands. In Andhra as in other places in the country the 

office of the village Munsiff~would invariably be vested with the dominant cultivating 
the 

castes. In this village the dominant cultivating caste happens to be..( Reddies. Thus 

in addition to the traditional dominance of the Reddies in land control and socio-poli-

tical life, the semi-bureaucratic position of a few Reddies in the Revenue hierarchy 

must have helped those families to acquire larger control on land. Lastly, Service Inams 

were also granted to the lowest categories in the village administrative hierarchy. 

Talaris who would be at the beck and call of the village kar.nam and Munsiff used to be 
viJ_lage 

favoured with land grants. And in this J:Talari • s were usually picked up from the 

Valmiki community. This explains how nearly 1387 acres comprising of nearly one-fi.f'th 

of the total cultivated land in the village was under the possession of the Village 

Revenue Officials viz. Karanam 9 Ymnaiff and Talaris in 1891o In addition to these, 
Harijans 

kammari (Ironsmith) andAw~re also given land grants for looking after the horses of the 

visiting dignitaries from the Nawab's Court. 

5.2.4.0 Reasons for Alienation of Land by Brahmins 

Though Brahmins had owned 36 percent of total occupied land, they were not 

basically owner-cultivators. They were largely leasing out their land to the hard-

working peasant communities and only a few among them cultivated lands with the help 

of agricultural labourers. Over a period of time they had to out-migrate from the 

village due to unfavourable seasons, non-availability of sufficient working hands and 

potential tenants in periods of droughts and famines, tax burden (land revenue) and 

social conflicts, which were specific to the village. 

5.2.4.1 Disastrous Seasons 

We have already noted the intensity of famines in Bellar,y district. As stated 
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above nearly ten famines ha.d visited this district in 19th century. Of them, the 

1876-78 famine was considered to be very severe and its adverse impact was most felt 

in the Alur taluk. It " ••• suffered more severely in this famine than any other taluk 

in the district and its population in 1901 numbered only a few hundreds more than it 

did in 1871, thirty years before ..... " (Francis 1904, 209) 

5.2.4.2 Non Availability of Working hands 

The Brahmins had suffered both during the period of famine and after. Their 
wrrich " 

agricultural operationstcame to a standvstill could not immediately be renewed 

in the post-famine period, due to the decline in the number of agricultural labourers 

and potential tenants. Starvation deaths and mass out migration of agricultural labourers 

and small farmers had greatly reduced the number of agricultural labourers and tenants 

available in the village. These out-migrants could not come bade to the village immedi

ately after famine due to poor communication facilities.2/ Francis had observed that 

" ...... though considerable emigration has taken place from it (Bellary) to l"lysore and 

Bombay Presidency and its gain by immigration is almost negligible" (Francis, 1904; 52). 

These factors could have reduced the number of working hands available in .the village. 

\\le will look at the data on the changes in number of agricultural labourers at taluk 

level, since village wise data are not available. In 1891, 15.4 percent of 
labourers 

total population of the taluk were working as agricul tura.l· L and by 1901 

came down to 14.0 • .1.9/(Charies Benson, 1895; c. Benson and Marjoriba.nks 1908). 

the figure 

Gradual 

decrease in the rmmber of a.gricul tural labourers had pushed up the money wages in the 

liistrict. 

5.2.4.3 Increase in Money Wages 

Money wages began to increase as a result of shortage of agricultural workers in 

this region. This is discernible from the following data. Since the village data on 

money wages are not available, we have presented the district figures for 27 years, 
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beginning from 1873, in Table 5.6. The years 1877, 1888, 1889 and 1891 witnessed 

failure of monsoons and consequent shortages and famines. It was precisely in this 

period that the money wagBs of agricultural labourers rose. Incidentally in the 

Table 5.6: f.verage Honthly Wages of Agricul tura.l Labourers in Eellary 

District at the end of each year: 1873=1899· 

Year Rs. per month Year Rs. per month 

1873 4.00 1887 5.00 

1874 4.00 1888 5· 31 

1875 4.00 1889 5.31 

1876 4.00 1890 3.95 

1877 6.00 1891 4.12 

1878 4.00 1892 4-31 

1879 4.00 1893 4.31 

1880 4e00 1894 4.56 

1881 4.00 1895 4.56 

1882 4.00 1896 4.56 

1883 4.18 1897 4.50 

1884 4-27 1898 4.56 

1885 4.00 1899 4.69 

1886 4.00 

Sourcez Dharma Kumar, Land and Caste in South India pp.163 

irrigated districts like Krishna and Godavari where cultivation was protected from the 

vagaries of monsoons and the areas were endowed with larger quantum of labour force, 



money wages, as shown in Table 5o7, by and large remained lower compared to the districts 

like Kurnool and Cuddapah of Rayalaseerna (G.N. Rao, 1981: 101 & 102). To come back to 

our arguement, the higher levels of money ,,ages as well as their increases in periods of 

shortage and droughts put the Brahmin c.ul tivators to stress and strain. 

Table 5.7: Average Daily ~age-rate for rural Unskilled Labour 

Coastal Andhra Two districts of 

Year 

1877-78 

1878-79 

1879-80 

1880-81 

1881-82 

1882-83 

1883-84 

1884-85 

1885-86 

1886-87 

1887-88 

1888-89 

1889-90 

1890-91 

1891-92 

1892-93 

1893-94 

1894-95 

1895-96 

Rayalaseerna 

Ganjam VisakhaPPtanam Godavari Krishna Nellore Cuddapah 
~istrict ·cHstrict district district district district 

RJ-a-p RJ-a-p RJ-a-p RJ-a-p Rs-a.-p RJ-a-p 

0-1-7 0-1-4 0-3-3 0-3-6 0-3-0 0-2-7 

0-1-8 0-1-7 0-3-0 0-3-6 0-3-9 0-2-7 

0-1-7 0-1-7 0-2-9 0-3-7 0-3-0 0-2-3 

0-1-6 0-1-7 0-2-9 0-3-3 0-3-4 0-2-8 

0-1-4 0-1-6 0-2-10 0-3-6 0-2-10 0-2-3 

N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A 

0-1-5 0-1-4 0-2-9 0-3-4 0-2-10 0-2-4 

0-1-6 0-1-6 0-2-9 0-3-5 0-2-10 0-3-3 

0-1-9 0-1-7 0-2-9 0-3-5 0-3-2 0-3-0 

0-1-8 0-1-5 0-2-10 0-3-8 0-3-5 0-3-2 

0-1-9 0-1~6 0-2-8 0-3-7 0-2-11 0-2-11 

0-1-8 0-1-7 0-2-7 0-3-8 0-2-8 0-2-9 

0-1-8 0-1-6 0-2-8 0-3-4 0-2-7 0-3-0 

0-1-8 0-1-8 0-2-9 0-3-4 0-2-8 0-3-2 

0-1-8 0-1-9 0-3-2 0-3-3 0-2-8 0-3-0 

0-1-9 0-1-10 0-3-3 0-3-5 0-2-8 0-3-0 

0-1-11 0-1-11 0-3-3 0-3-4 0-2-8 0-2-8 

0-2-0 0-2-1 0-3-2 0-3-3 0-2-3 0-2-9 

0-1-11 0-2-0 0-3-2 0-3-5 0-2-9 0-2-8 

Source: Cited in G.N. Rao (1981) 'Transition from of Subsistence to 
Commercialised Agriculture; Problems, Potentialities and 
Results: pp.102; 

Kunnool 
district 

Rs-a-p 

0-4-4 

0-3-9 

0-4-0 

0-3-9 

0-3-6 

N.A 

0-4-0 

0-4-9 

0-4-11 

0-4-11 

0-5-18 

0-5-2 

0-5-2 

0-7-7 

0-5-6 

0-2-4 

0-2-3 

0-2-9 

0-2-9 
I 

Note To capture even the minute changes in the wa.ge-ra. te the old 
denomination are retained. 

Old ~ 
16 annas = 1 RupeE 

1 annas = 6 paisE Sixteen annas made one Rupees and twelve pies maae on annas 



5.2.4.4 High Rates of Taxation 

The incidence of land revenue per head for a Ryotwari village was higher in Alur 

taluk than in any other taluk in the district. It was 3-2-8 (Rs-A-P) per head whereas 

the incidence in the district was 1-15-11 (R9-A-P) (Statistical Atlas of Madras Presidency: 

1911). The high incidence of land revenue caused lot of strain to Brahmin cultivators. 

These Brahmin families, with 36 percent of the total land and insufficient rainfall leading 

to failure of crops, found it difficult to pay high taxes. Our enquiries in the village 

had revealed that some of the Brahmin families could not pay laJld revenue and hence their 

lands were acquired by the government. Even in the event of famine revenue remission were 

not granted and they were treated for leniently than the smaller land holders, as it was 

considered that landlords were in better position to meet their revenue obligations (Benson, 

1 03). 

5.2.4.5 Social Conflicts: 

The immediate reason for Brahmins' departure from the village was the attrocities 

committed by village Munsiff, who belonged to domi~~t peasant community of Reddies. He 

had a liason with a Brahmin woman and BrahminScould not tolerate this. They registered 

their protest and since Brahmins in these parts were generally mild mannered lacking in 

physical prowess, they could not counter the physical force of the village Munsiff and 

his goondas. The village Munsiff silenced a young Brahmin boy, who revolted against him, 

by burying him alive. 

Thus to repeat, the changing fortunes in agriculture, increase in cost of cultivation 

as a result of increase in money wages, high tax burden along with social conflicts in the 

village forced the Brahmins to leave the village and take up jobs in service sector in the 

nearby towns. 

5.2.5 Out migration of Brahmins: 

According to the oral histor,y of the village the out migration of Brahmins had 



started during the 'hayam'or 'regime' of the notorious village Munsiff, Thimma Reddy, 

As per the village Settlement Survey, he 'tlaS alive in 1891. Hence outmigration of the 

Brahmins from the village must have taken place in the last phase of the 19th century. 

5.2.5.1 Land Sales by Brahmins: 

Our enquiries in the villab~ revealed that Brahmins did not sell their lands 

when they v1ere leaving the village. This could be because of low land values. As we 

have already noted, land values were very low due to low growth of population and 

availability of cultura.ble wastes, resulting in favourable land man ratioe Thus due 

to low land values, Brahmins could not sell their lands. Land lease values Here also 

very low (See 5.1.4) 

5.2 .6 Changes in Cropping Pattern 

Land market started developing in response to the changes in cropping pattern. 

Prior to 1800, in Rayalaseema there prevailed by and large a subsistence economy with 

no or little monetization. Though people were producing cotton, it was basically used 

for their self requirements. While explaining the extent of Cotton cultivation in the 

JVla.dras Presidency for the period 1d00-1850, Sarada Raju noted that "Cotton cultivation 

was not extensive (in 1812) and the cotton groW»in many districts was inadequate for 

local consumption (emphasis :Gura (1941 :59). For the cultivation of cotton, the waste 

land was believed to be a gxeat source. But, since the land revenue rates were high, 

the cultivators were reluctant to bring waste lands under plough for the cultivation of 

cotton. Munro sta ted that in'Ceded districts a reduction of 25 percent in revenue 

demand would, in the gourse of ten or fifteen years, result in increase of a million or 

a million and'.. .quarter acres and cotton could be grown to any extent that could 

possibly be required" (Sarada Raju, 1941: 89; Nilmani Hukherjee, 1962: 266). 

In the first half of the 19th century the cultivation of cotton was very difficult_).V 

and hence the cotton was not extensively cultivated. But the introduction of Ryotwari 

Settlement with its concomitant high rates of land revenue at the beginning of 19th century 

forced the cultivator to think in tenns of crop-mix that ensures both food and fodder as 
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well as ready cash to pay the land revenue. The cultivator therefoxe began to grow 

cotton along with food grain.. In Bellary the area under cotton had increased from 

84,000 acres in 1812 to 214,000 acres by 1850. The prices of cotton also began to 

increase from 1865 onwards as a result of Civil War in U.s .A., in which the supply 

of cotton from that country had come down sharply and this induced the cultivators 

to grow cotton on a large scale. The transportation facilities had also improved 

with the advent of. the railway line connecting l"'adras and Bomba,y across Ba.yalaseema 

region in 1866. As a result of all these factors area under cotton had substantially 

increased and the same iS discernible if one looks at cha.,ges in cropping pattem 

in the village between 1891 and 1924. (See Table 5.8) 

Table 5.8: Chanl)res in Cro£Eing Pattern in the . Village (1891-1924) 

1891 1924 

Percentage of Percentage of 
Crop Extent in total cultiv- Extent in total cultiva-

acres ated land aCJ."'eS ted land 

Kor:ra 1l:L NIL 2981.05 31.67 
Pulses 1278 49.50 54.01 0.57 
JO\'la.r 597 23 .. 15 3108.98 33.03 
Other Cereals 60 2.35 49.65 0.53 
Oil Seeds 23 0.89 NIL NIL 
Cotton 602 23.39 3135.29 33.,i0 
Tomato NIL NIL NIL NIL 

Coriander NIL NIL NIL NIL 

Safflower NII, NIL NIL NIL 
Others 19 0.72 84.53 1.00 

All Crops 2579.0 100 .. 0 9413-51 100.00 

Source: Resettlement Surveys of -the Village, 1891 & 1924. 
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Table 5.9: Changes in Cropping Pattern in Bella.r;y District and Alur Taluk (1869-1941) 

Year 

1869-70 

1901 

1911 

1921 

1931 

1940-41 

(in '000 acres) 

BELLARY DISTPJCT ALUR TALUK 

Area Area Area Area 
~nder Area under Total under Area unde~ 

food under other area food under othe_ 
grains cotton crops Cropped grains cotton crops 
& crops & crops 

1689* 328 310 2327 N.A N.A N.A 
(73.0) (14.0) ( 13.0) (100.0) 

1821 329 219 2369 306 79 5 
(76.85) (13.89) ( 9.26) (100.0) (78.49) (20.25) (1.26) 

1876 445 157 2477 252 78 1 
(75-73) (17.96) ( 6. 31) (100.0) (74.85) (2 3.1) (2 .06) 

1567 654 204 2425 257 120 8 
(64.61) (26.96) ( 8.43) (100.0) (66.75) (31.09) (2.16) 

1614 480 421 2515 222 97 43 
( 64.17) (19.09) (16.94) (100.0) ( 61 .21) (26.84) (11.95' 

1465 593 535 2593 N.A N.A N.A 
(56.0) (23.0) (21.0) (100.0) 

Sou1~es: 1. 1869-70 figures are obtained from Proceedings of the Madras 
Government, dated 1st Jl1arch, 1870, No.673, Public \-forks 
Department. 

2. Figures for the years 1901, 1911, 1927 and 1931 are obtained 
from District Gazetteer of Bellary 

3. 1940-41 figures are obtained from Agricultural Statistics of 
India. 

Area 
under 
all 
crops 

N.A 

390 
( 1 oo.o) 

337 
(100.0) 

385 
(100.0) 

362 
(100.0) 

N.A 

* Prior to 1885, Bellary District included many parts of present 
Anantapur District. 

Note: Figures in brackets indicate the percentage of total cropped area. 
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'l'he total cropped area in the village had more than trebled - from 2579 acres 

in 1891 to 9413.51 in 1924. However, it should be noted that 1891 was a drought year 

and hence the total cropped area was likely to have been much less than the normal 

figure. Strildng changes in cropping pattern are visible in Table 5.8. Foodg:rains 

\·rere grown on nearly 75 percent of total land and cotton '\oras grown in little over 23 

percent of land cultivated in 1891. By 1924, cotton had become an important cash 

crop in the village and it was grown on one-third of the total cultivated land. Though 

the percentage of area under food grains had come down from 75 percent to 65 percent, 

the absolute area. under them had gone up from 1935 acres to 6144 acres. These changes 

are not specific to the village. As shown in Table 5.9 similar changes took place in 

taluk as well as in district. 

5.2.7 Rising Prices of Cotton 

'l'he increase in the areas under the cultivation of cotton was primarily due to 

increase in the prices of cotton. Steep rise in the cotton prices was recorded in the 

first two decades of twentieth century (}acAlpin, 1982: 882) and this must have had 

induced them to grow more cotton for the market. As a result of changes in cropping 

pattern and relatively high growth of popi;llation in the first two decades of 19th 

century (See Table ~on trends in population in -the ) village in Statistical Appendix), 

land market started developing from the tum of the century. This is clear from tables 

on increase in land values andland rents. (See 2.1.4) Although the land values were 

low in dry districts compared to deltaic districts, in the la£t decade of 19th century, 

the rate of increase in land values during the period (1893-1924) was high in dry 

districts than in irrigated districtse Such an increase in land values was especially 

impressive in Adoni and Alur taluks in Bellary district. The reason for this was not 

difficult to find. In blacksoil the cultivation of indudrial crops (especially cotton) 

was favourable and the cotton prices were also on the increase during this period. These 

two factors favoured large scale cul tiva.tion of cotton and thereby causing significant 



demand for blacks oil in these two taluks. 'This village also has more than 80 percent 

black soil and the demand for this land began to increase from the turn of the century. 

This demand was met partly by the cultivation of culturable \oretstes and partly by buying o... 

few parcels of land sold by Brahmins. 

5.2.8 Cultu1~ble Wastes 

According to Resettlement Survey of the village, more than 1335 acres were unoccu-

pied and pattas for this land were not issued. But by 1924 most of the land was occupied. 

As a result of spread of commercial farming alld increase in population many enterprising 

farmers from intermediary/backward castes had come forward to bring in those lands under 

plough. 'v.fe ha.ve tried to see caste-wise acquisition of culturable wastes by 1948. 

Table 5.10: Caste-wise Acquisition of Culturable Wastes by 1948 

Percentage of land 
Caste Extent of acres acquired by each caste 

1 • Up;eer Castes 

a. Reddy 217.23 16.27 

b. Other upper Castes 67.32 5.04 

2. Backwsrd Castes 

a. Golla /Yadava 406.98 30.48 

b. Valmiki 255.28 19.19 

3· Artisans 29.06 2.10 

4· Harijans 36.03 2.70 

5· Muslims 168.00 12 ·58 

Unoccupied in 1948 155-36 11.64 

All Castes 1335.26 100.00 

Source: Karnam Account of 1948. 
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Table 5.10 suggests that yadavas, valmikis and Reddies along with I1uslims 
under the plough 

brough-t;J_ much of uncultivated areas in 1891 • Hore than 54 percent of unoccupied 

land in 1891 was brought under the plough by backward castes like Y§:dava and 

valmiki and Harijans and Artisan castes. T·1uslim community brought 12.58 percent 

of total land, whereas Reddies brought 16.27 percent of total unoccupied land in 

Initially Reddies and Brahmins had occupied all those fertile lands near the 

village and these lands 1:1ere of mixed soil. Since the economy of the village was 

more or less subsistence in the first half of 19th century, B1~hmins and Reddies 

preferred mixed soil, which is favourable for the cultivation of food,....grains and 
v 

pulses. This is evident from the data on cropping pattern in 1891. The lands that 

were unoccupied around 1891 and subsequently occupied by enterprising farmers as a 

result of spread of cotton cultivation, which comprised of black soil, situated at 

the periphery of the village. But one should not take these lands as being less 

fertile. For the demand for blacksoil had increased a great deal as a result of 

spread of cotton cultivation, since it is highly favoured in this soil. Thus, even 

if yadavas occupied lands situated at periphery, they were not inferior as f2r as 

fertility of the land and profitability of cultivation was concerned. 

the 
3.2.9 Which Castes had acquired1Erahmin~ Land? 

As land values· were· increasing in the first two decades of twentieth century, 

the Brahmins started alienating the lands. Unlike cultivable wastes, Brahmins 1 lands, 

which were arable and fertile, had to be purchased. Only those corrmruni ties which 

were :J'alvly well offcou.Let purchase these lands. In other woms only rich farmers were 

able to purchase Brahmins' land. On the other hand livestock, family labour and an 

enterprising and hardworking ethos, free from social taboos were essential to bring 

the culturable wastes under plough. Yadavas and Valmikis filled in this role well. 
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By comparing the land ownership positions at two points of time i.e. 1891 and 

1948 ) ~e would know about the communities which gained or lost land in 1948. Barring 

Brahmin comnnmi ty all other corrununi ties gained land. Tha.t means these three communi-

ties must have gained from those three sources, i.e. Brahmins' land,culturable wastes 

and lands held under kattubadi Inam (land subject to quit rent or assigned by higher 

authority for militia and police maintenance (Eric5tokes, 1977: 55))and villa.:;-e Service 

Fund. We did not include the lands held under Kattubadi Inam and village Service FUnd 

(VSF) in the 1891 land distribution because tr~ nan1es of the people who were controlling 

these lands were not given in the 1891 Re-Settlement Survey. We have therefore deducted 

the lands held under Ka ttubadi, VSF and cul turable wastes acquired by that community 

during that period, so that the residue would give us the net land purchased by each 

community from Brahmins. lt/e have presented the figures in Table 5.11 

Table 5.11 suggests that Reddies, Muslims and Valwikis were those people, who 

had purchased lands from the Brahmins. Reddy a,."'ld Valmiki communi ties could havE 'purchased 

land since these communities owned land from 1891 onwards. Besides, Reddy households had 
the 

been prominent inA credit market. Some Reddy households Here lending grain loans as -well 

as money loans. These households had acquired land from small and marginal farmers in 

the 1930's depression. Since, many households from this conn:nunity were rich during this 

period, they could have purchased lands from Brahmins. These lands were virtually fallow 

from the time Brahmins had left the village and the cultivation of these large tracts 

became difficult for Reddi landlords. These lands were therefore leased out to enterprising 

fanners from yadava, valmiki and Harijan Communi ties. Later on, when these lands became 

arable, Reddies had re-occupied them by evicting these tenants. That was why, even if 

some of the Reddi landlords. owned as much as 300 acres, the cultivation had not become 

difficult for them. 

Muslim Commu,nity, on the other hand, throws altogether a different picture. 'fll.is· · · 

village was gradually becoming an important cotton trading centre aso..~ xesul t of spread of 
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CAS1'E 

( 1 ) 

Brahmins 

Heddies 

Upper Castes 

Muslims 

Yadava6 

Valmikis 

Harijans 

Artisanc.<:~A~ 

All Castes 
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Table 5.11: Ac~uisition of ~and Alienated by Brahmins 

Total Acquisition Acquisition The total land 
Land La.n:i land of of from cu~ turable 
owned owned acquired cul turable Kattubadi \'Jaste, Kattubadj_ 

in in in lands· & land, village 
1891 1948 1948 wastes village service fund 

( 3-2) service (5 + 6) fund 
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

2683 1776 -907 NIL NIL mL 

1950 2749 +799 217 72 289 

575 691 +116 67 46 113 

330 751 +421 168 20 188 

758 1263 +505 407 96 503 

912 1337 +425 255 23 278 

124 244 +120 36 34 70 

122 169 + 47 29 8 37 

~454 8981 +1526 1180 299 1479 
.~ 

* The net land pu:rchased from Brahmins (954) is not equal to net land 
lost by them (907) because, when the 1924 Resettlement Survey was 
conducted, some land from neighbouring village was taken and granted 

- to Ha.rijans. And hence, the Harijans had only obtained land from 
government and not from Brahmins. 

Source: 1. 1891, Resettlement Survey 
2. Karnam Account of 1948 

Net land 

purchased 
from 

Brahmins 

(4-7) 

(8) 

NIL 

510 

3 

233 

2 

147 

49 

10 

954* 

cotton cultivation in the last decades of 19th century. Prior to that, Holagavelli (a 



nearby village) 

trading centre. But 

season. Since, this 

began to be marketed 

by I·:us lim community. 
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situated on the r•iadras-Bombay line, was an important cotton 
the 

this villaee was inaccessable to bullock carts during~rainy 
village the 
Aoecame a road junction around the turn ofAcentury, cotton 

out 
in the village itself. Initially, the trading was carriedJ..largely 

This could have helped them to acquire land from the Brahmins. 

5.2.10 Socio-Cultural Institutions: 

Though Harijan Community was also equally industrious and hard-working, it 

could not move up the ladder d'l!'"" to some countervailing forces like socio-cultural 

institutions. One might find it surprising that Harijans historically owned land in 

this region. Favourable land man ra. tio, and presence of large tracts of cul turable 

wastes coupled with the prevalence of less rigid caste system permitted even the 

socially handicapped communi ties like Hari,jans to acquire land. Moreover the ina.m 

land granted by the Government in return to their services was also significant and 

they owned 2 percent of total land in 1891. By 1948, they managed to increase their 

share by 1 percent inspite of the socio-cultural Institutions Which worked against them. 

Importance of Socio-Cultural Institutions: 

One is aware that the outbreak of epidemic diseases like cholera and smallpox 

was frequent in 19th and early 20th centuries. There vias a superstition among Harijans 
.. j;he 

that if cholera broke_ out, it was because they displease~AGoddess of cholera (Mariamma) 
would 

and they J..haVe to rectify their mistake by celebrating l·'lariamma Devara, thus propitiating 

• 
the Goddess. Francis (1904) observed that ~'-By the sides of the roads often a VTOdden 

. frame-work, mounted on little wheels and bearing three rude wooden images. This is the 

car of I'1arianuna, the goddesses of small-pox and cholera, and her son and daughter. When 

disease breaks out the car bearing her and her children is taken round the village with 

music and other due ceremony and then dragged to the eastern boundary. By this means the 
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malignant essence of the Goddesses is removed from the village" ( 60-61). 
•w 

't~Ould sacrifice animals and would invite the relatives to this ceremony • 

Ha.rijans 
I 

In the first quarter of 20th century, Harijan families were by and large subsi-

stence families and they hardly used to realise any surplus at the end of the year. In 

order to celebrate the Devara, they had to borrow loans from village money lenders. 

Though the credit worthiness of Harijans t18.S alWaYS discounted by the village money
a 

lenders, a villager, belonging to the Redslz Community, who was bothJ...moneylende.r and 

landlord, was prepared to lend them loans. It was not because he had any faith in 

}ariamma or confidence in their credit worthiness. It was because he used to ~ccumulate 

substantial quantum of grain surpluses at the end of each year and at that time the 

market for the coarse grain vras rather limited. Thus, in order to clear his stocks, he 

used to lend them 16 to 30 'seers of jowar and 8 Rupees in cash. But the condition was 

that the repayment should be made purely in terms of money for which promisory notes 

were written by the debtors and submitted to the moneylender. 

The Harijans feel that due to demographic pressure and consequent strain to feed 

large families, their elders could not repay the loans. (They be moaned ,• ct .. :r~o<s 
• 

@>eu~~,(,'6.J g.....,;:ro~.Literally meaning one got multiplied to five). But most of these land 

transfers took place in late twenties and early thirties. In other words their problems 

were accentuated by the ~at Depression. They even recalled their elders saying that 

even if they were producing abundant quantities of cotton and jowar, the repayment in 

terms of money, had created problems with low agricultural prices and low level of mone-

tization. Slowly the debts got accumulated and they got entrapped into the debt bondage. 

Slowly the demographic p~ssure also intensified in Harijan families and the repayment 

became next to impossible. Gradually almost all the inam lands held by the Madip;as in 

Harijan Caste were directly transferred in to the hands of the village moneylenders. 

These socio-cultural institutions, it appears, had affected only Madiga sect in 
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Harijan Caste. Unlike Madigas, Nalas, another sect among Hari,jans, were not staunch 

devotees of Mariamma. Malas' participation in the celebration of ceremonies of Mariamma 

was therefore insignificant. Mala and JI'Iadiga communi ties were given 34.09 and 90.74 

acres, respectively, as service i.nam in 1891. Mala COIIIDlunity had retained their 34.09 

acres, where as Madigas managed to hold on only to 17.13 acres, thus loosing as much as 

73.61 acres. But the~ sect fared better compared to Madiga sect. Beginning with 

only 27.40 percent of land in total land owned by Harijan community in 1891, ~sect 

improved its position by acquiring 52.36 percent of total land owned by Harijans by 

1948. Thus it was largely because of V.~a.las' contribution that the overall ,!g' "'C'ijan caste 

could improve its position from 2 percent in 1891 to 3 percent in 1948. 

To sum up as we have already noted, when Brahmins left the village around 1891, the 

land market was not sufficiently developed. But, as cotton slowly became the major cash 

crop, the demand for land picked up momentum. This was partly met by the cultivation of 

culturable wastes as also land sales transacted by the Brahmins. While people who brought 

cultivable wastes under plough were the hard working communities like yadava ~nd Valmikis, 

Reddies and Muslims had purchased most of the land from Brahmins. Secondly, small farmers 

from the Valmiki and Harijan castes \.Jere often required to borrow for consumption from the 

moneylending landlord families belonging to Reddi community. Economic calami ties like 

depression and natural calamities like famines coupled with demographic p+essure within 

their families had incapacitated them from repaying the debts and this in turn resulted in 

the alienation of their lands to the creditors. 

Thus during the period, 1891 -1948, the direction of land transfers was towards the 

money lending rich landlord families. The social prestige attained by the rich landowning 

families induced them further to purchase lands from them i.e. small and middle fanners and 

interlinking of markets also facilitated such land transfers. Therefore, concentration of 

land ownership had increased during the period 1891-1948. 
,. 

1.· 
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Notes and References 

1. However it is surprising thetin the Godavari districtJanother irrigated zone, such 
a concentration of land ownership had, apparently, not taken place. 

2. In the last quarter of 19th centulzy' nearly 6 percent of total population in Godavari 
dictrict constituted migrant· population. For details See G.N. Rao "Transition from 
a subsistence to Commercialised Agriculture, Problems, Potential! ties and Ref ul ts -
A Study of Krishna District of Andhra in the 19th century'.' Paper presented in the 
Seminar on Commercialization in Indian Agriculture Centre for Development Studies, 
Trivandrrim, 1981: 94; 

3. It so happens that the author is a native of. the village •xnder study. 

4. These three districts - Bellary, Cuddapah and Kurnool - came into the possession 
of East India Company in 1800 • .1/j(.~While the districts of Bellary and Cuddapah were 
ceded to East India Company byANiza.m of Hyderabad , "for the maintenance of, in 
perpetuity, of a body of troops known as Hyderabad subsidiary force and in payment 
for the troops furnished during Mysore wars" (Maclean, 1877:21), the rights of 
sovereignty by the Nizam over Kurnool were vested with ,the Company from 1800·· to 1839. 
However, in 1839 Kurnol district had come into hands of' the E'!ast India Company 

5. Under the Ryotwari Settlement a direct relationship between the owner cultivator 
and the government was sought to be established. But Nilmani Mukherjee and Frykenberg 
argue that infact such direct relationship was not established.. They &ay· that the 
Ryotwari Settlement had failed to alter the_social system that was prevalent at that 
time and policy makers and officials had to compromise with village elite, mira.sidara' 
rights etc. However, whether or not Ryotwari System had reduced the influence of 
village elite is stillldebatable point. For details see Nilm~ni Mukherjee and R~. 
Frykenberg ( 1969) "The Ryotwari System and Social Organisation in Madras Presi-
dency" in Robert Eric Frykenberg (ed) Land Control and Social Structure in Indian 
Histo;y , pp.217 to 226. 

6. The collection of Land revenue from the produce of that year had severely affected the 
ryot and obstructed him from makingany attempt to undertake _ ~· developmantal activi
ties in the land. ~e ryote were reluctant to improve the soil, . as increase 
in production would~~an more payment of land revenue to the government. Although 
Munro attributed the unsatisfactory agricultural production in this region to the 
poverty of the people, N. Mukherjee :refuted. such an explanation by saying that ttto 
the ryot poverty and hie;h assessment were much the same thing. The one was the cause 
of the other. Poverty prevented the ryot from making the land productive and the high 
assessment deprived him of the fruits of his labour'. For details see Nilmani Mukherjee 
(1962) Ryotwari System in Madrts p.259; 

7. The Ryotwari System was first tried in Baramahal in the 1790's by captain Alexander 
Read. His assistant, Munro introduced this system in Ceded districts around 1800. 

• ~ du.vi"':'t: 
Although the Government abandoned if for a brief period --~1808-1819 , it was 
reimposed in 1819. 

8. Such categories of headman (Patel, Reddy, Kapu, Naidu) were claiming, apart from exercising 
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political and revenue management, propri tory right on cul tumble wastes and QMt.~ m.e4 ..... 
quasi - landulord' s role by leasing out these cul tumble wastes. Interestingly 
these villagemen played an important role in Madras and Bombay terri torie~ than in 
the North in 19th century. For a detailed discussion on this aspect see Eric 
Stokes ( 1977) "Privilaged Land Tenure in Village India in the Early Ninteenth Century" 
in Robert Brie Fcykeriberg (ed) Land Terrure and Peasant in South Asia • 

9. The villagers tell a story that the people, who migrated out to farthest areas like 
Maharashtra, came back only after seeing a leaf of .jowar plant carried hy ~- hi:'u 
(Their belief is that jowar was p:rown only in this area). The important point that' 
is to be noted here is that people ha.d migrated OU-t from.the village and.--did not 
return immediately in the post~famine period. 

10. However, the use of Census estimates for incidence of agricultural labourers in British 
India. For details See c. Ramamanohar Reddy (1980) "Census Estimates of The Incidence 
of Agricultural Labour in British India: Reliability and Possible Adjustments" (mimeo) 

11. The cultivation of cotton in the first half of 19th century was "exhaustive and 
expensive". In black cotton soils, it was more expensive due to abundant growth 
of Nutt which had to be eradicated at a high cost and once in 12 to 20 years. 
Besides, it was completely dependent on monsoons and hence extremely precarious. 
For more details See Sarada Raju, (1941) Economic Conditions in the Madras Presidency 
1800-1850. 

12. Even now the Harijans celebrate Devaras. As cholera broke out, Harijans celebrated 
the Challa Devara on 28th August_, \9B4 · 



CHAPTER 6 

LANV TRANSFERS: (1948-1961) 

6.0 Introductory Remarks on the Changes inDistribution ofLand Ownership in the 

Village (1948-1982): 

With the help of village level macro data (official), we have seen in the 

previous chapter,how,during nearly siX decades, from 1891 onwards, concentration of 

landownership (among land owning households) bad marginally increased. But during the 

subsequent period i.e.,from 1948 to 1982, the concentDation of land ownership had 

remained mora or less constant. The Lorenz ra.tiop which was 0.58 in 1948 1 remained 

more or less same. There we substantial increase in the proportion of households 

falling in the bottom size class of land holding . (See Table 6.0.1).,. Households 

owning land below 2.5 acres fonned about 12 percent of the total number in 1948. But 

by 1982 they formed nearly 31 percent. While the average land owned by these families 

had gone up from 1. 32 acres in :948 to 1.94 acres in 1982, the same for the top size 

class owning 100 acres or above had declined from 192 acres to 127 acres. While the 

share of the bottom class had increased from about 0.78 percent to 4.77 percent that 

of the top class declined from 23.52 percent to 8.13 percent during the same period. 

· Changes in the Caste-wise Distribution of Land Ownership: 

Looking at Table 6.0.2, which provides us changes in caste-wise distribution of 

land ownership, one notices that the share of land owned by the two upper castes., viz. 

Brahmins and Reddies had declined -- the former substantially and the latter only marginally. 
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Table 6.0.1: Changes in Land Distribution in \1\e. Village - 1948-82 

1948 1982 
I 

Number Pe:roentage Percentage Number Pe:roentage PercE '. tage ,. 

Size Class of of house- of Share in Average of of house- of Share · Ave :ra.s-4 
(acres) House - holds total land land house- holds in total i land 

holds (acres) holds land 1 (acxes) 

I ! 

o.o - 2.5 52 11.85 0 .. 78 1. 32 230 3().71 4.77 I 

' 
1.94 

I 

2 ·5 -- s.o 63 14.35 2.72 ;.sa 12, 16.42 5.02 ;.82 

5.0 -10.00 100 22.78 8.12 7. 31 151 20.16 11 .91 7.39 

10.0 -20.00 96 21.85 15.61 14.61 111 14.82 17.22 14.54 

20.0 -30.00 59 13.44 15.96 24.32 47 6.28 12.26 '24.42 

30.0 -40.00 22 5.01 8.45 34-35 35 4.67 13.19 135.28 

40.0 -50.0 10 2.28 4.97 44.66 19 2.54 8.89 44.80 

so.o -60.0 9 2.05 5-56 55-59 14 1.87 8.34 55-78 

60e0 -70.0 5 1.14 3.46 62.28 7 .93 4·19 64.06 

70.0 -80.0 6 1.37 4.94 74.07 2 .27 1.59 74.53 

80.0 -100.0 6 1.37 5.91 88.57 4 ·53 3-89 90.98. 

100.0 & above 11 2 ·51 23.52 ~92.;0 6 .eo 8.13 ~6.81 -
All Classes 439 100.00 100.00 20.48 749 100.00 100.00 12.50 I 

·~-

Sou:roes: i. Karnam Account of 1948 

ii. Record of Rights of ··~he Village, 1982 

While the share of Brahmins went <".'>wn from 20 pe:roent in 1948 to 3 :percent in 1982, the 

corresponding decline for the Reddies was from 30 pe:roent to 28 percent. The shares of 
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Table 6.0.2: Cha.nges in Land Ownership byJ)ifferent Caste Groups 

1948 1982 

!Extent Percen- !Average Extent Percen- Average 

CASTE 
Number of land tage of iand of Number of land tage of land of 

of owned land the house of owned land - the house 
families (acres) owned hold families (acres) owned hold 

(acres) -- (acres) 

l 61 
I 
1776o45 Brahmins 20 29.12 8 236.67 3 29.98 

Reddies 50 2749 .. 14 30 54-98 87 2619.69 28 30.11 

Yadava 77 1266.06 14 16.44 168 2195.62 24 13.07 

Artisans 13 169.37 2 13.03 43 403.34 4 9.38 

Valmikis 126 1336.65 15 10.60 162 1622.33 17 10.01 

Harijans 41 243.60 3 5-94 169 628.26 7 3-72 

l'<iuslims 39 1 750.98 8 19.26 75 906.21 9 12.08 

Non-Brahmin 
and non-
cultivating 
upper castes 32 699.29 8 21.85 37 746.46 e 20.17 

All Castes 439 18991.54 100 20.47 749 ~358.58 100 12.50 

Source 1 1 • Karnam Account of 1948, 

2. Record of Rights, I~Sts 

Yiadavas, Valmikis and Harijans had registered an increase. While Iadavas enhanced their 

-share from 14 percent to 24 percent, Valmikis and Harijans increased their shares from 

15 percent to 17 percent and 3 percent to 7 percent, respectively. It should be interesting 

to analyse the nature of land transfers leading to chanBas in the. land distribution noted 

above. 
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Tables 6.0.1 and 6.0.2 portray macro evidence (official) of land o,nership 

position at two points of time viz., 1948 and 1982. We will analyse the factors respon

sible for such changes with the help of the micro data on land transfers collected from 

the sample households. It is convenient to look at these land transfers in three periods 

of time characterised by three specific factors. viz., (i) The advent of land reforms, 1948-

1961 (ii) The decline of the village economy, 1961-1974 and (iii) the revival of the economy, 

1974-1984. The basis for such periodization are·, (i) the impact of land reform legislation 

and the consequent adjustments made by the land owning communities and (ii) changes in the 

crop cycle, crop mix and levels of economic activity J in the village. 

We will discuss the land transfers during the first period i ee. L.and Refo:rms p3riod 

in this Chapter and the land t:re.nsfers :Ln the subsequent two periods will be discussed in 

Chapters VII and VIII respectively. The Lwd Reforms :P'eriod has been further divided into 

two sub-periods - (i) Pre-Tenancy Reform Period (1948-56), (ii) Post-Tenancy Refonne 

Period ( 1956-61). This chapter is presented in three sections. In the first section, the 

land transfers in the pre-tenancy refonns period will,. be discussed. The second section 

deals with the land transfers in the post-tenancy reforms period. The impact of the land 

transfers in these two sub-periods on land o~~ership will be analysed in the last section. 

I 

Pre-Tenancy ReforJlS Period (1948-56) 

6.1.0 The talk of Land "'eforms had been in the air in India much before the State Govern

ments passed legislations in the late fifties and early sixties • Devmding upon the level 

of awareness of the land owning classes, land transfers and eviction of tenants had been 

taking place even from the early fifties. Hence, the period 1948-56 is taken to see how the 
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impending land reforms had influenced the land transfers.. The impact of such:: 

land reforms on land transfers will be analysed with the help of the survey data on 

land transfers collected from sample households. 

6.1.1 Caste-Wise Analysis of Land Transfers: 

Yadava households were the highest net gainers of land during this period. Table 

6.1.1 shows that this community had acquired as much as 32 percent of total land. However, 

in tum they lost about 16 percent. Valmiki households come next in order, gaining 22 

percent but losing 14 percent of total land. '!!arijans had gained nearly 17 percent of 

total land and lost only 8 percent of land. The upper caste households were the principal 

land losers during th..is period. These households had lost as much as 57 percent of total 

land and gained only 26 percent of lande Even among upper caste households -- which include 

Brahmins, :g_eddies, Lingayats and Vais;yas - it was Brahmins who lost much of the land. 

Infact alienation of land by Brahmins was not specific to this village in this region. 

V. V. Sayana, in his study on land transfers in the Telugu speaking districts of Madras 

Presidency for the period of 1930's and 40's, also noted that "land has been rapidly 

moving from the Brahmins ••• " (v.v. Sayana, 1952: 21). · 

As we have pointed earlier, Brahmins started migrating out of the villaf,re from the 

nineties of the last century. Although ma.jori ty of them still retained their rentier 
of 

interests in land, a few of them started disposingLtheir lends. In 1948, 61 Brahmin 

families O\med 1776 acres of land in the village, although a majority of these families 

were living outside the village. These absentee Brahmin land holders were mostly leasing 

out their lands to the Yadava tenants.1/ Initially there was an intense competition in 

the-landlease market and land rente were also paid promptly.~ The tenants themselves 

used to visit the place where the Brahmin landowners lived to pay the land-rent. Over 

timeJwith falling agricultural prices and frequent crop failures, tenants found it 
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Table 6.1.1: Land Transfers (Caste-wise) 1948-1956 

~- Caste of the Caste-wise Share (%) in rrotal Land 'Transacted through Market 
~sellers 

Caste of , Share (%) 
the ~uyers -~ Upper Artisan Minority in total 

Castes Yadava Valmiki Harijan Castes Religions purchases 

Upper Castes 19.02 3.82 3.00 25.84 

Yadava 16.66 9.33 5.61 31.60 

Valmiki 7.78 2.72 3.41 7-74 21.65 

Harijan 9.58 7.11 16.69 

Artisan Castes 2.41 2 .. 41 

Vinority Religion 1.81 1.81 

Share (%) in total 
sales 57.26 15.87 13.52 7.74 Nil 5.61 100.00 

Source: Survey Data 

Table 6.1.2: Reasons for4lienation of Land (1948-56) 

Reason for Share (96) in Total Sales of Land due to Reasons 
Size alienation 

Debts o.., Major Fear of Out !Acquisi- Gift Miscella- Share (%) 
of land in total Class mortga- family Tenancy Migr- tion by su;c:.hae neous sales of of landhold- ges expenses -q.efonns ation government dowry Reaaoru:i 

land ing of sellers 

0 

p- 5 5.62 2.19 1.49 9· 30 

5- 20 16.88 14-98 13.40 2.33 47-59 

20 - 40 6.14 8.24 14.38 
i 

40+ 
I 

28.73 28.73 

All Classes 22.50 21.12 50.37 2.19 2.33 1.49 100.00 

Sou :roe: Survey Data 
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difficult to pay the land-rents. As payment of rents became irregular, the Brahmin 

land owners living in far-off places found it difficult to make annual visits to the 

village for their rent collection. Hence, even before 1948, some of them started 

alienating their lands while others who lived in the nea.rby towns continued to remain 

as absentee landlords. 

The early fifties witnessed an intense awareness among the substantial land-

owners in Andh:ra. about the impending legislation on land reforms in the state •. There 

were innumerable instances -- where fearing the legislation big landowners desperately 

disposed of their lands.JV Added to this, before the legislation on ~enancy had been 

passed in 1956, there were ele~tions to the State Assembly of Andh:r:a in 1955 when it 

v1as generally felt that the Communise 1hrty would come to povrer. Although it did not 

actually happen such a fear among the substantial land owners had hastened the process 

of land transfers -especially penami t:ransfera • .Y Admittedly, awareness of these 

problems among the big cultivators in the Rayalaseema region was not of the same order 

as in Coastal Andhra.. But the educated =i9etions- from the non-cultivating caste 

categories who were mostly in the service sector in the urban areas-especially absentee 

landlords of the region-sensed a threat to their landed assets. Hence, they started 

disposing of their lands. 

6.1.2 Reasons for the Alienation of Land 

In the village under study, the impending legislation of land reforms did 

generate land transfers. This is seen from the fact that about half of the land 

transacted was due to the fear of tenancy reforma2/(see Table 6.1.2). It also shO\oTs 

that more than 22 percent of land was sold due to debts O"t\ mortga.ges.Y The farmers 

used to borrow money for three reaso~ consumption expend! ture, unfavourable seasons 

and payment of bride price. We will elaborate these factors below. 

(a) Consumption Loans: Small and middle farmers, having taken loans for consumption 
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expenditure, often failed to repay them due to the vagaries in product market. As 

we have pointed out earlier, this region had been growing cotton since the beginning 

of 19th century. Crop failures and violent fluctuations in product prices had ruined 

some middle and small farmers; in the process helping a few clever operators in the 

village. The follO\ving is one such case encountered during our survey. 

Saranappa. according to the villagers was a 'spoiled young man • from 

an upper caste. In the early 1940's,after getting married, he joined 

as gumastha (clerk) under a local cotton trader, who belonged to lower 

caste. Later on some differences arose between them and Saranappa left 

the employer to start his own trade in cotton. Soon he started realising 

huge profits by interlocking various markets. He used to lend grain loans, 

seed loans and money to his regular asamis (customers). Some of them 

could not pay back the loans and he had acquired their lands, thus in the 

process pauperising some small and middle farmers. 

Thus, small fanners could not repay the loans, borrowed for consumption and agricultural 

purposes, due to crop failures, vagaries of market and their weak position in the credit 

market. 

(b) Unfavourable Seasons: 

In the mid-thirties and mid-forties, the villagers had experienced two famines 

Q:>opularly known as A doni karavu and Chinna.hotur karu..vu). Although the human mortal! ty1/ 

was insignificant (thanks to the relief works around the village) most of the fa:z:mers 

were affected by these famines. Some small and marginal fanners who had incurred debts 

failed to repay them on time and thus lost their lands. 

~c) The System of Bride Price: 

In addition to weak resource base, crop failures and occassional famines, one 

social practice that ruined sonia- families was the bride price or tera.vu or the obverse 

of dowry. It was prevalent among majority of the castes. According to this system the 
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"bride groom has to pay a fixed bride price to the bride 1 s parents and the price of a 

Hidow was very generally one-half of that of maid" (Francia, 1954; 66). Hence, the 

marriage of sons became financially a burdensome task. This system had worked against 

those families which had a number of unmarried boys. Obviously, the practice was 

favourable to those families which had daughters to be married off• 

Venkata Setty had four sons and the marriage of the two elder sons had 

ruined the householdo For these marriages he had to borrow huge loans 

from money lenders to pay bride price. He failed to repay the loans 

due to his weak resource base. He had alienated 11.22 acres to an up

coming ryot and became landless. This system had given rise to another 

social institution namely Illarikamo According to this institution, 

after marriage, bride:groom would go aJld stay permanantly in bride •s 

place. Illarikam marriages would take place only in those cases in 

which the girl ia from a wealthier family. Venkata.setty~ third son 

had to go for Illarikam , thus mitigating financial situation of the 

family. 

The system of bride price used to work in favour of those households which had a 

number of unmarried girls. A few of such households had 1qract acquired am,ail 

pieces of land with the money received as bride price • One such case is illustra.-

ted below; 

Jayamma got Rs.200 as bride price when she married off her daughter in 

the late 1940 1 s. She owned initially 8 acres of land. She had a 4-

acre parcel of land f~r away from the village which posed her some 

supervision problems. Being a widow, with two younger sons, she wanted 

to dispose of the 4-ac:re parcel and purchase 6 acres of land near the 

village. She could do so with the money received as bride price for 

~er daughter as also from the sale proceeds of the distant land. 

Thus,the system of 'brid~ price' helped the households, which had unmarried girls (like 

our Jayamma). But, sometimes it even affected the households not connected with the 

·bride price. In the 1930's and 40's, · young boys from '/adava and Valmiki castes used 
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to work as attached labourers in the houses of Reddies for a year or so. Under 

this arrangement, they would get the bulk of the wage pEcyment (Gasam) at the end of 

the year and this would come handy for the payment of bride price. If these employer-

households were unable to pay this bulk amount to the attached labourer, then they had 

to borrow loans from the money lenders which sometimes resulted in the alienation of 

their land. 

Subba Reddy was a big farmer cultivating his lands with attached 

labourers • Chinna Yellappa,()J,young man from Yadava caste joined 

him as attached labourer with the hope of earning money for his 

marriage., As Subba Reddy for some reason was financially hard

In:essed, he had to bor~ow loans from a commission agent in the Adoni 
,. 

cotton market. Later on he was unable to pay the debt which eventually 

led to the alienation of 20 acres of land. 

On the whole, this peculiar system of bride price led to the alienation of as much as 

21.12 percent of the total land from the sellers. 

6.1.3 Size Class-wise Acquisition and Alienation of Land through Market: 

During this period i.e. 1948-56, more than one third of the land was purchased 

by rich fanners, who own more than 40 acres of land. To be specific, rich farmers 

purchased about 36 percent of land and sold away only 5 percent (See Table 6.1.3). 

Middle farmers, who own more than 20 acres of land, but less than 40 acres of land, 

had lost 10 percent of land and gained only 6 percent of land. Small fanners, 

falling in the size class of 5-2o¥' had lost as nroch as 81 percent of land and gained 

36 percent of land. Thus, the small farmers' net loss of land was 46 percent. Marginal 

fanners, who own less than 5 acres of land, had gained 10 percent of land and lost 

4 percent. The landless households had pu:rohased 13 percent of land. One interesting 

• 
phenomenon during this period was, while middle and rich farmers had purchased most of 

the land from Brahmins, small farmers had purchased from other castes. It should be 
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Table 6.1.3: Size Class-wise Acquisition and Alienation of Land 

through Market 

ch (c') • .:: are ,<, 1n the total Land Transacted throueh I~.rket Share (%) 

Artisan 11inori ty in total 
pu:rohase NBUC* Yadava Valmiki H'l.rijan c~astes religions Brahmins 

11.54 1.20 12.74 

1.83 8.15 9.98 

2.48 8.89 10.85 5.91 7.41 35.54 

2.67 3-57 6.24 

9.15 5-78 5.61 14.96 35.50 

23.17 15.87 13o 52 7-74 5.61 34.09 100.00 

*'NBUC : Non-Brahmin upper castes 

Source: Survey Data 

Share (96) 
in total 
sales 

-
3-87 

61.43 

10.14 

4-56 

100.00 

interesing to analyse the reasons for this phenomenon. 

Around this time the Brahmins of the village used to own land holdinsa, the 

Net I 
gain/ 
lose 

+12.74 

+ 6.11 

-45.89 

- 3.90 

+30.94 

o.oo 

average size of which was around 20 acres. Brahmin landowners, by and large, preferred 

to sell their holdings at one point of time and be done with it. While the small farmers 

with scanty resources and little savings at the end of the agricultural year found it 

difficult to purchase these big holdings, rich farmers with substantial resources and 

'better access to credit facilities were in an advantageous position in the land market. 

Only in exceptional cases the Brahmin land owners were willing to be considerate towards 

their tenants and sell the lands in parcels at different pointe of timee One such case 

is described below. 
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In 1950, F.aji Saheb, Althaf Hussein and Abbas Ali were small 

farmers. Together, they used to lease in 18o18 acres from a 

Brahmin absentee landlord who was staying in a town, 300 lCms. 

away from the village o All on• a sudden one day the landlord 

descended on the village and announced his decision to sell 

his 18.18 acres of land. But the three tenants did not have 

cash resources to buy up 18.18 acres of land. They offered 

to buy the land in two holdings of 9.09 acres each to which 

the landlord agreed to after a great deal of pursuation. 

Eventually the sales were executed at two times. 

But such consideration on the part of the Brahmin !and owners was, as stated 

above, an exception rather than a rule. Hence, the Brahmin lands were, by and 

large, -purchased by the ricr farmers from the Reddy and '/adava cornnnmi ties. 

Thus, anticipating tenancy reforms, Brahmin landlords had alienated 

their lands in the village. These lands were purchased by rich farmers belonging 

to upper castes-especially Reddies and Lingayats - and the Yadavas. 'While 

Brahmins sold away their lands due to the fear of impending land reforms, other 

non-respondent households in the village had lost lands due to consumption 

pressure, family problems like payment of bride price and unfavourable seasons. 

In the next section, land transfers in the tenancy reforms period are analysed· 

II 

Tenancy Reforms Period - (1956-61) 

6.2.0 
....... 

This period had witnessed two land marks in the history of land reforms in - v 

Andbra. Pradesh. There were two enactments on land reforms - one on tenancy and 

the other on ceiling on agricultuml holdings. The Andhra Cultivating Tenants 

Protection Ordinance was promulgated on 1oth ·July 1956 and an act was passed on 
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13th September, 1956. "It sought to give protection to certain categories of tenants 

in the state from unjust eviction. This act provides for (a) fixation of maximum rent 

(b) minimum period of lease (c) procedure for determination of fair rent in case of 

disputes and for remission of rent (d) circumstances under which the landlords could 

terminate the tenancy and (e) machinery for set:tlement of disputes". (Partha Sara. thy 

and Prasada Rao, 1967; 130). The Andhra Pradesh Ceiling (on Agricultural Holdings) 

Act was passed in 1961. "It put..; a limit on the maximum size of cultivated holding, 

tlus being 4~ times the f~~ily holding and gives the power to the government to acquire 

the surplus land. The ceiling limit varied between 27 and 324 acres, depending upon 

the type of the land (ibid., 1967; 2). This act which "ras amended in 1973 came into 

force from January 1, 1975· The impact of these two legislations in Andhra Pradesh 

was clinically analysed by Parthasarathy and Prasada Rao ( 1967), as also P .T. George 

( 1967). While the impa.c t of tenancy reforms on land transfers in the village under 

study is analysed in this section, the impact of Ceiling Act will be analysed in the 

subsequent chapterso 

6.2.1 Caste-wise Analysis of Land Transfers: 

In this period also, Yadava households had acquired much of the land transacted. 

Table 6.2.1 shows that, these households, while losing only 5 percent of land, had 

acquired as much as 47 percent of total land.. Harijans had acquired 11 percent of land. 

Valmikis, while losing 17 percent of land, had acquired only 12 percent of land. Like 

in the previous period, the upperpaste households had lost much of the land. This caste, 

while acquiring only 21percent of land, had lost as much as 57 percent of land. During 

this period also, Brahmins had alienated most of the land by showing unusual eagarness 

to sell. But middle and small farmers, with scanty resources, found it difficult to 

ourchase their land. Even rich farmers had to borrow to purchase la "Y\d.. 

Sudharsana Reddy was a very rich fanner, who owned nearly 170 acres of 

land in 1956. Two Brahmin landlords together had come forward to sell 

40.60 acres of land. But he did not have sufficient cash resources to 
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Table 6.2.1: Land Transfers (Caste-wise) (1956-61) 

i ~:~~ Cost-ise Sffiro 
(%) in Total land Transacted through Market 

I 1 Upper Artisan Minority 
1 castes I Yadava Valmiki Harijans Castes religions 
I 

Upper Castes 19.96 .95 

Yadava 31.77 8.48 6.88 

Valmiki 4.27 7.59 

I Harijan ! 11.36 
i I 

Artisan Castes I 4.91 I I 
: 

i 
Minority Religioni .71 ! 

3~ 12 
I i 

I I Share in total I 
117 o02 sales 1 s6. 11 4.91 21.36 

Source: Survey Data 

purchase 40 acres of land.. So he borrowed from his ~~latives 

and a coiP.mission agent in Adoni to purchase the land. However, 

Sudharsana Reddy had to sell away all the .jewellery to repay the 
-' 

debt, when the household had partitioned in 1962. 

Share 
(%) in 
total 

\purchases 

20.91 

47.13 

11.86 

11.36 

4-91 

3.83 

100.00 

Since middle and even rich farmers did not have money, the demand for Brahmins' 

land was not sufficientiy high Consequently,land values had crashed. The 

average sale value o£ dry land in this area in 1945 was Rs.500 per acre (v.V.Sayana, 

1952:35). But as a result of abundant availability of Brahmins' land for which 

enough demand was not forthcoming the land values dwindled down to Rs. 328 per acre 

in the villa.ge during this period. Inspite of the decrease in l~d values, not 

many farmers had come forward to purcha.se Brahmin a' land. Hence, Brahmins had to 

accept late payment for land sales. One such case is described below: 
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Raghavendra. Rao had been leasing out his 7.8 acres of fertile land 

to Dharma Reddi & In 1957 Raghavendra Rao asked Dharma Reddi to 

purchase his land. Although Dhanna Reddi \>laB a middle fanner, owning 

39 acres of land, he did not have enough cash to purchase the land. 

As Dharma Reddy expressed his inability to buy up the land, Raghavendr.a 

Rao i>.ad agreed for accepting a delayed payment. But the condition was 

that Dharma Reddi had to mortgage all his immovable property to him 

(Raghavendra. Rao). On the very day when Dhanna Reddi bought the land 

from Rao, the former had to mortgage all his immovable property inclu

duing the land that he had b ·ought. 

Such cases of sales by the Brahmin landowners were not few. They reflect the eagarness 

and haste with which Brahmins wanted to disposeottheir lands. 

G.2.2 Reasons for Selling Land; 

Tenancy reforms appeared to have influenced the Brahmin land owners a great deal 

in disposine- of their lands. Nearly 32 per cent of tota~ land was sold due to the 

tenancy reforms (See Table No.6.2.2). Interestingly, as much as 49.91 percent of land 

Table 6.2.2 Reason forAlienation efLand (1956-61) 

~ason for the J Share (%) in Total Sales of Lwd due to Reasons 
sale of land Share (%) 

Najar Fear of Out-mig Acquisi- Gift Miscella-
Sire~ in 

; class of Debts or family tenancy ration tion by such neous 
total 

mortgages expenses refonns govern- as Reasons sellers sales on land 
' ment dowrv ---
I 

0 i 

0 - ~ I 12.33 12.33 ./ I 
5 -20 \ 37-58 14.02 14.04 65.64 

20 -40 10.02 10.02 

40+ 7.7 4-31 12.01 

All Classes 49-91 31.74 14.04 4.31 100.00 

Source: Survey Data 
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w-a.s alienated due to either debts or mortgages. This shmvs that the factors that we 

have explained in the last section, viz., market forces, unfavourable seasons and 

demographic factors were still at work. The impact of all these factors was most 

felt on small farmers and resulted in their out-migration. Most of the families 

after losing land in the village migrated out to the nearby towns and started working 

in construction and other spheres of activities in the informal sector. During this 

period more than 14 percent of land was alienated by the out migrants. 

6.2. 3 Size Class-wise Acquisition and Alienation of lJ.and through Market: 

Rich farmers had gained 59 percent of land~ by losing only 9.5 percent of land. 

Their net gain was nearly half of the total land transacted during this period. As 

shown in the table 6.2.3, small and middle farmers were not losers. While the net loss 

Table 6.2.3: Size class-wise Acquisition and Alienation of Land through ~~rket 

~~Caste of the\ Share (%) in Total Purchases Share Share Net 
Size --.. seller 1 (%) in (%) in loss/ 

; Class of~" i Artisan Minorty total total Net 
i the b'uyer ~~: NBuc"" Yadava Valmiki Harijan castes religions Brahmins purchase ...;ales gain 

0 Nil Nil 

0 - 5 4.06 4.06 4.0 +0.06 

5 - 20 4.20 4.91 9e66 10.20 2.30 31.27 66.5 -35.23 

20 - 40 5.24 5.24 20.0 -14.76 

40+ 1.42 7.36 5e92 44·7~ 59.43 9.5 +49.93 

All Classes 5.62 4.91 17.02 21. :;6 51.09 100.00 ~oo.o o.o 
.,. 

N'BUC : Non Brahmin Upper Castes 

Source : Survey Data 

of small fanners was 35 percent, the marginal farmers' net loss was 15 percent. As we 

noted earlier, since the Brahmins 1 landholdings were usually large, only rich farmers could 
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purchase their lands and,hence, the share of rich farmers in the total purchases 

was high. 

III 

6.3 Changes in Distribution ofT~nd Ownership (1948-61) 

6.3.0 In the introductory remarks to the present chapter, we noted that the concen

tration of land had remained more or less same during the period 1948-1982. We also 

noted that, we will look at the survey data on land transfers collected from the 66 

sample households from the village, in order to comment upon the observations marie 

on changes in the diEtribution of land ownership. With tl~ help of these data, we 

have regenerated distribution of land Oi~ership for the time points of 1948, 1961, 

1974 and 1984. For details,see the chapter on methodology. We will present the 

results of the period (1948-61) in this chapter and the results for the periols 1961-74 

and 1974-84 will be presented in the subsequent chapters. Now let us present the changes 

in distribution of le~downership during the period · 1948-61. 

6.3.1 Changes in Distribution ofL,and Ownership 

In 1948, more than 27 percent of the households were landless. While 20 percent 

of the households were marginal farmers, 34 percent of the households were small fanners. 

!'lore than 10 percent of total households were rich. Rich fanners had controlled more 

than half of the land. Their average land was 86.65 a.ores. Small fanners had controlled 

22 percent of land, while middle farmers owned only 15 percent of the land. The average 

land of small farroors was 10.08 acres where as middle fanner's average land was 28.62 

acres. 

By 1981, the percentage of landless households remained unchanged. But the propor

tion of rich farrrers had increased from 11 to 13 percent. Their share in the total land 

also increased from 58 percent to approximately 66 percent by 1961. The average land 
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ownership had also gone up from 86.65 acres in 1948 to 90.43 acres in 1961. On the 

Table 6. 3.1: Distribution of' Land Ownership 1948-61 

1948 1961 
Size of the 
land holding Percentage of Percentage of Average Percentage of Percentage of Average 

(cvC...YC/5) 
household 

the share of land the total share of to tal land 
land (acres) households land (acres) 

0 27.5 o.o o.o 27.5 Nil Nil 

0 - 5 20.0 5.0 3.76 17.26 2.97 3.14 

5 - 20 I 34.0 22.0 10.08 36.0 23.03 11.68 

20- 40 I 8.0 15.0 28.62 5·99 8.34 25.42 

l 40+ 10.5 58.0 86.65 13.25 65.66 90.43 

All Classes 100.0 100.0 15.52 100.00 100.00 18.26 

LR (excluding landless households) = 0.62 LR {excluding landless households) 
= 0.62 

LR (including landless households) = 0.72 LR (including landless r~useholds) =0.72 

Source : Survey Data 

other hand, while the proportion of marginal farmers had declined from 20 percent to 

17.26 percent, the proportion of small fanners had increased from 34 percent to 36 

percent by 1961. While the share and average land of marginal fanners had declined, 

the share as \-tell as average land of small fanners had increased. The 'proportion 

of share and average land of middle fa~rs had declined. The Lorenz ratio for 1948 
~ 

distribution of land was 0.615 (excluding landless households). It was 0.721 when 

· landless households were included. The Lorenz ratio for 1961 distribution of land 

(including and excluding landless households) remained more or lesa the same during this 

period. 

The reasons for the stability in the concentration of land ownership are not 

far to seek. Earlier, we have noted that Brahmin absentee landlords were the principal 



t · 1 · 1g4n t::6 d 1056-61 These Brahmin absentee l:uu:losers in both he per~ocs 1.e. / ~-) an _; • 

l~mdlorils h;ld started a.liena.ting their landed assets due to tenancy 1"2forrns. "tle 

have also noted that since the size of Brahmins' landholding was usually lart:,..,..J, 

only rich f?..rmers belonging to upper castes and _Yadava caste could purchase them. 

In othc·:-words, land had moved from one caste (Brahmins) to other castes (Reddies 

ilDd Yadavas) 7 but not from one size class to another. And hence, the concentration 

of land 0\·mership remained unaffected. 

'I'o sum up, during this period, the Brahmin landlords had alienated most of the 

l~:nd to rich farmers belonging to neddy and Yada.va castes due to the fear of tenancy 

r.:forms. Only a little land was transferred from Brahmins to sraall farmers. Hence, 

the conce:1tration of landownership :remained unchanged. 
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Notes and References 

1. 'l'he dem.-J.nd for land leasing had mostly come from the Jadava and ~Valmiki 
communities. But,as the Brahmin land owners were unsure of the 'loyalty' of 
the Boya tenants, they preferred the more docile ratdava tenants. 

2. There was a saying in these parts. 'G:JD~i-(. ~:r...,_ ca.;''C)"gd.J meaning 'Money due to the 
Brahmins should not be appropriated'. Hence land rents were paid promptly. 

3. For instance, VoV. Sayana cited one instance of a Vakil (Pleader) of Sankili 
village of Bobbili estate in the V iskhapatnam district who created a stir in 
his area by executing 13 land tra.nsactions in a short time. Such cases were 
~plenty in the coastal Andhra. 

4. 'rhe communists appeared to be invincible before the elections. But much to the 
delight of the landed interests, although communists doubled their votes, they 
HOn h~1 rdly 15 seats for the State Assembly, 

5· At t?e time of the survey, we asked the question ''what is the reffson behind 
the land transfer "1orl'- why did he (non-respondent) sell the land? In the 
case of native sellers of land, our respondents knew the 'actual' reason behind 
the land alienation. But in the case of Bnihmin absentee landlords, only few 
respondents could clearly say that it was because of tenancy reforms. Many of 
the respondent buyers a1~ ignorant of tenancy reforms even today. We probed 
a little deeper and started enquiring about the Brahmin absentee landlords, 
their economic background etc a Many respondents infonned us that Brahmin 
landlords were desperate to sell their piece of land, although there were no 
compelling economic reasons for these sales. After a careful enquiry of the 
transfer of land, we have inferred that these land transfers were motivated 
by the impending tenancy reforms. 

6. Although we have clubbed these two reasons, they are slightly different. 
Usually a farmer in the village takes a consumption loan (chebadhullu) and 
it consequently becomes a loan. If land transfer were to take place at this 
stage it could be due to debt. If it leads to a promissovy note and mortgage 
of land, leading to land transfer, then we can say that it is motivated by 
mortgage of land. 

7. However,a plague had broken out in between these two famines and more than 
10 people died causing desertions from the village. Cholera also broke ?ut 
around this period in the village. 



CHAPTER 7 

THE DECLINE IN THE LEVELS OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY (7967-7974) 

7.0 Introduction 

In the village under study cotton was an important crop in the early sixties. It 

accounted for about one third of the net sown area and constituted wajor sourc£ of cash 

income for the households in the village. The villagers' sustenance very much depended 

upon the success of cotton. A bumper harvest of cotton may tide over the deficits of 

previous years, while its failure would not only v1orsen the debt position but .. lao force 

the fanner to take new loans. From sixties onwards cotton crop did fail in the village 

and hence, the cotton economy of the village shown a rapid decline. This ha.d signi

ficant effect on the economic conditions of the householdae In this chapter, the impact 

of the decline in the cotton economy on the village's land market is analysed. There are 

three sections to this chapter. First section examines the factors responsible for the 

decline in the cotton economy and second section deals with i te impact on the land trans

fers. In the last section, the impact of land transfers on ownership and distribution 

of land will be analysed. 

I 

Factors Responsible for the Decline in the Cotton Economy 

7 .1.0 As -we already noted cotton bad become an important cash crop in the Rayalaseema. 
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region by the turn of the century and it contirmed to be so in the first half of 

20th century (See 5.2.6). In order to understand the importance of cotton, o:M 

has to know the crop-cycle. 

7.1.1 Crop Cycle in 1865: 

In a letter written to the Secretary, Board of Reverme in 1865, the Collector 

of Bellary gave a detailed account of crop cycle in the district1f(see Table 7.1.1) 

A .. 

B. 

Table 7 .1 .. 1: The Particulars of Duration of Crops and Crop Cycle 

Time of Sowing Time of Harvesting 
Name of 
the crop From To J?rom To 

No nth Date 1>1onth Date Month Date I>ionth 

MUNGARI CROPS 

1. Bajra June 5th July 2nd October 27th November 

2. Pulses June 5th July 2nd September 27th October 

3o Jowar (Bro\m) May 1st June 30th October 1st November 

4. Korra June 5th August 12th November 26th Ja.nua:cy 

Hingari Crops 

1 • Jowar ~eptember 1st September 30th February 1st February 

2. Cotton ~uly 3rd September 23rd March 9th June 

from 
Source: LetterJ.. A. Hathaway, Collector of Eellary to R.A. 

Dalyell, Acting Secretary to the Board of Reverm.e, 
dated 26th September 1865, No.194. ProoeedirlflS of 
Board of Revenue, 23rd October, 1865, p.2967 

Date 

25th 

11th 

30th 

27th 

28th 

19th 

It is intexesting to note that the same crop cycle was followed till 1974. The villagers 
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had been growing two types of crops. They were Ynmgari or early crops and Hinga.ri 
. 2' 

or later crops.!;! Mun,g_ari crops, which include Bajra., Pulses, Jowar (brown) and 

korra, were generally sown in the months of !-1a.y and Jl.Ule a.nd harvested in the months 

of Ausust and September .. Hingari crops, which include Jowar (white) and cotton, 

were generally sown in July and September and harvested in March to April. 

7.1.2 The Significance of Mungari and Hi~i Crops: 

The significance of cultivation of !:1ungari and Hingari crops lay in the fact 

that these two types of crops contained a good crop-mix which ensured both food and 

fodder as well as cash for the farmer to pay the land revenue. When a superintendent 

of government farms asked the farmers, why they were growir~ cotton, they replied 

that cultivators of cotton was done in order to pay the land revenue. (Annual Report from 

the Superintendent of Goverrnnent Farms 1876 p.36; cited in Sara.da Raju, 1941: 41 ). 

The other Mungari crops however 1woere grown for subsistence. From the statement of 

Francis, one would know that similar attitude was p:rovalent at the turn of the century 

also. "With the rains of June a conside:rable area ..... is sown with cholwn, korra, 

cambu and pulses (Mungari crops), all of which the ryot necessarily requires to 

support himself and his cattle".. On the other hand "with the later rains he (the 

ryot) sows the cotton which pays his assessment and puts money in his pocket" (1904; 

80). Thus Mungari crops were basically subsistence crops, while cotton, an important 

Hinp;ari crop, was grown to pay land revenue and to meet other expenses. 

Similar attitude continued among the ryots in the dry parts of Rayalaseema. 

region till 1970. Small and marginal fanners usually grow !Vrungari crops. Because 

their food surpluses would be exhausted at the end of agricultural season i.e. in the 

month of May and June and they wo .1ld face the scarcity of food grains. If they grow 

Mu.n,gari crops, these crops can be harvested by the month of July., Another advantage 
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of these crops was that one can harvest them at any time. In other words, whenever 

the situation of food surplus worsens, the ryot would pluck a basket of bajra. 
for 

this would sufficeLthe family for a day or two. The rich and middle farmers whose 

surplus :realization capacity was fairly good, would grow other cash crops like 

groundnut, chillies etc. Thus, harvesting and choice of Munga.ri crops depended upon 

economic category, and the Hinga.ri crops, especially cotton, were grown by more or 

less all the farmers in order to pay land revenue as well as repay the loans. 

7 .1. 3 Credit Requirements: 

A peasant has to borrow loans at every stage of cultivation as also f<•r 

I"\ 
consumption expenses. It is customary to divide loans in.._,to two types i.e. productive 

loans, which are borrowed for the sake of agricultural purposes and unproduc~ 

loans, borrowed for the repayment of old debts or to meet the expenses on social 

ceremonies. But the extent of credit required for productive and consumption needs 

varies from region to region and may even from one farmer to another. As Sayana puts 

it "the degree of producer finance will be governed by the size of farm operations, 

as also by the nature of fanning. For example, for irrigated and garden cultivation 

or for intensive and ccnunercialized agriculture the credit requirements are gmater 

than in dry and light crop regions. Apart from the size of a fanner's family or its 

economic condition, in regions where there are frequent crop failures and the store 

of grains get exhausted before harvests are reaped, the extent of consumer finance of 

ryot will be heavier and frequent". (1949:149) .. 

Likewise, in our village also, the ryots usually take loans either for consum-

ption and social ceremonies or for repayment of old debts. The farmers, mainly small 

and marginal fanners, would hardly realise surpluses and their grain surpluses would 

be over by the month of May or June. After peying debts that were incurred in the 

previous year, the farmer would be left with little money to purchase grain in the 
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market. Prior to 1974, the farmers used to have few employment opportunities at the 

end of an agricultural year. Besides, a number of social ceremonies and festivals 

that come around this period would further ruin the household.,.Y The villagers, thus, 

used to face innumerable problems in the months of May to August. There was a saying 

·~~ '{;.;.i.u ~~ -'5l-l"'S;.,~ G.oL.ot:l literally meaning 'As the month of Karthika arrives, 
;::.o 

life becomes hard·~ The farmers had to approach the sahukar or money lending landlord 

for ~or 3rain loans for consumption and money for agricultural operations as well 

as for social ceremonies. Borrowing money from these sources, however, may not be an 

easy affair, for these villag~ moneylenders would never lend money at a short notice. 

The borrower had to go around the moneylender for about ten days, carrying out all sorts 

of big and small tasks for hiJrJ.e&/ They had to undergo a period of uncertain ty, anxiety 

· and humiliation. Whenever the villagers take Chebadullu (handloans) from Sahukar or 

moneylender-cum-landlord, they would be entered in account book and they should be 

repaid after the harvest. 

It should be noted that hera harvest would mean only cotton harvest. Since cotton 

was an important cash crop in the villa.ge till 1974, these loans could be repaid only when 

cotton is sold in March or April. Till then there was little possibility to repay these 

loans. Only when there was bumper harvest of cotton and its prices were high, the farmers 

could repay the loans borrowed in the last year. On the other hand, when the crop failed, 

the farmer could not repay the loan. Thus, the success of cotton crop was very important 

for the ryots in the village under study. The frequent failures of cotton crop the:refore 

would ruin the economy of the household and thereby the village economy. During this 

period i.e. 1961-1974, cotton crop frequently failed and consequently village •a economy 

deteriorated. 

7.1.4 Decline in the Productivity of Cotton: 

The average yield of cotton per acre had shown a declining trend in kurnool district 
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between 1958-59 and 1972-73. Taking district as a whole one finds that during a period 

of fifteen years the average yield of cotton crop had fallen from 28.8 kgs per acre in the 
reriud 

three year J.ending with 1960-61 to 18.61 kg per acre in the three year period ending with 

1972-73 (See Table 7.1.2). It was noted that there was decline in the area and production 

Table 7.1.2: Average Yield of Cotton per acre in Kurnool District 

Average for 3 year peviocl Average yiel.d of cotton 
ending with per acre (Kgs) 

1960-61 28.80 

1963-64 24.33 

1966-67 25.26 

1969-70 20.36 

1972-73 18.61 

Source: (Annual) Statistical Abstract of Andhra 
Pradesh, Various Issues, Bureau of Economics 
and Statistics, Government of Andhra Pradesh, 
Hydera.ba.d,. 

of cotton in Rayalaseema region. The area under cotton had declined from 6. 73 lakh 

acres in 1956-57 to 4. 94 lakh acres by 1967-68. The production also declined from 

0.83 lakh bales (or 149 lakh kgs) to 0.66 lakh bales (or about 119 lakh kgs) during 

the same period. (Altaff Huesein and Nawab Jain, 1970: 163W 

It is customary to seek the explanation for changes in cropped area through 

changes in agricultural prices in area. In a study of cotton production and marketing 

by NCAER, it was found tha.t "the area and price changes in Kurnool do not reveal 

any trend or pattern suggesting any influence of cotton price on acreage. Cbanses in 

area, when compared with current year's price change, reveal that in some years both 
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area and price have increased while in some years both have decreased. In some years , 

area decrease is accompanied by a price increase. Comparison of the current year's 

area changes with a lagged price (price of previous year) shows a similar confused 

picture" (t..1CAER, 1971:9). Although this study ha.5 given the figures only for the period 

of 1955-56 to 1966-67, we have put together data till 1976-77 (See Table 4. 3). Even 

Table 7.1.3: Area and Price £Pangea of Cotton in Kurnool District 

Area under Percentage Price (Current Percentage Lagged Price Percentage 
Year cotton of change year) Bs. per change jn (Rs.per quint- change in 

(acres) in area quintal current al)(one year lagged 
price price 

1955-56 412673 - 52.25 - 6 3-15 -
1956-57 451126 + 9.3 73-95 +41.53 52.25 -17.26 

1957-58 320132 -29.1 74-33 + 0.5 73.95 +41.53 

1958-59 354594 +10.8 62.83 -15.47 74.33 + 0.5 

1959-60 321481 - 9-3 77-91 +24.00 62.83 -15.47 

1960-61 411044 +21 .9 85.76 +10.08 77-91 +24.0 

1961-62 430541 + 4.7 82.14 - 4.2 85.76 +10.08 

1962-63 434508 + 0.9 105.44 +28.4 82.14 - 4.2 
1963-64 538158 +23.8 103.98 - 1.4 105.44 +28.4 

1964-65 442746 -17.7 108.21 + 4.1 103.98 - 1.4 

1965-66 322139 -27.2 140.63 +30.0 108.21 + 4.1 

1966-67 348907 +8.3 263.13 +87.0 140.63 +30.0 

1967-68 377497 + 8.2 294.32 +11.8 263.13 +87.0 

1968-69 347 467 - 8.0 294.32 0 294.32 +11.8 

1969-70 370914 + 6.7 167.50 -43.1 294.32 0 

1970-71 367818 - 0.8 242.33 +44.6 167 .so -43.1 

1971-72 357506 - 2.8 253-40 + 4.6 242.33 +44.6 

1972-73 311791 -12.8 180.82 -28.6 253-40 +4.6 

197 3-74 347946 +11.6 224.80 +24.3 180.82 -28.6 

1974-75 361282 + 3.8 387-58 +72.4 224.80 +24. 3 

1975-76 161895 -55.2 329.56 -14.9 387 ·58 +72.4 

1976-77 168643 + 4.2 378.46 +14.8 329.56 +14.9 

Sources: 1. 1955-56 to 1966-67 figures are obtained from NCAER 

2. For 1967-68 to 1976-77 figures, the source is same as in 7.1.2 
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during the period of 1966-67 to 1976-77, the are<'~ and price changes in Kurnool do 

not rev8al any consistent associetion. Thus, it appears tha.t for the decline in 

the production changes in cotton prices do not seem to be an important reason. 

One author while looking into the effect of price and ra.infall on the production 

of cotton in F..ayalaseema region noted that "the rrru.ltiple correlation co-efficient 

is very loH indicating a poor relation betv1een production, prices and rainfall. The 

partial correlation co-efficient indicate slight influence of rainfall on the pro-

duction. Ilov1ever, the elasticity of production with reference to rainfall is 1.18 

and is highly significant. ',_his means that cotton crop has not received adequate 

rainfall during the period under study (1955-:)6 to 1967-68). Any income in rainfall 
K • V .- Ramana Ra.o 

\·!Ould contribo<te to hi@1er yields" (1.1970; 167). Thus it is clear that the area under 

cotton ir' Kurnool dietrict was more sensitive to changes in climatic factors rather 

than ~;rice. In this context, it would be useful to know the agronomic conditions of 

cotton plant. 

7 .1 • 5 Agronomy of Cotton: 

'l'he following statement describes vmll the agronomy of cotton crop. "The 

cotton plant is uncommonly sensitive to vagaries of weather. Continuous rains or a 

lone spell of dry wea.ther may prevent the sowing of the crop at the proper tim2, 

hinder seed germination or retard crop grovlth. Heavy rains, continuous high winds 

or excessive drought at flowering and fruiting times may cause heavy shedding of 

buds and young bolls, thereby ruining the crop. An early frost may kill the plant 

premci~ turely. Untimely rains a.nd a heavy humid weather during the later stages of 
..._) 

t:'1e season may spoil the produce, lm·Jer its spinning properties or promote the attack 

of pests and desea.ses During the period of fruiting, day tempa.rature of 80° to 

90° F and cool nights are needed for the best results. Plenty of sunshine and dr-.r 

period are essential when cotton reaches maturity. Cotton plant cannot stand frost ••• 11 
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(Planning Commission, 1963; P.5). Thus, the success of cotton depends on so many factors 

and the deficiency of any one of the factors mentioned above would ruin the cotton crop. 

Now, we will mention the factors that oould have ruined the cotton crop in this village 

under study during this period. 

i. Rain Deficient Years: The Source cited above mentioned that the cotton 

crop was affected in the years of 1957-58 and 1960-61. Besides, there were droughts 

in the years 1960-61, 1963-64 and 1965-66. Since rain was deficient during these years 

cotton crop was badly affected in this area. 

ii. Heavy Rainfall and Depressions in Bay of Bengal: Table 7 .1.1 reveals that 

cotton used to be sown between 3rd July and 23rd September. The plant would reach flow-

ering stage in November and December. One of the conditions for the success of cotton 

crop was that there should be 1'1o rain in these months.Akoo plenty of sunshine was needed. 

But from 1974 onwards, there is change in weather pattern. This region had been receiving 

much rainfall in the months of October and November. Besides, the depressions that usually 

" 
set in Bay of Bengal around this period would cause much damage to the crop, for whenever 

such depressions set in, the sky becomes clowdy and cotton plarit receives scaJty sunlight. 

Hence, the plant gets attacked by the pests etc. 

When we look at the data on rainfall in Alur taluk, it may not reveal d pattern 

suggesting changes in weather (See Table 3 in Statistical Appendix). We can only 

infer from the table that from 1974 onwards, this taluk had been receiving much rainfall 

during months of November and December. There is another factor which is not evident from 

the data on rainfall. That is spread of rain in a month. Data reveal that, from 1975 

onwards, the rainfall in the months of October and November was fairly widespread due to 

depressions in the Bay of Bengal. But these data do not :reveal any.:_ thing about cludiness 

of the sky in these months. 

We have had long discussions with a number of fanners in the village. Besides 
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corroborating in unison that weather did become unfavourable, they stated that the 

cultivation of cotton crop was no longer profitable because of low yield and the 

recurring problem of pests. Added to these the social anarchy prevalent in the 

village at that time had resulted in thefts and consequent lack of safety fo· .' the 

cotton crop. 

iii. No Safety for the Crops: Crops were unsafe in the post 1960 per:i ">d. Some 

miscreants from the Valmiki community used to steal the crops from the fields, when 

the owners were away. These activities were initially encouraged by the big ryots 

in the village for their political ends. When police interferecl,these ryots used to 

~ive them protection. Later on when they faced economic hardships due to failure of 

monsoons these miscreants started stealing the crops from the fields of these very 

ryots; of all the crops, cotton posed grave problem to the farmers, for its plucking 

operations would continue for three months and the farmers had to pass through a period 

of anxiety. That was one reason why cotton cultivation became unattractive by 1974. 

iv. Long Duration of Cotton Crop: The duration of cotton crop was very long. 

Table 7 .1.1 reveals that cotton was generally sown in the months of July a.nd September. 

But harvesting would begin only in March and it would continue till June 15th. Thus, 

the duration of this crop was very long. Hence, farmers had to wait for a long time to 

sell cotton and realise money in order to repay the debts. Even if they could start 

getting cotton from March onwards, it was not possible to sell cotton in small quanti

ties. For if they sell cotton in small quantities to the middlemen in the village, the 

farmers would get lower prices. Besides, since the supplies of cotton will be lftrger 

and prices will be lower in the month of March, the farmers usually preferred to wait 

till July to get fair price. Thus, although farmers were getting cotton by Na.rch, they 

could sell it only in July or August. Consequently, having little money on hand, they 

depended greatly on the moneylenders. 

Thus, during this periCJ, cotton failed in a number of years due to droughts, 
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bec:tvy rainfall in the months of November and December and depressions in the Ba;:,r of 

Eenc;al. :::ven if cotton was successful in some of the years, due to absence of safety 

for the cro:Js, the farmers could not reap the full harvest that was due to them. 

Jc:sides, since cotton wcs a lone duration crop, the farmers were looking for short-

rJuration croos, vrhich could '"'i thstand the changes in weather }Jattern and could attract 

little attention of thieves in the villat:.'B. 'rhey ultimately settled on new cropping 

lX:tttern. (Charlt::::es in cropping pattern that were noticeable from 1974 v!ill be discussed 

in the next chapter). But the process of transformation vras painful and tortuous for 

farmers in the village. 1:le vdll next see the impact of failure of cotton on land 

transfers in the village. 

II 

Impact of Decline in Levels of Economic Activities on Land Transfers 

7.2 .1 Caste-wise Acquisition and Alien:dion of Land: 

1Jnlike in the earlier period, the Valmiki caste was the principal gainer during 

this perioc1. 'l'his caste, vJhile gaining 51 percent of land transacted, lost )~-;1 percent 

( C.' ~ee Table 7o2.1). 'I'he net gain of this caste was 11 percent. Although the net b~in 

of Valmiki caste was lower than that of Yadava caste, ,,.,e still call Valmiki Caste as the 

principal gainer, because Valmikis had lost mainly to their fellow caste-men. Out of 

39 percent of total land lost by Va.lmikis, as much as 31 percent of land was lof:~t to their 

fellow caste-men. Thus, the Valmiki caste was the principal gainer. Yadavas gained 23 

percent of land, but lost only 9 percent of land. Upper-caste households lost as 

much as 34 percent of land, but gained only 16 percent of land. Like in the earlier 

period the upper-caste households were the principal landlosers. However, there is one 
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Table 7.2.1: Land Transfers (Caste-wise) (1961-74) 

Caste of Caste-wise Share (%) in Total Land Transacted Share(%) 
the seller~- through 11arket in total l'Jet gain 

Caste 
Upper Artisan i~inority 

purchases or loss 
of the 
~-

1

·uyers 
castes Ya.dava Valmiki Harijan Castes religions 

U~Jper Caste 10.21 3.26 - 2.57 16.04 -17.74 

!Yadava 8.23 5.62 5.04 1.93 2.35 23.17 +14.29 

v'almiki 13.77 :3"1 .26 5-70 50.73 +11.4 

iarijaz1 2.46 o.61 1. 38 4.45 - 8.71 

Artisan Castes 1.94 o.85 2.79 + 2.79 

·iinori ty religions 1.57 0-57 o.41 0 .27 2.82 - 2.03 

~hare 
~ales 

(%) in total 
33.78 8~88 39.33 13.16 4.85 100e00 o.o 

Source: Survey Data 

difference. In the earlier periods it was Brahmins who constituted the majority of the 

upper caste l;;:..ndlosers. But duriru~ this period non-Brahmin households lost much of the 

land. (See Table 7.2.3). As we noted earlier, Valmikis lost much of the land to their 

fellow castemen. The reasons for this interesting phenomenon are: Changes in the occu-

pational structure and caste-consciousness among Valmikis • 

i. Changes in the Occupational Structure of Valmikis: Francis noted that at 

the turn of present century, Valmikis were either 'ta:rt-cultivators and herdsmen or were 

engaged under government as constables, peons, village watchmen and so-forth" (1904:70). 

But the occupations of the Valmilds had. changed over ti~re. Yany Valmikis are now engaged 
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Table 7.2.2. FEasons for the Alienation of Land (1961-74) 

Reasons for Share (%) in 'l'he Sales of land due to Reasons 
Alienation Share(%) 

'::·ize of land in total 
Cl8.SS Debts or Jvlajor Fear of out Acqui- Gift Miscella- sales of 
of b.nd- mortgages family Tenancy migra- sit ion such as neous land 
holding of expenses Refo:rms tion by the dowry Reasons 
sellers Govt. 

0 

0 - 5 o6.o6 2 •. 93 2.73 1.28 1.03 Q.20 14.23 

5 - 20 36.93 5.96 2.95 

I 
" 3-23 2.95 52.02 

20 - 40 02.92 0·44 o-74 2.07 4.08 10.25 

40+ 13.09 4-52 5.89 23.50 

All Classes 59.00 8.89 3.17 4-97 I 10.85 13.12 100.00 

Source: Survey Data 

in sheep-rearing activities in the village. With the surpluses acquired, some of the 

households had entered the credit market as well. 

Bhimanna is a 60 years old Shephard. When Bhima.nna 's father died 

in the early 1940's, he did not inherit any land £rom him, but 20 

sheep. Gradually the number roseJto 250. Although, many died in the 

late 70's due to an unknown disease, he still owns 70 sheep. From 

1962 onwards slowly he started acquiring land and presently he owns 

94 acres. He started lending seed and grain loans as well as money. 

Eventhough he declined to reveal the particulars of his lending opel.'

ations, vie c01me to know that he used to lend only to tre valmikis 

and Harijans ru1d acquired the defaulters' lands. Some of our respon

dents also borrowed from him. 
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Thus, some of the surpl~s realisilli; families in the Valmiki community had entered 

llle credit market and started lending money and grain to their fellow caste men. 

Some of them must have lost their la:!1cls to these households, when they were _lot 

able to repay the loans. 

ii. Caste-Conciousness among the Valmikis: Valmikis are increasingls becoming 

aware of their caste identity.lf They view themselves as belonging to one fraternity 

and the 1~st of the village as another. Hence, the small farmers in Valmiki community 

preferred to sell their land to their o'm fellow caste-men. The case of Naganna illus-

trates this point. 

Naganna ovmed 3 acres of land in 1961. He took some money for consumption 

purposes from a moneylender belonging to an upper caste. Gradually the 

loan a,."'lount got accumulated and Naganna could not repay the loan. The money 

lender started preesurising Naganna either to sell him the land or repay the 

money. Naganna, however, did not want to sell him the land and instead he 

wanted to sell it to 'his me-n'. Eventually, he did sell it to a small farmer 

from his community and repaid the loan. 

Thus, these two factors i.e. changes in occupational structure and caste conciousness 

among Valmikis had irSluenced them to sell most of their land to their fellow caste-men. 

Coming back to the question of land losers of this period, Harijans and Muslims 

had lost much l~~d. This was because of failure of cotton crop and demographic pressure 

in houses. 

7.2.2 Reasons for Selling the Land (1961-74)1_ As we pointed out earlier, 

the economy of the village declined due to decline in cotton economy. It was the usual 

practice in the village that at the beginning of the year, a small farmer takes money 

for consumption requirements and agricultural operations from money-lenders. The amount 

with interc,st had to be paid ba?k, after the harvest of cotton in the month of March or 

April next yea.r. Bu_t, since cotton orop failed frequently during this period, the small 
. 

farmers could not repay the debts and they got accumulated over a period of time. The 
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impact could be still higher on those families which had moYe demographic pressure. 

'l'his had led to alienation of land by them. 

The above reasons for a.lienat:l.on of land are evident from Table 7.2 .2. 59 

percent of land was lost because these households either had> debts or mortgaged theix 

land. Nearly 11 percent of land was lost because of gifts in the form of dowry etc. 

Nearly 9 percent of land was lost because these households had.major family expenses 

such as marriage there:)y resulting in the alienation of land. 13 percent of 

land was sold due to miscellaneous reasons such as _border disputes, or because 

fields -..rere far away and posing supervision problems. Nearly 5 percent of total land 

was aliena ted by those households who were migrating out. 'l"'hus, during this period 

sizeable extent of land was sold by the households for failing to repay the debts 

they incurred. 'rhese households mainly belonged to the category of small farmers. 

~.2.3 Size Class-wise Acquisition and Alienation of Land 

Unlike in the last period small and marginal farmers were the principal land 

gainers during this period. V.'hile small farmers had gained roughly 35 percent of 

land, ma.rginal farmers had acquired 25 percent of total land. (See Table 7.2.3). 

:S'ven landless households had gained land( 15.5 percent) during this period. J'liddle 

farmers had acquired 8.2 ;:e rcent of total land. Whereas rich farmers had obtained 

only 17 percent of total land which was far less compared to the proportion of land 

they obtained in the previous period. 

The reasons for acquisition of sizeable extent of land by small farmers and 

marginal farmers were,. change in the direction of land transfers, diversification of 

·investment and availability of al ter·na.tive employment opportunities. 

Important reason for the swelling of the 5-20 class \vas change in the direction 

of land transfers. Credit market was dominated by Reddis, Vaisyas and Lineayats in 
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'rable 7.2. 3: Size class-wise Ac9.uisi tion and 

Alienation of Land throuah Market 

~' Share(%) in the Total Land Transacted through market Share (%) Share(%) Net 

S rs 
in the in the gain 

Artisan l'!Jinori ty total la:ril Total or c 
~'BUC Yadava IValmiki Ha.rijan Castes religion Brahmins purchased sales loss t y 

I 
I 

0 3.08 2.98 5.89 1.54 2.01 15.50 - ff-15.50 

0 - 5 13.68 9.15 1.88 24.71 13.67 +11.04 

5 - 20 1.23 23.54 9.01 1.27 35.05 46.04 -10.99 

20 - 40 2.28 2.15 0.62 3-15 8.20 14.31 - 6.11 

40+ 8.44 2.52 o-75 1.99 2.84 16.54 25.98 - 9.44 

All Classes ~7-48 8.88 39-33 13.16 4.85 6.3 0 100.00 100.00 o.o 
I 

NBUC: Non Brahmin Upper Castes 

Source: Survey Data 

this village during 1930's and 1940's. From 30's onwards Yadava.s had also joined in 

and started lending money as well as grain loans. By 1950's these money lending 

households had acquired some of the land from Brahmins and defaulters from various 

castes like Yadava, Valmiki, Harijans ~ Some of these households owned as much 

as 150 to 200 acres in 1961. These households (mainly Reddies) had come to know about 

the C eiling(on Agricultural Holdings)Act of 1961 and hence started transferring their 

lands to others through spurious transactions. Naturally, they stopped purchasing 

land. But they advanced loans to a rrumber of farmers in the village many years back 

·and these loans got accumulated over a period of time. These small farmers were not 

in a position to repay the loans and the only option ieft for them was selling away 
were 

their landse But money lending landlordS L not interested in purchasing their land. 

The landlords of the village devised clever methods to meet such situations. Take 
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the case of Ram.:'l mohana Reddy, a landlord of the village. 

Rama mohana Reddy lent some money to Khaja Hussein Saheb, who was 

a middle fanner with a large family. Being indolent and extrava-

gant he did not show much intereat in the cultivation of land. The 

loan amount got multiplied over a period of time and it had become 

almost impossible for Khaja Hussein to repay it. Hence, he requested 

Rama rr.ohana Reddy to purchase the piece of land, \othich he had mort

gaged to him. But as the money lending landlord was not interested.. 

land,he asked his follo•,:er Tvlarenna to purchase the same. Marenna was 

not only a Harijan le< ·ler but also a contractor. As his household 

was upcoming economically, he could purchase land from Khaja Hussein. 

Rama ma.nohar Reddy by performing the role of mediator shot three birds 

at one stroke. Firstly, he got his money back. Secondly, he could 

appeas~ a PBrijan leader on whom he Cou\d. bank for Harijan votes and 

thirdly, he could over come the problem of land reforms by not acquiring 

Hussein's land himself. 

Like Rama manohar Reddy, the other money·-lending landlords were encouraging their 

followers or small farmers in the village to purchase land from the potential defaulters. 

Hence, the direction of land transfers had changed from one of land being transferred 

from small farmers to 'tt ich farmers to that of transfers from small farmers to small 

farmers with rich farmers/ landlords acting as go-betweens. In other words, even if 

a marginal or small farmer had incurred debt and in the payment of which he had to lo5e 

his land he would be made to sell his land to a small farmer instead of his rich-farmer 

creditor. 

Secondly, as cotton crop was frequently failing thereby enhancing the risk and 

uncertainties in agriculture, the rich farmers started diversifying their investments 

into non-agricultural activities. This is well illustrated by the case of Saranappa , 

whom we had occassion to refer to earlier. 

We noted earlier that Saranappa started acquiring land by interlocking 
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the markets. This household had added 47 acres in the first 

period i.e. 1948-61, 11.5 acres in the second period i.e. 

1961-74 and only 4 acres in the last period i.e. 1974-84. This 

household had realised the risk and uncertainities in agriculture 

in these parts. For example, in one of the rain-<leficient years 

they could sow only 3 out of tr~ 68 acres they ownec. Saranappa 

lost interest in agriculture and started diversifying his economic 

activities. He had set up a flour mill with~· initial investment 

of Rs.35,000 in 1962 and now the household is primarily receiving 

its income from it. But the household did not stop advancing 

cash, seed and grain loans to small and middle farmers. This 

continueE. to be a profitable proposition. 

Prior to 1948, rich households were acquiring much land for it carried 

social prestige in the village. Although there was risk in agriculture in 

earlier times, there was no legal bar on the quantum of land acquired. But now 

one exists. Secondly, with increased monetization of the economy opportunities 

in other avenues of investment are larger now compared to earlier times. Hence, 

they (rich households) are seeking greener pastures in non-agricultural activities 

like flour mill, petty-business etc. 

and 
Alienation of Land by SamllLfvlarginal Farmers: On the other hand due to the decline 

of village economy the small and marginal farmers started going through a __ isreable 

life. The loans borrowed for consumption and agricultural operation could not be 

repaid due to frequent failure of cotton crop and lack of safety for the crops. These 

loans got accumulated over a time and led to the alienation of land by small and 

marginal farmers. Since rich fanners were reluctant to purchase land, they started 

selling the land to small and middle farmers. 

Acquisition of Land by Small and Marginal Farmers: h'hy \'IB.S it that while 

some small farmers were losing land due to the factors explained above, the other 

small farmers could acquire land? What were the factors behind this phenomenon? The 
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reasons are not far to seek. Since cotton c.ultivation had become quite risky 

during this period, many small and marginal farmers turned to non-a.gricul tu:t _.l 

activities like sheep rearing, bufflow. rearing etc. 

PothannCJ..had inherited only 5 acres of land from his father. Prior 

to the death of his father, fothanna was working as a shep~v~ boy 

in the house of Thanmanna, who belonged to Yadava caste and who owned 

more than 300 sheep in the early 1950's. Pothanna after the death of 

his father, left the house of Thammanna and purchased half-a-dozen 

sheep. Gradually this number rose to 150 and now he is so much asso

ciated Hith sheep rearing t:b.at he is called Gorrela Pothanna (Sheep 

Pothanna) o !·otha.nna later on purchased 19 acres of land and constru

cted a nice house in the Valmiki Street. 

Some of the small and marginal farmers, belongir,g to Valnriki caste, taking advantage 

of the ineffectiveness of local police and disunity among dominant cultivators in 

the village, started stealing the crops from the fields. Some of them had attained 

an up\v'ard mobility. 

Fapanna inherited only 5 acres from his father. He has four sons and 

two of them are notorious in the village for their stealing activities. 

They were caue-,ht by the police many a time and earned a bad record. The 

household had acquired 20 acres of land during this period from mainly 

their fellow caste-men Le. Valmik.ise 

'l'he situation f>~qd also helped the petty-business men 

We noted earlier that Venkanna Setty lost land due to loans borrowed for 

the marriage of his sons. His son Ramaiah Setty, opened a small shop 

selling cigarettes, beedies and pippe:rments. When the crops were unsafe 

and the law and order situation got deteriorated, Ramaiah Setty exploited 

the situation to his maximum advantage. He started buying the stolen 

crops at loHer rate from people like papanna 's sons (See the above case) 

and selling them in Adoni market at a higher price. He had even encoumged 

such thieves by advancing them some cash etc. He earned sizeable profits 
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and acquired 12.19 acres of land during this period. 

Now let us see the sources of investment for purchasing lands by marginal and small 

farmers. 

Of the total land gained by ma:.-:·ginal fanners, 66 percent had accrued to those, 

vrhose primary occupation was sheep rearing. The Valmiki households, which participated 

in stealing activities, had acquil"ed 9 percent of land. More than 24 percent of land 

,.,as eained by a. m8rc-inal fannPr, due to a ch2.nce factor of having come in to possession 

of gold deposited with him by an acquintant. 

Of the total l<'md acquir-ed by small farmers, interestir>.gly, as much as 41 percent 

of land was gained by sma11 farmers who were associated with the stealing activities. 

Nearly 30 percent of land was acquired by the small fanners whose occupation was only 

agriculture. About 19 percent of land had accrued to those small farmers, whose primary 

occupation was sheep rearing. A small farmer gained 9.05 percent of land as dowry. Thus, 

ma ~·ginal and small famers bad experienced upward economic mobility either because a non-

acricul tural source of income l.ike sheep rearing or because of stealing of crops. 

Acquisition of Land by l<mdless Households: 

It is interesting to note that while the households with substantial land holdings 

bad experienced several hardshipt>, the landless households had gained some land during this 

period. As we have mentioned earlier, the upward mobility for landless households may be 

possible in a semi-arid zone, especially when the condition in credit and labour market are 

favourable. But during this period, the credit market was quite unfavourable and labour 

market was quite uncertain for agricultural labour households in the village. Hence even 

·' 

a section of small farmers, leave alone marginal farmers and agricultural labourers, had 

experienced several hardships like unfavourable monsoons, failure of crops, the pressure 

from moneylenders for repayment of loan and consequent alienation of land etc. Then how 

did this happen? In other words how could landless households gain land during this period! 
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It can happen if a household has more than one source of income. In a semi-arid 

zone like ours, non-agricultural sources of i.ncome (however small they are) would make 

a lot of difference. For instance, if a person is employed as peon in some government 

office or as gang worker in railway department, he would bring home some money every 

month. This amount can be used towards the expenditure on consumption and agricul ture.l 

operations. Renee his dependence on money lenders would be minimum. With the savings 

from agricul t·nal and non-ae-ricul tural earnings the household can acquire a piece of 

land. 

RencP.,we have tried to look in:to the occupation of the landless households 

before the ;1~quisition of land. 48 percent of total land acquired by landless house-

holds, was accrued to the lan:iless households who were in petty business like coffee 

shop or h;:,edi bunk. Nearly 21 percent of total land was acquired by a contractor, who 

did not have any land at the beginning of the period. A harijan hou!:lehold with the help 

of remittances from outside the villae;e could purchase nearly 7 percent of land. 

A household, which had a fixed income earning member in it, could acquire 12 percent of 

land. Thus although these households were landless at the beginning of the period, they 

were having some non-agricultural source of income and because of that they could acquire 

land. 

III 

Changes in Ownership and Distribution of Land (1961-74) 

7 .3.0 Earlier we have noted tha.t, the concentration of land O\oJD.ership :remained more or 
ffi~ . 

less~s~me during the period of 1948-82 (See 3.0 in the previous chapter). We have also 

noted that the concentration of land :remained unaffected during the firs~; sub-period 
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of 1948-61. This "'as mainly due -to the acquisition of Brahmins' land by rich farmers 

belonging to the ~~ and Yadava cast€S. Now we will see the changes in distribution 

of l~~d ownership during the period 1961-74. 

7.3.1 Changes in Distribution of Land ownership: 

Striking changes in tiv:~ distribution of land own?rship had taken place. The 

proportion of landless households had increased from 28 to 31 percent (See Table 7.3.1) 

Table 7.3.1: Distribution of Land Ownership ( 1961-7 4) 

.--
1961 1974 

Size of the 

l of house-\~( of share land holding Average % of house ?( of share Average 
(ru c..YC S) 

holds lin total land in holds in total land 
I land (acres) land (acres) 

I 

0 27.50 Nil Nil I 30.87 Nil Nil 

0 - 5 17.26 2.97 3.14 20.20 7.88 4·99 

"' -20 36.00 23.03 11.68 27.59 29.35 13.63 ./ 

20 -40 5-99 8.34 25o42 12.54 28.58 29.20 

40+ 13.25 65.66 90.43 8.80 34.19 50.58 

All Classes 100.00 100.00 18.26 100.00 100.00 12.81 

LR(excluding landless households) = 0.62 LR(excluding landless households) = .48 

LR(including landless households) = 0.72 LR(including landless households) = .64 

Source: Survey Data 

The proportion of marginal farmers had increased from 17.2 percent to 20 percent. Their 

share in the total land as also their ave:rage land had gone up. Significantly the pro-

portion of small farmers had declined from 36 percent to 29 percent. Their ;hare in 
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the total land as well as average land had declined. The proportion of middlE: fanners 

had increased from about 6 percent to 13 percent. The share of middle fanners in the 

total land had increased from a meagre 8 percent to 29 percent. 'I'he average ., and they 

01rmed had also gone up. The proportion of rich fanners had come down from 13 to 9. 

'Ph"'re is sjgnificant decline in the share as well as average land of rich fanners. While 

the share of rich farmers in the total land had declined from 66 percent to 34 percent, 

the average land they owned had fallen from 90.43 to 50.58. Thus the concentration of 

lcllld O\V!lership had declined. The Lorenz ratio also h:"ld come down from .62 (among land owning 

households)n 1961 to 0.48 in 1974, suggesting that si~nificant decline in inequalities 

had taker: plc.ce during this period. 

'rhese changes in the distribution of land ownership raise a number of interesting 

question. Why had tbe proportion of landless households, marginal and middle farmers 

increased? \~at is the reason for the steep decline in the share and average land 

of rich farmers during this period? Hhy did the share of middle farmers substantially 

. '? lncrease. What we1~ the reasons behind the changes in the land ownership? Was it because 

of demoeraphic factors or non-demographic factors? We will aru:Jvrer the above questions in 

the ensuing paragraphs. 

Reasons for the necline in the Share and Average ,.(and of Rich fanners: 

One of the important characteristics of this period was that the land acquisitive 

ethos of rich fanners was blunted. Unlike in the earlier period, the rich farmers had 

acquired only 18 percent of total land. "Besides, they resorted to all the ways to alienate 

their land. Land had become unattractive due to land reforms and risk and uncertainties 

in agriculture. 

The Andhra Pradesh Land Reforms (Ceiling on Agricultural Holdings) Act was passed 

in 1961. Unlike the Brahmin absentee landlords, the non-Erahrnin rich farmers in the village 

wel.'e unawa.re or less bothered of the land reforms, till they were passed. The legally 
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accepted size of family landholding in these parts was 54 acres. In 1961, six of 

our respondents possessed more than 54 acres of land and they started looking for 

ways to dispose of their land. They could do so through (i) Fartitiontng and 

.(ii) Bc-mami transactions. 

Our 'hespondents, therefore, lost as much as 81 percent of total land lost 

through parti tionine; during this period.O·n the average, rich farmers had lost 50 

acres through partitioning. Sub-division of family land holdlng was rapidly taking 

place during this period. Some of the landlords distributed land to wives, 

sisters and daughters. Secondly, the rich fanners had resorted to benami transa-

ctions to reduce their size of landholding. They had given land to the attached 

labourers, family retainers etc. But unlike in coastal Andhra, where the landholdings 

alienated throu~ benami transactions were pooled together for joint cultivation, in 

these parts the rich farmers who had sold their lands did not bother to continue the 

cultivation surreptitiously. 

Change in the Direction of Land Transfers: Besides, since there was legal 

bar for the acquisition of land, the rich farmers were reluctant to acquire the land. 

But these rich farmers advanced loanH to a number of small farmers in the village many 

years back and these loans got accumulated over a period of time. These small farmers 

were not in a position to repay the loan and only option left for them was selling away 

the lando But since the landlords \..rere not interested in the acquisition of land, they 

(like Rama. mohana Reddy, see case in 4.2.4) cleverly changed the direction of land trans-

fers. In other wo~'ds, even if a marginal or small farmer had incurred debt and in the 

payment of which he had to loose his land he would be made to sell his land to a small 
farmer/ 

or middle farmer, instead of-~is rich&reditor. As a result of change in the direction 

of land transfers, it was small and middle farmers who bought these lands and therefore 

their share and average land had gone up. 

On the othor hand, due to the decline 9f the economy and lack of safety 
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crops, a section of small and marginal farmers were facing several hardships. The 

loans borro•red could not be repaid, due to the failure of cotton crops. "When the 

farmer could not pay the debt, owing to such crop failures, the debt increaser- year 

~I. 
after year with interest. As long as there was sufficient margin between the value 

of assets and the debt outstanding, the creditor may not press hard for repayment. 

But when the c:redi tor doubts the repaying capacity of this debtor, the landed pro

"' perty has to be mortgaged sooner or later in lieu of the debt taken (V .V. Sayana, 

150; 1949). He had to alienate the land if tt~ financial strain at home is 

also othenvise severe. Thus, many small and marginal fanners had to alienate 

land. 

landless households, who mainly hailed from Harijan castes,suffered more than 

small and marginal fan,Jers. Their employment opportunities had decreased and unlike 

some small and marginal farmers, they could not participate in stealing activities, 

for they were meek and submissive. Some of the landless households had mit:,'"l:-a.ted out 

to far off pl;,ces in search of HOrk and food. Some of them started begging in the 

village. Since the food secured through begging was hardly sufficient for even one 

,,,er1.l a day, they often had to eat several non-edible wild roots and leaves. 

Ellall1lJ18' s husband was a small fanner in 1960 and he had two brothers. 

He had lost 8 acres of land for the marriage of his brothers. Since 

the employment opportunities had declined 9 t..,o of his brothers had 

migrated out. Sllamma's husband died in 1969. Ellamma recollected 

that she spent her days in a miserable manner, she was obviously 

reluctant even to recollect them. She \-laS not called for agricultural 

works, for she did not have even a single implement for weeding (Kur 

chika) etc.Y All those workers who had implements were preferred. So 

she had to go for begging. But the food secured through begging was 

hardly sufficient for everi-: one meal :\ day. So she had to eat wild 

roots ~~d leaves. While giving the explanation for tho cause of death 
~1.. 

of her children in the womb itself, she lamented they died because I 

have taken wild roots and leaves (Balusaku) when I was pregnant~ 
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'ro sum up, as a result of decline in the levels of economic activities, 

small and marginal farmers were alienating their lands. Since the acquisi ti.ve 

ethos of rich farm2rs was blunted due to land refonn, they were not acquiring 

the small farmers' land and changed the direction of land transfers. As a result, 

the small and middle farmers gained most. .Besides, rich farmers were transferring 

the lands through benami tra.nsactions to the small and middle farmers. They had 

sub divided the fa:nily holdings through partitioning. In othc r words, land was 

transferred mainly from the category of rich-farmers to small and middle fanners 

and hence, the concentration of land ovmership had come down. In the process the 

middle peasantry strengthened its position. 
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Notes and References 

1. Letter from A. Hath8.ivay, Collector of J3ellary to R.A. Dalyell, Acting Secretary to 
the Board of Revenue, dated 26th September, 1865, No.194. ~oceedings of Board of 
Revenue, 23rd September, 1865 p.5971. 

2. 'l'he. e two words i $e. }'h.mgari and Hinga.ri had originated from Kannada language. 
I":unga.ri had come from Y:unde7.ari, In Kannada Ylunde means before or early; Hinga,ri 
had come from 1"indeg;:;ri. liinde meanr:; lc:der. 

"i. 'l'he introduction of Ryotwari Settlement had encouraged the gro1.rth of cash crops. 
Prior to 1800, farmers were growing mainly grains in these areaS. However they 
had to grow cotton and indigo after 1800. If they had cultivaten nothing, but 
grain "they would have nothing wher(;wi th to pay government rent as they and their 
fa;r,ilies could and Hould consume the whole produce of the land, they having to 
content themselves at pre::oent \.fith only h-10 meals per day insteod of three" The 
SUl)Grintendent to \·rhom tht? remark was made believed that there \·!3.S a good deal 
of truth in it. See Sarada Raju (1941), p.91. 

the 
4. Dussara (Vijaya Da.sami) and IJ£;3di, or 'relugu New year da,y are jj,,_.ro big festivals 

in the village. Dussara usually comes in the month of September ~~d in this 
n.onth, the villac,rer hardly used to have cash resources to celebrate this festival. 
That is why, instead of having the usual and relatively costly dish, Bhakshya.mulu 
('L-9~.S.£w~) , they used to have Jowar Payasam or Jaggecy and Jm.,rar food. Only 

for Urradi, they used to ta.ke Bhakhya.mulu This only sho,.;s thc"l.t these farmers 
ha~~dly used to h?.ve cash resources in the months of !-lay to September to celebrate 
fostivals till 1974. Under these circumstances, they had to approach local money
lenders for borrowing loans. 

5. The ~ loans or grain 1 oan s , as in K. Nagaraj 's ( 1981 ) South Kana.ra, are very 
significant in the village. ~ loan system is prevalent in the case of Kor:r.a 
and Jowar. The rate of interest in trus type of loans is 50 percent per year. 
If 4 kadavas (a measurement of 32 seers)of korra or Jowar is lent in th~ month 
of June, 5 kadavas of korra or Jowa.r should be repaid by November or December. 
Seed loans also exist in the village. If 100 kgs a groundnut is lent in the month 
of Yay, 150 kgs of gxoundnut should be repaid. In this case the rate of interest 
is 100 percent per year. In case of cotton seeds, the system is different. If 
10 kgs of cotton seeds are lent in the month of July, the same amount of cotton 
should be repaid by Y~rch o~ April • 

. 6. 'rhe villagers recollected various incidents related to village money-lender -
C1lll1-landlord. Whenever a festival wa.s approaching, 20 to 25 villagers used to 
flock near the house of the landlord from early hours in the morning. The land
lard, after having breakfast, used to come out and lead them to the nearby fields, 
>vi thout saying award about the loans.· In the field, he would start clearing the 
weeds. Out of reverence and politeness the farmers would start clearing the 
,.,e,,ds. This would continue till mid-afternoon on that day and the followers may 
h..ave to do this work with hungry stomachs. After making them \·rork like this for 
about 3 to 4 days, the moneylender-eum-lc:.ndlord would lend them money with lot of 
fuss . ::.s if he was doing them a great favour. 
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7. Since the main purpose of this study was to examine the trends in area and 
proch.ction of important crops in Rayalaseema region, the authors did not study 
the reasons for decrease in the area and production of cotton. For details 
see Altaff Hussein ar..d NaHab Jain, ( 1970) "I'rends in Agriculture' in Venugopal 
Reddy ( erl), r'larming and Development of Backward Regions: A Case Study of 
H.ayalaseema 

0. 'l1his phenomenon Has emerging since 1960's. Till then, they (Valmikis) were 
mainly \:i th Yadavas. They devel011ed a fee lin~ that X P,c'Lowns had betrayed them. 
As numerical strength and level of conciousness arnonc them had been increasing, 
their ambition to seize political power from Reddies at the village level had 
increased. For the first time, in 1981, a candidate from Valmiki community 
contested for the presidentship of village J)anchayat and was defeated by a 
H~ddi candidate at tho ::>olls. As they felt that they vere betrayed by YadavaS 
and Artisans, they raided the homes of these people in the village. CRPF had 
to be brought in and one Valmiki youngman was wounded in the police firing. 

'1. 5\J&~~ 
labourer 
labourer 

(kurchika) is abasH~ agricultural implement, v1hich every agricultural 
sho, ld }JOssess. In the absence of this im}:lement, the agricultural 
will not be employed by the Ryots - especially in lean seasons. 



CHAPTER 8 

THE REVIVAL IN THE LEVELS OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY (1974-84) 

Introduction: 

During the last ten years, the economy of the village under study has been 

recovering rapidly from its earlier declining trend. The introduction of more remu-

nerative and regular income generating crops, improvement in credit facilities, avail

c:.bili ty of more employment opportunities in the non-agricul tm.al sector and the distri

bution of surplus land among landless households were the important factors that had 

contributed to this process. 

The objective of this chapter is to analyse how these developments had affected 

the direction of land transfers and its effect on the ownersl1ip and distribution of 

land in the village. This chapter is presented in three sections. In Section I, the 

factors contributing to the revival of the economy are discussed. While in Section II 

the impact of these changes on the direction of land transfers is traced, its effect on 

the O\mership and distribution of land is analysed in the last section. 

I 

Factors Contributing to the Revival of the Economy 

_3 .1.1 Changes in Cropping Pattern: 

There were significant changes in the cropping pattern of the village under study. 

In 1924, while 33 percent of total area was under cotton, area .under total grains comprised 

of 64 percent. Table 8.1.1 reveals that, while staple crops like j@war and Korr.s continued 

to be the dominant crops, cotton lost its supermacy. Although, more area was brought under 
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Table 8.1 .1 Changes in Cropning l'a ttern in the Village under study 1924-82 

1924 1982 

cl in total % in total Crop /<~· 

t:xtent in cultivated Extent in cultivated 
acres land acres land 

Korra 2981.05 31 .67 2215.82 22.62 
Jovm.r 3108.98 33.03 2587 .. 90 26.42 
Cotton 31 35.29 33.30 790.65 8.07 
Tomato Nil Nil 660.00 6.74 
Coriander llil Nil 2341.7 4 23.91 
S2.fflower nil Nil 767.24 7.83 
Others 188.19 2.00 430.74 4.41 

All Crops 9413-51 100.00 9794.09 100.00 

Sou1~es: 1. Resettlement Survey Report of the Village, 1924 

2. 1982 figures were obtained from Taluk Office, Alur 

plough, cotton was increasingly replaced by the new crops such as coriander, safflower 

and torr.ato. HoHever, ;ve lack data.:!} to establish when exactly the changes in -!he cropr:-ing 

pattern began to take place in the village. Our discussiors with the villagers revealed 

that these changes began to take place from the early seventies. This is largely corro

borated by the taluk level and district level dataYon changes in cropping pa 'tern (8.1.2). 

In the early s<;venties, in Alur taluk about 4 percent of the area was under coriander and 

the area under safflower and tonato was about 2 percent. In other words;, it suegests that 

these croi)S were in their earlier stages of introduction in the region. HO\vever, during 

the last : decade the area under these crops has shown rapid increase in the taluk. It 

is important to note that the introduction of these crops must have taken place at a faster 

rate in the village surveyed. This is reflected in the higher percentage of area under these 
. that of 

crops in the village compared toAthe taluk. 

·:rhese changes in cropping pattern have generated a larger quant}llll of employment to the 

village labour force than in the past. Under the present crop-calendar, (See Table 8.1 e 3) 

agricultural activities would begin with the preparation of tomato seedlings in the 
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Table 8.1.2: Changes in Cropping Pattern in Alur Taluk 

Percentage in total cultivated area 
Crol! 

1973-74 1982-83 

' 

Jowar 28 34 
Korra 22 15 
0 the r Cereal 4 6 
Cotton 36 7 
Coriander 4 26 
Safflower 1 3 
Tomato 0.5 1 
Others 4o5 8 

All Crops 100.0 1 oo.o 

Source: Taluk Office, Alur 

Table 8.1.3: Duration of Crops and Cror:Cycle in the)/illage under study, 1984 

··---
;'ime of Sowing Time of Harvesting 

l\ame of the From To From 'l'o 

Cror 
1'1onth Date Month Date No nth Date JYTonth Date 

i. Nunt3ari CroEs 

1 • Eajra JI'Jay 24th June 16th September 15th October 12th 
2. .Pulses r··iay 24th June 16th October 15th November 13th 
3. Korra. May 24th June 16th September 18th December 24th 
4. Tornftto June 1st July 14th September 15th February 10th 

ii. Hing.ari CroEs 

1 • Pure Korra June 27th July 19th September 18th December 24th 
2. Cotton August 17th September 3rd February 8th April 3rd 
). Jowar SeptermbcV' ·13th September 27th February 20th I'tarch 10th 
4. Coriander September 27th October 2)rd :December 20th January 10th 
5· SaffloHer September 27th October 23rd February 15th JITarch 16th 

Source: Personal Investigation 

second week of June and their transplar1tation would take place after a month. In the 

month of July, men a.nd \vomen would be busy with transplantation of tomo.to crop as well 

as sowing of other crops like korra, coriander, safflower and jowar. Between the trans-

plantation and early harvest of tomato hoeing has to be done for all the crops by women. 
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From mid-September to mid-February, la.rge number of women labourers are required 

for pluck.ing operations of tom~to. During this period, the plucking operations 

of coriander and cutting OIJerations of korra woul9- also provide ami1le opportunities 

of employment to both men and women. This would be followed by the harvesting of 

korra and coriander. After the harvesting of korra and coriander, the cutti1 g o-pera-

tions of safflO\ver and jowar would commence. 'rhus, from June to r·larch, the aericul-

tural workers are provided with fairly good employment opportunities. 

In addition to the new crop-calendar, one factor which enhanced the E 'ploy-

ment opporttmi ties for the labour force in the village \·laS the spread of flo,.,.er gardens 

around the village. This was largely facilitated by the ,.,.ell irrigation which had come 

ur Hith the government support extendc:d in the drought years of 1977 and 1981. The 

recent development in this region is to tend jasmine flov1er gardens, since the demand 

for jasrr~ins in th~! marriage season (Narch to July) is fairly good. Plucking of jasmins 

is labour intensive and the demand for labourers (especially "JOmen) is high during this 

season. 'l'hese gardens are fairly vlidespread in the neighbouring villages like Atikulagundu 

~•nd l\ala}:adoddi. The daily turnover of jasmins is approximately five q_uintals • .2/ In these 

~ardens nearly 350 women and children are employed from the village itself. 

'l'he marketing of some of the crops also had provided ample opportunities of employ-

ment for the \oTOrk force in the village. 'l'orr:ato was one such crop. Since the village 

•mder study has a road junction, the marketing of. toill!lltO crop came into being as early as 

in 1973. 'l'he tom<llto market would start functioning from September omoJa.:rds, providing both 

direct and indire?t employment opportunities for nearly 200 to 250 labourers. 

The growth of cultivation of these crops has contributed to a regular flow of cash 

income to the farmers. Unlike in the case of cotton which takes about 6 months to harvest 

after sowing, toma.to and coria:·:der are ready for harvesting in less than 3 months. Toma.to 

seedlings are planted in the month of January and the first ha.rvest of tomato reaches the 

market in September. In the following months, till January, there is continuous harvesting 

of this crop. Similarly coriander is sown in the month of September and October and har-

vested in the months of December and January. 
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G .1 .2 :'ip:::-ead of -:uarry 1dorks ·\ro1.1nd the Village: 

Since this village is surrounded by small rocky hills, quarrying activity is 

intense during the recent times. Apparently, the demand for stone chips has gone up 

in rc:cent years anc1 the order.: are frequently placed by government departments like 

l:a.ilways, Fublic "W6rks Department and Roads and Building Department - for their 

construction activities. 

(iuarry works are mostly carried out by the Harijans. It is interesting to see 

the reasons for such specialization by a single caste. The tT8di tional occupation of 

i;a.rijans viz., preparing foot 'wear from animal hides. 'Was gradually eroded and as \ve 
v 

l::.'ve alrear;y noted, they are now less preferred by the villa,c;-e ryots for carryinc; on 

a.r·:ricultul:al oper2.tions. The appointment of a. Harijan as an attached labourer vras 

not a vridcr;pr:~ad practice till 1950. 'I'his v!as so because the attached labourer had 

D.lso to do some sundry jobs like brinc:.,ring water from the well - besides the aeri-

cultural o1)era tions and the rigidity of the caste system discouraged such a practice. 

iioHever, the Harijans began to be employed as attached labourers after 1950's and the 

annual wa~:;e that a. Barijan attached labourer got was far 10\.;er than the amount paid 

to \,@lmiki or 'fadava attached labourer. 

J-rior to 1950, Harijans were less preferred as agricultural labourers because 

the dema.nd for doing agricul tura.l works was chiefly met by the Valmikis and Yadavas. 

But durine: 1948-61 when Yadavas and some of the Valmikis became owner-cultivators by 

buying up lands their temporary withdrawal frcm the labour market enabled the Harijans 

to fill in the gap and do the agricultural jobs. Ho ... ,ever, ':.rhen the village economy 

had deteriorated during the sixties, pauperization of certain families again increased 

the number of labourers in the village. Besides, the members of middle farmer families 

also started competing for employment opportunities due to the decline in economic acti-

vi ties. Once a[.'ain the Harijans w~re sidelined and people from other castes ,,,rere :preferred. 

The disgusted Hari,jans had slowly turned to quarry works, vlhich vrere gradually picking up 

durinG the period 1961-74 in this region and they acquired some skills in these tasks. 

The increase in remuneration for these '..rorks had attracted other Harijans us well. 
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Jl1oreover, befom 1976, the landlessness of Harijans had also compelled and enabled 

them to move to different places Hhere these works were carried on. 

These v.rorks are available for a~east nine months in a year. vlork is stopped 

only when a contract eXi'lires at the end of the year and/or \vhen the plucking operations 

of coriander a:ce at a peak. The Rarijan labourers fou."'ld that plucking of coriander 

. !J 
was more remunerative than quarry work. Besides, in the post-1976 period wren some 

lands were distributed to the landless Harijans they had jobs to do on their own farms 

like plucking the coriander etc. Barring such occassions, the Harijan workers would 

have f;i.uarry works more or less throughout the year. 

J.1-3 Distribution of Surplus land: 

J-:any agricuJ.tural labourers, mainly belonging to Harijan caste and minority religions 

snined some land during this period: as a result of redistribution of land by government. 

'l'he total la.nd surrendered by big ryots of the villag-e under the Ceiling Act was 659 acres. 

::ore than 54 percent of the land Has given to 129 persons belonging to the Scheduled Castes. 

;;early 39 percent of the land was given to 97 persons belonging to backward castes. l·iore 

than 7 percent of land was distributed among 16 persons belonging to upper castes-On the 

avera.L'B they secured 2. 71 acres of land per family. Though there were irregularities in 

the distribution of the surplus land, by and large,every I~rijan family managed to secure 

a piece of land. There were also im>tances in '1-Jhich more than one person in the same family 

secured land. At the same time there were some families, which had managed to save land by 

transferring it to others through benami transactions. Table 6.0.1 reveals that 19 families 

01-med more than 60 acres in 1982. Despite the fact that the irregularities were committed, 

by and large, all families own a piece of land and we could trace very few'landless families 

in the village. This is not surprising_,because, as we have already stated,the land-man ratio 

is still favourable at 2.72 in this village and this allowed almost all families to O\.ffi a 

piece of cultivable la~d. 

8· 1·4- Changes in Credit Situation: The introduction of short duration crops and new crop 

c&~.lendar (See Table 8.1. 3) has reduced the farmers 1 dependence on moneylenders. From the 
the 

second week of January, there is contirmous harvesting and sale of tomatoes. Or{ average 



there would be a weekly income of Rs.200 from sale proceeds of toma.to crop on an acre 

of land. Thus, although the cultivation of torr.Q,to is risey&/ and labour intensive, 

• 
farmers began to grow this crop, as it provided them with a continuous flow of income. 

As for coriander, it is harvested in the months of December and Januo..vy. The 

incorr~ obtained by selling this crop is useful for meeting expenses on marriages and 

1;:ajor agricultural O[Y2I<J.tion in tl1e suc1i'Tler. Thus, the present crop calendar is well 

md.ted to Jm?et the cash requirements of the farmers thereby enabling them to avoid 

e:oing to thl' villac;e moneylenders. 

'rh-::: ~?xpansion of employment op;,orttmi ties in quar:xy HOrks and distribution of 

surplus la.l<C'\ amonc landless households also had their impact on the lending activities 

of money lenders. 1:/i th the availability of employment opportunities throughout the 

year~ tj'"' ilarijans and other vreaker sc:ctions ceased to a})proach the moneylenders for 

loar:s. B:::sides, the landless households, \-ihO were the beneficiaries under the pro-

cramme of mdistribution of surplus lar"d• not only started receiving agricultural income 

from their lands, but also began borrowing loans from financial institutions by pledging 

tbeir land. 

'l'he fact that the iruluence of the moneylenders on the economy of the villaee got 

substantially vreaket,cxl is evident from source-vlise data on outstanding debts by our sample 

households (See 8.1.4).0'Jt of the Rso2.39 laJ.;:hs borrowed by the respondents, as nru.ch as 

i~.;.2.16 lakhs or 90 percent of the totalloa.n was borrowed from the institutional sou:roes 

0Dly Es.15000 or 6 percent of total loan was borrowed from the'tl\0neylenders. 

Table 8.1 .4: Outstandinv,})ebts in the Village surveyed (source-wise) 

Debt outstanding 

Sou :roe of Credit 
in Rupees %of total debt 

State Bank of India 1,79,030 75.0 
Co-operative Society 33,800 14.2 
Agricultural Office 2,750 1.2 
I•ioney lenders 15,350 6.4 
Relatives and Other Sources 7,800 3.2 

Total 2' 38,730 100.0 

Source: Survey data 
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The large scale flo\1 of institutional credit to the households in the village 

is a recent phenomenon. Although the co-operative institutions had started extending 

both short-term and long-term credit from as early as 1954, the quantum of credit advanced 

by these imtitutior.searlier Has iess. Between 1970-75, the total amount of mc.1ey advanced 

by the co-operative society was only rls.10,400 and between 1975 and 1980, it advanced nearly 

L.60,000. I'hese amounts are certainly small compared to the amounts lent after 1980. Besides, 

as they were by 3nd large confined to richer sections of peasantry, they failed to create 

any impact on poorer sections in the pro-1980 period. 

We have information about the total amount of loans advanced by the financial insti-

tutions, like State Bank of India, VillagB Co-operative Society and Agricultural Development 

Office of the village under study. 'l'he lending of money was hastened by these institutions 

.c1fter 1980 am1 this reached a peak point in 1984, probably because this happened to be an 

election year. 

Year 

1982-83 

1983-84 

1984-85 

Total amount advanced by all 
Credit Institutions 

1,90,333 

4,44,200 

6,80,306 

Thus, prior to 1980, only meagre credit facilities were available to the common ryot 

of the villag-e. and the performance of these institutions '-'Jas also not satisfactory. This 

had forced all the small and middle farmers to approach private sources for their credit 

requirements. These farmers were often entrapped in debt bondage as a result of unfavourable 

seasons and consequently lost their lands. But after 1980 the credit facilities have not 

only been improved but also remained well within the reach of the small and middle fanners. 

II 

8.2 Impact of the Revival in the Levels of Economic Activit~ on Land Transfers 

8.2 .0 It is evident from the foregoing· discussion that the economy of the village under 

study has improved significantly r'l:uring the last ten years. The impact of this change on 

land transfers is analysed across caste-groups and size-cla$S of landholing in the next section. 
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,_: .2 .1 Caste-\vise Land Transfers: 

Table c .2 .1 on caste-wise land transfers shows that tre Yadavas were the principal 

gainers durin this period. They acquired nearly 27 percent of land, but lost only 3 per-

cent. Hence, their net gain w;s 24 percent of total land transacted. Harijans a:nd Valmikis, 

'l'able o.2 .1: Land Transfers (Caste-wise) 

l~ther . S, l in Total Land 'I'ransacted through r1iarket Share 
1 sell:::rst--'_aPtc-wlse Share (%) Net 
I (~aste 

Artisan 1'linority in gain 
' of the UIJpcr total or 

buyers ~ I Castes Ya.dava Valmiki Harijans Castes religions 
Purch loss 

,~1 
ases 

1.:r:per Castes 115.60 4.80 20.40 -46.97 
Yadava 19.::>5 1.42 5-92 26.89 +23.65 
"ialJJJiki 11 • 57 1.82 7.20 o.90 1 .22 4. 31 27.02 +16.71 
Iiarijans 17.83 0.49 1 [3. 32 +16.93 
P,rtisan Castes 1 • 11 0-33 1.44 - 0.11 
)-,inori tyl/.,\)lie;ions 1 • 71 3.11 1 .11 5-93 -10.21 

C'h ('' \ ..; are ;•i in Total 
Sc1.les 67.37 3.2!) 1 o. 31 1. 39 1.55 16.14 100.00 

Source: Survey Data 

by acquirinc 17 pGrcent each, came next as net gainers of land. The acquisition of land by 

i~arijans was possible due to redistribution of land by the government. Upper caste house-

holds Here the :>rincipa.l land losers. 'I'hese households, while losing as nruch as 67 percent 

of land, gained in tl1eir turn only 20 percent. Their net loss was nearly 47 percent. Among 

the uppefaste households, it was the households belonging to Reddy, Linga.yat and Vaisya 

castes that lost much of the land. In otherfTOrds, Brahmin households did not lose as nruch 

l2n,: as they did during the period 1984-61. As shown in table 8.2.3
7
of the 67 percent of 

total land as :r:;uch as 51 percent of land vtas alienated by households belont,'ing to non-Brahmin 

up))er-castes. 

8.2.2 Reasons for Alienation of Land 

l'~ore than half of the land was lost because of either debts or mortgages , (See Table 

:__; .2 .2). Altholig:h in the present period the economic condi tiona of small farmers had largely 

imt:roved due to introduction of new crops, better employment opportunities and credit facilities 
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Table 8.2.2: Reasons for Alienation of Land (1974-84) 

Size 
class 

i of the 
seller 

Caste of 
the seller 

(in acres) 

Share (){) in Total sales of l..and due to Reason 

~D-e_b_t_s~-Y-a_j_o_r----~~------~------,--A-c_q_u_i----TI------,~-------------I 

or family I Fear Out si tion Gift l'1iscella-
mortg-lexpenses of mig- by the such neous 

ae;es such as j tenancy ration govern- as Reasons* , 

Share 
(%) in II 

Total 
Sales 

marriage ! Reform ment do\vry 
1-------------------~------+---------+-------+-------r--------+------+------------+--------~ 

0 
0 - 5 
5 - 20 

20 - 40 
40+ 

All Classf~S 

8.15 
22 ·37 
16.16 
G.6o 

53.28 

1.00 

3.37 
0·47 

5.70 
8.15 

6.65 0 .11 

6.65 0.76 20.62 

15.50 
39.03 
26.94 
10.53 

100.00 
~-----------------4------~---------~------L-----~~------~------L-----------~--------~ 

Source: Sulvey Data 

-17 r,!iscellaneous Reasons include I;o:rder disputes, 
supervision problems of fa10ff land etc. 

some of them h:ul to alienate lands due to the debts incurred during the previous period. 

(Jt} er L:J:ortant reasons for the alienation of land were, ( 1) Out-mirs:ration (2) Hiscellaneous 

reasons such as border disputes, problems of supervising the far off fields and ( 3) Acqui-

sition of surplus land by the government. 

G.2.3 Size Class ~osition of the Buyers: 

During this period small farmers had gained nearly 36 percent of total land trans-

acted. Significantly, these fanners had mainly gained land from upper castes --Brahmins, 

Recldies, Lingayats and Vaisyas (See Table 8.2. 3). Middle farmers by acquiring 33 percent 

of land came next in terms of acquisition of land. The landless households had acquired 

17 percent of land and this was possible mainly due to land reforms. The surplus land 

that was acquired from the upper-caste households was redistributed among landless agri-

cultural labourers from the Hari,jan and Valmiki communities. 

On the other hand, rich fanners obtained only smaller extent of land (8 percent) 

cowpared to the earlier period. ~As we noted earlier, land acquisitive ethos of rich 

·farmers was blunted. due to land refonns. Since the ceiling lm.,rs on land holdings did not 

affect the small and middle fanners, they showed interest in the acquisition of additional 
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'l'able G.2.3: Size closs-Hise Acquisition of land through f·~8rket 

Caste of ' I Share 
. the seller 

"~ i,:nuc 
]·,,-, 
'" 

r ,~ 
\ 

'"' ~- .... " 

0 :14.05 
0 - 5 ).28 
5 - 20 11.60 

/1,: - 40 14.70 
40 + 6.94 
-----
:~ l1 Clesses )0.65 

(o· ) 
\lv / in the total lan:J purchased Share (%) 

in total 

Yadavalva.lmikiiHarijan 
Artisan Jviinori ty 

land 
Castes religions Brahmins 

I 
purchased 

1. 4 3 
1 • e1 

3.24 

2.57 16.62 
2.76 0.)9 0.38 6.81 

1.00 0-49 7-75 13.36 35.63 
7-55 2.01 o-79 32.94 

1.06 8.00 
-

10.31 1.39 1.55 16.14 16.72 1 oo.oo 

Sou:rcc: Survey Data 

l\:BllC ;;o11-Bralnnin Upper Castes like Red dies, 
Lingayats and Vaisvas 

Share (U /'- Net 
in total gain 

land in 
sold loss 

of 
land 

- +16.62 
1 ~) .88 -13.07 
~ 3.27 + 2. 36 
24.69 + 8.25 
22.16 -14.16 

100.0 Q o.o 

1a.!:ded aE'sets. 'l'hus_, the direction of liJnd transfers had clk'lnged from rich farmers to small 

.e=u~d middle fa :rr;: .. ?rs. 

III 

Chanr~s in the Distribution of Land Ovmership 

It is evident from the fo:regoin£ analysis that the direction of land transfers in 

tl1e villaGe under study had been moving in fa.vour of small and middle farmers and that the 

L•.nd -'"Cquisitiv·:> ethos of the rich fa:rmers had sharply declined. He also noted earlier 

LL,,t the incidence of landlessness declined due to the distribution of surplus land. 'I'he 

L:·~~:oct of such changes is clearly reflected in our estimated land distribution as given 

in ;: • 3.1 • The trends that a.re evident from the table are the following. 

1. The percentage of landless households had declined from 31 in 197 4 to 4 in 1984. 

'Ihile the rercentage of marginal farmers had increased from 20 to 48, their sh8.re in the 
•, 

total land ovmed had gone up from 8 percent to 14 percent. HovTeve:r1 their avera[,. land owned 

'.;ent down from 4.99 acres to 3.90 acres. Though the percentage of small fanners had increased 

fror.: 28 to 29, their share in the total land declined from 29 percent to 26 percent. 'Pheir 

::.vel'0.{3'e size of landholding declined from 13.63 acres to 11.38 acres. The percenta.c,re of 
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middle farmers declined from 13 to 10 vli th a concurrent fall in their share of land 

fror,, 29 percent to 24 percent. The average size of landholding of this category had 

shown ·a marginal increase from 29.2 acres to 30.3 acres. Though the percentage of 

rich farmers had remained more or less the same, their share in the total land increased 

from 34 percent to 37 percent and their average size of landholding increased from 50.5 

:::Lcres to 57.8 acres. 

2. The estimates of the inequality in land dh;tribution also show interesting 

trends. 'l'he Lorenz 'llatio on land distribution for all the households in the village 

declined from 0.64 in 1974 to 0.58 in 1984. This decline in the inequality was larc;ely 

due to the sharp reduction in the incidence of landless households in the village. EO\·.rever, 

the Lorenz ratio on land distribution for la.nd owning households increased from 0.48 to 0.56-

l'able 8.3.1: Distribution of Land Ownership (1974-84) 

1974 
Size of 
the class Percentage I'ercentage Average 

(acres) 
pf House- of share land 

holds of land (acres) 

0 30.9 Nil Nil 
0 - c:; 20.2 1·9 4-99 -· 
5 -20 27.6 29.3 13.63 

20 -40 12-5 28.6 29.20 
40+ 8.8 34:2 50.58 

All Classes 100.0 100.0 12.81 
-=-"" 

Source: Survey Data 

t::c-:(excluding landless households)= .0.48 
Li(including landless ~households):- .o:64 

1984 

% of house- 9( of share Average 
holds in total J.a.nd 

land (acres) 

4.8 Nil nil 
47.8 14.4 3-91 
29.1 25.5 11.38 
10.1 23.5 30.34 
8.2 36.6 57.84 

100.0 100.0 12.99 

LR(excluding landless households) =0.56 
LR(including landless households) = 0.58 

rhe reasons for this,presumabl~could be because of the increase in the ~lative importance 

of marginal farmers among the landed households in the village. 

To sum up, the levels of economic activity in the village had improved due to the 

advent of new crops, increase in t~e employment opportunities outside the agriculture and 

redistribution of surplus land among landless labourers. Although, one~ is not sure vJhether 

()l· not new crops had increased the overall incomes of the fanners, one is, however_,pretty 

certain about their role in reducing their 'dependence on the moneylenders by providing 
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them with a :r>2gular flow of income. Also, the new crop::in{!,' pattern provided o.m_9le 

employr.ent op1Jortuni ties to the ac;ricul tural labourers. Such expansion of employ

ment opportunities coupled wi t:h the distribution of surplus land and easy accessi

bility of credit fa.cili ties had reduced the influence of moneylenders on the villa.ee 

economy. 'l'hcsP cranb1?s had significant impact on ln.nd transfers. Since the land 

;o.cquisi tive etho~~ of the :eich f8rme:;_:::- \·TdS blunted, tl:e new direction of laJld trans-

fers H3S tmvards small and middle farmersc As stated earlier, this was mostly faci

litated oy the improvement in the eco:r;omy of the villag-e. Along with a reduction 

in bn<Hessness, land transfers during this period had reduced the inequalities in 

land distribution among villar;e houselJOlds. 
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Notes and References 

1. Nol.-,nally data on cropping pattern for inc1ividual villages for the previous .10 years 
are maintained at the record room of the 'faluk office. Unfortunately, im.._.ite of 
our best efforts, \o~e could not find such data for our villag-e in the taluk office at 
Alur. They were simply not available. Hence,one has to use the taluk and district 
level statistics aso;_proxy for the changes in crop:.ing pattern of the villa,P>B under 
study. 

2. Even at the district level, area under cotton had fallen from 17 percent in 1963-64 
to 11 percent in 1975-76. During the same period, the area~P"1ner coriander increased 
from 0.4 percent to 2 percent. SloH increase in area under eafrflower and tomato v1as 
also visible. 

3. These figures are arrived at after talking to the jasmine traders in village under 
study anc3 various flO\ver gardeners both in this as \·Jell as in the neighbouring 
villages. 

4. 1-'luckint of coriander in a group in remunerat1ve. 20 labourers form a gang under a 
male head, who would go around the fields to arrange the agreements. Since 20 
labourers can pluck coriander in 10 acres in a day and the remuneration is Rs.50 to 
Rs.60 per acre, a labourer would get Rs.25 to 30 per day. The remuneration in quarry 
vrorks is about Ho.10 per day at the maximum. 

5. The cultivation of tomClto as a ra.infed crop is not only difficult, but also risky. 
A brief description of cultivation of tomato would portray the precarious nature 
of the crop. Farmers begin gro¥ring to~to seedlings in the last week of June and 
transplantation -..10uld take place after 32 days. If it rains in the last week of 
July, there \vould be no problem, but if it does not, it would pose problems to the 
farmers. They have to transplant the seedlings in the last v1eek of July or else: 
they would go waste. On such occasions, they carry \-later from water-ponds, filled by 
the early rains, to the fields either by bullock carts or on the back of labourers 
along wi~ the seedlings. If the rains are further delayed, they have to carry the 
Hater byAJ~eans explained abov~, to irrigate the thirsty plants with one or h-10 mugs 
of water. Thus, they would pos~pone the death of plant for one or two days. ~~en 
it rains, they would replace the dying and dead plants with new seedlings purchased 
from other farmers in this or the neighbouring villages. 



CHAPTER 9 

LANV TRANSFERS ANV FAMILY FORMATIONS (1948-1984) 

9 .0.0 Introduction 

The impact of socio-economic and institutional changes on land transfers 

durinp: the last three and half decades in the village under study has been the subject 

of our analysis in the preceding chapters. However, a coherent picture of the process 

of land tran8fers will be obtained only if we bring into our analysis the influence of 

land transfers on family formations • Such an analysis \vill also help us to throw some 

light on the existing controversy on the relationship between the economic status of 

households and the behaviour of partitioning among them. 

This chapter is divided into three sections. Section I discusses some of the 

issues rela.tillG to the concepts and measurement of partitioning of households which 

are important to the study of frunily formations. In Section II, the relationship between 

.family formations and land transfers during the entire period 1948-84Jas also in the 

sub-periodsJis analysed both by the size class of holdings and caste categories. The 

main findings of this chapter are summarised in Section III. 
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I 

9.1 .1. Concept and Measurement 11f ?arti tioning: 

An understanding of the concept of partitioning is in order. Generally, 

pa:;:-titioninc is understood as the creation of new households as a result of split 

in the parent households. It can be defined as a split of household in terms of 

either consumption unit or proc:,,ction unit or both consumption and production units. 

The limit:=J tions of these three ways of defining partitioning are the follovring: 

i. Since land is the main productive asset in peasant societies, if 

}>arti tioninc is defined only in tenns of production unit then la,ndless households 

'"ould get excluded. 

ii. In some cases partition of the consumption unit might truce place, without 

a follow up division of the landed assets. Households nucleated in such fashion 

mieht continue to cultivate the land jointly and share the produce. 

iii. The breaking up of the consumption unit and production unit of a family 

might occur at different timepoints, depending on the size-class to which the house

hold belongs. In the case of small and marginal farmers, the partitioning of these 

two units occurs at different points of time. The reasons for this are the following: 

(a) The production unit of small farmer's land holding after the partitioning may not 

be viable (b) There may be still unmarried girls and boys in the parent family for whose 

, marriages, the parents might retain land with them. (c) The parents might have borrowed 

loans for consumption and agricultural expenses, for the repayment of which they may retain 

the land. After the completion of all the obligations i.e. marria&,-e of children and repay

ment of loans, if the piece of lru1d still remains (which is quite unlikely) they might dis

tribute it among themselves. On the other hand, in the case of rich farmers, because of 

the strength of their asset position; breaking up of consumption and production unit might 
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often take place slmultaneously. Even after partitioning, the nucleated households 

of rich farmer families (depending on the number of sons and the total land owned) 

might get large parcels of land, the cultivation of which would be viable. Even if 

the family had obligations like repayment of loans etc., it might sell away some of 

the movable assets like gold before partitioning and distribute land among themselves 

(See the case of Sudarsana Reddy in 6~2.1)• 

In our amlysis we have defined partitioning as split of households in tel.1Ils 

of production unit or consumption unit. In order to take care of the limitations of 

this definition, while calculating rates of partitioning, when a household splits only 

in terms of consumption unit, we have attached notional share of the landed property to 

the new unit. For instance, eventhough a marginal farmer's household had partitioned 

'.mly in terms of consumption unit, legally speaking, nucleated households should get a 

share in the landed property. We take that legal share of land into account for cal

culating the rates of partitioning by size class of landholding 

9.1.2 Measures of Partitioning: 

In what form one should express the association of partitioning with size class 

catego~~? Is it in terms of percentage of households partitionedor rates of partioning? 

Shanin treated these two as one and the same. Thus, although he often noted th,.t rates 

of partitioning were correlated with the size and wealth of the hou2ehold, he did not 

present rates of partitioning while discussing the substantive changes. What h~ presented 

was only percentage of Russian households that experienced partitioning (Shanin, 1972: 

81-82). For instance, he noted that in Soviet Union from 1920 onwards, "no less than one 

third of all households in the richer stratum underwent partitioning during each conse

cutive period of three years" (1972:87). Thus, when he was talking about rates of parti

tioning what he had in mind was only percentage of households which experienced parti

tioning over a period of time i.e. the incidence of partitioning. 

Krishnaji, on the other hand, used rates of partitioning. This is the rate at 

which a given number of households grow. over a period of time, due to partitioning (in 

a closed society). These two forms of expression are different from each other and, 
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infact,at times can behave in an opposite direction*. The relationship between 

Shanin's incidence of partitioning (I) and Krishnaji's rates of partitioning (R) 

can be explained as follows, 

R :-:I.(p-1) 

where p =Average number of splits per household, which 

experienced partitioning. 

As it is evident from the above equation, the rate of partitioning (R) 

is sensitive to both the incidence of partitioning (I) and average number of splits 

per household which expe riencec. partitioning. For a given incidence of partitioning 

the value of R will increase as the number of splits increases. Also the value of R 

* 1be following hypothetical examples would show how these two measures behave in 
an opposite manner. 

Situation Number of 
households 

Households experiencing 
partitioning 

Situation I 

Situation II 

Situation III 

Situation I 

620 

620 

620 

400 

400 

350 

a. Shanin's incidence of partitioning: ~~g x 100 = 64.52 

b. Krishnaji's rates of partitioning: (1120 _ 1) 100 = 80.65 620 . 

Situation II 

a. Shanin's incidence of partitioning: (g~g x 100 ) 

b. Krishnaji's rates of partitioning: (1820 _ 1) 100 620 

Situation III 

a. Shanin's incidence of partitioning = <g~g X 100) 

=194.00 

= 56.45 

b. Krishnaji's rates of partitioning (~ - 1) = 620 100 = 194.00 

Number of addi
tional house
holds at t 2 

500 

1200 

1200 

Thus, depending on the number of additional units, that had come about due to 

Ja,rtitioning, rates of partitioning would change. Although the incidence of partitioning 

is the same in the first two situations, the rate had substantially increasad in the 

second situation. 
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,,.ril1 chance as th~~ value of I undergoes a change. All these issues will be evident 
and 

from the estim:1ted vaJues of R, IJ.p for the various sub-periods of our study given 

in the subsequent sections. 

II 

9.2.0 Land Transfers and Family Formations (1948-84) 

r:stima ted values of the average annual rates of R and I by size class of land-

holding ·for the period 1948-84 are given in Table 9.1. It shows that the annual 

Table 9.1: Size Class-wise Rates and Incidence of Partitioning ( 1948-84) 

~ze Class 
f land 
olding 

(acres) 

0 

0 - t:; 

5 -20 
20 -40 

40+ 

All Classes 

* Annua). Average Average no. of Change in the 
x-ate Annual Average splits per hh share (%) of 

Incidence experiencing total land 
partitioning owned 

.0457 ( 3) .0180 ( 3) 3-54 Nil 

.0358 ( 1 ) .. 0158 (2) 3.26 + 9-79 

.0609 (4) .0204 (4) 3.98 + 4-57 

.0368 (2) .0128 ( 1 ) 3.87 + 9.01 

.1000 ( 5) .0278 (5) 4.60 -23.37 

.0539 0.0190 3.84 oo.oo 

* Since, the periods chosen are of varying lengths, the average 
annual rates are presented in order to makefmeaningful comparison 

Note: Figures in brackets indicate the ranks 

Source: Survey Data 

average incidence of partitioning for all size classes was about 1.9 percent per annum 

And that of R about 5.4 percent per annum. The average number of splits per household 

which experienced partitioning (p) was ).8. 

There is significant difference in the values of R, I and p across size class of 

landholdings. While the values of these variables are the highest for the rich farmer 

category (i.e. above 40 acres), they are the lowest in the marginal and middle farmer 

category. It is also significant to note that the rich farmer category for whom the 

values of R, I, and p are the highest also happens to be the si7..e group that lost land 

during this period. On the other hand, the marginal and middle farmer groups for whom 
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these values are the lowest are the main gainers of land. 

There is also a close relationship between rates and incidence of partitioning 

and acquisition/alienation of land across caste categories (See Table 9.2). The Yadava 

Table 9.2: Caste-wise Rates and Incidence of Partitioning (1948-84l 

Annual Average Annual Average p* Change in the share 
Caste r:.-1.te Incidence (96) of to ta:l lend 

O't.rned 
-

Upper Castes 0.0480 ( 3 ~ 0.0194 ( 3) 3.47 + 6.08 
Yadava 0.0890 (6) 0.0217 ( 6) 5.10 -30.62 
Valmiki 0.0369 ( 1) 0.0173 ( 1) 3.14 +18.43 
:·c-n:ijan 0.0490 (4) 0.0195 (4) 3· 51 + 6o45 
:~rtisan C,.,stes 0.0687 ( 5) 0.0205 (5) 4. 34 + 1.20 
Linori ty Religions 0.0425 (2) 0.0179 (2-.) 3-37 - 1.54 

All Castes 0.0549 Oo0193 3-84 0·00 

p* =Average number of splits per household which experienced partitioning 

Note 

Source 

Figures in brackets indicate the ranks 

Survey Data 

caste, for which the values of R were the highest, had lost as nmch as 31 percent of 

total land. The Valmiki caste, which was the principal land gainer, had exhibited the 

loHest values of Rand I. 

It is evident from the above analysis that, though there is no clear pattern in 

the rates and incidence of partitioning across size classes of landholdings, they are 

higher among the richer households. This is further confirmed by the higher rates and 

incidence of partitioning amongi'a.davas who along with Reddies happened to constitute 

majority of rich farmers in 1948. In order to understand the factors responsible for 

.higher rates and incidence of partitioning among richer size groups, it is necessary to 

examine these variables for the various sub-periods. Such a sub-period-wise analysis, 

it is hoped, provides us with insights which would be helpful in understanding the inter-

action between period specific variables and family formations. 

9.2.1 Pre-Tenancy Reform Period (1948-56) 
... 

During this period, tl1e values of R and I appear to behave inversely with size class 

.I 
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of landholding; the values of these variables are the lowest for the rich households. 

The reason for this lies in the fact that they were the principal gainers of land 

during thi.s period4 They gained as much as 31 percent of total land transacted& It 

i~' interesting to note that although landless households gained 13 percent of total 

l!nd transacted through market, the values of Rand I were highest for them. Since 

these households were landless to begin with, the behaviour of partitioning among them 

cannot be explained through acquisition and alienation of land, but through other factors 

such as employment opportunities (See Table 9. 3), 

Table 9 .. 3: Size class-wise Rates and Incidence of Partitioning (1948-56) 

,-
I size of land Annual Ave ra,ge Annual Averac;e Chan,·e in share Net gain or 

holdinG Incidence p* ( ~~~~) in the total loss in total 
(acres) Rate le.nd Ot,.med la..TJ.d transacted 

0 .0663 ( 5) .0350 ( 5) 2.90 liil +12.74 

0 - 5 .0338 (3) .0088 (1 ) 4-90 -1.00 + 6.11 

5 -20 .0400 (4) .0175 (4) 3. 30 -0 .. 25 -45.89 
2('-40 .0125 (2) .0162 ( 3) 1.80 -3.22 - 3e90 
40+ .0119 ( 1) .0090 (2) 2.32 +4.47 +3C.94 

All Classes -9416 .0195 3.13 .o.oo .0.00 

it· 
p = Average number of splits :r:er household experiencing partitio:r.dng 

Note Fir~res in brackets indicate the ranks 

Source: Survey Data 

Among the various caPte groups, the highest values of R and I were recorded for the 

Ilarijans. They also gained about 9 percent of total land transacted. However, since the 

Harijans households constituted the maximum number of landless households prior to 1975, 

the dynamics behind partitioning can not be explained through land transfers (See Table 9.4) 

The values of R and I were the lowest for the upper castes. But their alienation 

of land was very high during this period. They lost about 31 :percent of the total land 

transacted through market. The reasons for thiS;presumably,could be the following. As we 

discussed in an earlier chapter (See 6.2oO), among the upper caste households --Brahmins, 

Reddies, Lingayats ru1d Vaisyas -- it was Brahmin absentee landlords who constituted the 
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Table 9.4: Caste-wise Rates and Incidence of Partitionigg (1948-56) 

!change in share Net gain or 

!1.nnual Average Annual Average (%) in the total loss in total 

Caste Ra.te Incidence p* land owned 
land transacted 

I 

L ppe r Castes .0111 ( 1 ) .0084 (2) 2.32 +1.97 I -31.42 
Yadava .0318 (2.5) .0079 (1) 4.00 -2.37 +15. 73 

I! Valmiki .0)18 (2. 5) .0159 (4) 3.00 +1.90 + 8.13 

I 
HCJ rijan .0760 (6) .0380 (6) 3.00 +0.50 

I 
+ 8.95 

Artisan Castes .0553 ( 5) .0138 ( 3) 4.00 -1 .30 + 2.41 
i'inority I 11eligions .0319 (4) .0223 (5) 2.43 -0.10 - 3.80 

I i 
I 

I All Castes .0416 0.0195 )o 13 o.oo I o.oo 
i J I 

P* 

Note 

Source 

Averat_,re number of splits per household experiencing partitioning 

Figures in brackets indicate the ranks. 

Survey Data 

maxinrum number of landlosers and the land alienated by them was purchased by the Reddy 

.rl': l.ingaya.t hou::;eholds. Since Brahmin absentee landlords were staying away from the 

village, they wore not included among our saJilple households. Hence, the behaviour of 

i'2 rti tioning among Brahmin l!ouseholds is not reflected in the rates of partitioning 

~~ong upper caste households. On the other hand, the land transactions with Brahmin 

households were included in the total land alienated and acquired by upper-caste house-

holds. However, the estimated values of Rand I pertained only to Lingayats and Reddies. 

'rhis limitation of our survey data must have resulted in the odd relationship between 

,( and I and land transfers. The Yadava and Valmiki households who were the principal 

c;ainers in the land market during this period,understandably,exhibited lower values of R 

and I. 

6.2.2. Period of Tenancy Reforms (1956-61) 

Data on the estimated values of R, I and p for the period 1956-61 are given in 

table 9.5. As it is evident from this table, both Rand I are found to behave i!Versely 

with the size of landholding. The rich farmer households, who acquired bulk of the land 

transacted during this period, had the lowest values of Rand I. On the other hand, the 
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landless households, whose share in the total pu.rchases was nil, attained highest 

values of I and R. Small farmers who alienated bulk of the land ha4 the second 

hic_-hest values of R and I. The main difference between this period and the earlier 

~·ec·iod is that the values of th~c variacles increased at a slightly faster rate in 

the present period tba.n 1 n the previous period. 

The behaviour of partitioning among caste-categories during this period 

a npears to be almost similar to that in ear lie l" period. The lO\•Jest values of R and 

J are noted for Yadavas who acquired bulk of the land transacted. In the case of upper 

castes the value of I is the lowest,1:mt that of R higher and this is due "to the higher 

value of p. Although these households had observed lower value of I, the alienation 

of land from them was highest.. The reason for the odd relation between the values of 

.'{ and I and le1.nd transfers of upp•"r caste households is the same as we cited for the 

earlier period (See Table 9.6). 

Table 9.5: Size class-wise Rates and Incidence of Partitioning (1956-61) 

Size of la....'1c1 
holding 
(acres) 

0 

0- 5 
5 -20 

20-40 

40+ 

Annual Average 
Rate 

.0702 (4) 

.0535 (3) 

.0304 (2) 

.0184 (1) 

All Classes .0477 

Annual Ave rage 
Incidence 

.037 4 ( 4) 

.0258 ( 3) 

.0010 (1) 

.0184 (2) 

.0243 

p* 

2.88 

3.07 

4-04 
2.00 

Change in the 
share (%) in 
the total land 

owned 

l'{il 

-1.03 

+1.28 

-3-44 

+3.19 

o.o 

Net lots or 
gain in total 
land transacted 

+ o.o6 
-35.23 

-14.76 
+49.93 

o.o 

p*: Averae,-e number of splits per household:; that experienced 
partitioning 

Note Figures in brackets indicate the ranks 

Source Survey Da,ta. 

6.2.3 Period of Decline in the Levels of Economic Activity (1961-74): 

The behaviour of partitioning 8Cross the size class of landholdings is sharply 

different from that of the earlier periods. The inverse relationship between size of 
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Table 9.6: Caste wise Rates and Incidence of Partitioning (1956-61) 

Change in the Net loss or gain 
Caste Anrmal Average Annual Average p* share (%) of of land in the 

Hate Incidence total land total land trans-
acted 

Upper Castes .0625 (4) .0083 (1) I 8.50 +0.80 -35.8 

Yadava .0095 ( 1) .0095 (2) I 2.00 -1.17 +42.22 

Valmiki .0294 ( 2) .0143 ( 3) 3.10 +0.10 - 5.16 

!Iarijan .1140 (6) .0623 (6) 2.83 -o. 70 +11. 36 

Artisan Caste~ .0359 (3) .0359 ( "'\ _)) 2.00 +1.00 + 4 .. 91 
I I !Linority 

I lneligions .0637 (5\ .0306 (4) ).08 -0.03 -17-53 I 
I I ----· 

I 

[All Castes .0477 .0243 2.95 o.oo o.oo I 
p* Average number of splits per households which experienced partition 

Note: 

Source: 

Pigu:res in brackets indicate the ranks 

Survey Data 

l;:mdholdine:~· and the values of R and I noted in the earlie:r· periods has changed into a 
the 

strong positive :relationship durin[,;- this period. 'l'he values of these variables areb.owest 

among landless and marginal farmers who gained bulk of the land transacted. On the other 

hand, rich and middle farmers, who had the highest values of Rand I, had lost sizeable 

extent of land during this period. In the case of small fanners, though they accounted 
a 

for loss ofLsizeable extent of land, the values of R and I are relatively loHer among them. 

(See Table 9·. 7). 

Among the various caste groups, highest values of Rand I were observed. among upper 

CCJ.ste households as also in the Ya.dava and artisan ca.stes. It is interesting to note that 

unlike in the previous periods, the principal losers of land during this period were the 

non-Brahmin upper caste households. Therefore, the rates and incidence of partitioning 

·,-.rere high among them. In the case of Yadavas, their share in the total land had declined by 
the 

o-14 percent, but their net gain in total land transacted wasLhighest (14 percent). The rates 

and incidence of pa.rti tioning are also found to be relatively high among this group. The 

artisan caste households, who were the net gainers of land during this period, recorded 

higher rates and incidence of partitioning (See Table 9.8). 
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Table 9.7: Size class-wise Rates and Incidence of Partitioning (1961-74) 

1 
Size of lane} Change in the Net loss or 

Annual Average Annu&.l Average share (o'" in gain in total holcUng " I ;u, 

I (acres) Rate Incidence p* total land land trans-
acted 

lo .0188 (2) .0136 ( .:J.) 2.38 - +15.50 

.0174 ( 1 ) .0053 ( 1) 4.27 +4.91 +11.04 : (J - ") 
I ' 

I 
.0466 ( 3) .0243 (3) 2.92 +6. 32 -10.99 ! 5 -20 

I 
I ( 4) .0367 (4) 4-13 +20o24 - 6.11 20-40 • 11 51 

I' 40+ .1335 ( 5) .0390 ( 5) 4.42 -31 .47 - 9-44 

All Classes .0488 .0204 3-39 o.oo o.oo 

pi(: Av;rage number of splits per household which experienced partitioning 

l\iote : Figures in brackets indicate the ranks 

Source: Survey Data 

Table 9.8: Caste-wise Rates and Incidence of Partitioning (1961-74) 

Change in share Net loss or 

Caste Annual Average Annual Average ( %) in the total gain in total 
land owned land trans-Rate Incidence p* 

ar-ted 

Upper Castes .0825 (4) .0273 (4) 4.02 -2.6 -17.74 
Yadava .0892 (5) .0348 {5) 3.56 -13.9 +14.29 
Valmiki .0254 ( 3) .0149 (3) 2.70 +15.4 +11.40 
Tiarijan .0082 ( 1) .0082 ( 1) 2.06 -0.2 - 8.71 
Ar~isan Castes .1184 (6) .0365 (6) 4.24 +1.8 + 2.79 
Hinority 
Religion .0158 (2) .0119 (2) 2.34 -0.5 - 2.03 

All Castes 0.0488 0.0204 3-39 o.oo o.o 

P* Average number of splits per household which experienced partitioning 

Note Figures in brackets indicate the' ranks 

Source Survey Data 

The significant difference in the behaviour of partitioning across size classes 

of landholdings and caste groups arose due to the following factors. As we noted earlier!) 
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the 
this period was characterised byLdecline in the economic activities of the village 

due to decline in the cotton economy. Consequently, small and middle farmers had 

lost their lands. Hence, we would expect higher rates and incidence of partitioning 

among them than in the case of others. But our results are contrary to this ~xpectation. 

The reasons for this are not far to seek. Although small farmers were losing land 

due to decline in the economy, rich fanners could not purchase these lands. Their land 

acquisitive ethos was blunted due to land reforms anc'l hence, they changed the direction 

of land transfers towa:!.·ds small and middle farmers. Therefore, it was those small farmers 

'.vho were involved in non-agricul tuTIJ.l activities, like sheep-rearing and crop stealing 

that were buying u]) the lands alienated by another section of small farmers. Thus, since 

a combined process of alienation and acquisition of land from small farmers was taking 

!'l::!.c:e during this period, it resulted in relatively lower rates of partitioning among them. 

The very high rates and incidence of partitioning among the rich farmers (who 

belonged to upper castes artd }'a.davas)were due to the Land Ceiling Act.Sub-d.ivision of 

land was rapidly taking place among rich farmers. About 80 percent of the land that was 

lost by them durin~ this period was through partitioning: 

6.2 .4 Period of Revival in the Levels of Economic Activities ( 197 4-84): 

Durinc; this :period the strong positive reiation between size of landholding and 

the values of I and R as observed in the earlier period had disappeared. Instead, the 

emerging pattern appeared to be erratic. Ho'vrever, a close relationship was obsei.Ved 

between the rates and incidence of partitioning and land transfers in the case of all 

size classes of landholding except the small farmers. Marginal farmers who were the 

rrincipal landlosers had experienced higher rates and incidence of partitioning (See 

'11able 9. 9). Similar pattern was also obsei.Ved in the case of rich farmers. In the case 

of middle farmers, who were the principal landgainers, the values of R and I were lower. 
and 

Among the caste groups, except in the case of HarijanLbouseholds belonging to 

minority religions, there is no correspondence between rates and incidence of rartitioning 

and acquisition and alienation of land. Harijans who were the net gainers of land, had 
' 

relatively lov1er rates of partitioning and households belonging to minority religions, 

who were net losers of land, had relatively higher rates of partitioning (See ~ble 9.10). 
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Table 9.9: Size class-wise Rates and Incidence of Partitioning (1974-84) 

( Change in the Net loss or gain 
!Size of land Annual Average Annual Average share (%) in in total land 

holding Rate Incidence :p* total land transacted 
i (acres) I 
I 

0 .0277 (2) .0255 (4) 2.09 Nil +16.62 

0 - 5 .0740 ( 5) I .0451 ( 5) 2.64 +6.5 -13.07 

(4) (,.,' 

' 

5 -20 .0)95 .0160 "' ) 3.48 -3.8 + 2.36 

20-40 .0175 (1) .0066 ( 1) 3.66 -5.1 + 8.25 i 
I 40+ .0365 (3) .0218 ( 3) 2.21 +2.4 -14.16 
I 

I All Classes .0381 .0240 2.59 o.oo o.oo 

p-l<- : Average munber of splits per howceholds Hhich experienced partitioning 

;-.:ote: Fi[c;lll'?S in brackets indicate the ranks. 

Suurce: Survey Data 

Table 9.10: Caste-wise Ra.tes and Incidence of Partitioning (1974-84) 

Change in the Net loss ,,r gain 

Caste Annual Ave rage Annual AveragE share (%) in in t-otal .and 

Rate Incidence p* 
total land transacted 

Upper Castes .0068 ( 1) .0034 ( 1) 3.00 +5.8 -46.97 
fac1ava .0457 (4) .0256 ( 4) 2.78 -13.1 +23.v5 
IValmiki .051 5 ( 5) .0334 (6) 2.54 +1.0 +16.71 

Harijans .0172 (2) .0172 (2) 2.00 +6.9 +16.93 

Artisan Castes .0769 (6) .0192 ( 3) s.oo -0.2 - 0.11 

T·linority 
( 3) ( 5) religions .0362 .0306 2.18 -0.4 -10.21 

All Castes .0381 .0240 2.59 o.oo o.oo 

p*: Average number of splits per household which experienced partition 

Note : Figures in brackets indicate tr~ ranks 

Source: Survey Data 

It is interesting to note that the rates and incidence of partitioning among 

landless households, which were very high during the first two periods, had sharply 

declined in the subsequent periods. Since many landless households came from Harijan 
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caste (prior to 1975), similar trend is also visible in this caste (See Tables 9.3 

to 9.10). An important factor that had arrested the rates of partitioning among these 

households is t1~ organisation of work in quarry activities, which is explained below. 

T·1ost of the Harijans, who wo_rk in quarry activities, have a gunman in their 

families. The guillll<£1 employs four labourers. Together these five people can break 

one mandi of stone chips in a day. The gunman is paid lls~60 per mandi. Of this amount 

he pays !L.5 as commission to the agent. The daily wa[>,es for men, women and children 

are Rs.9, 7 and 4 respectively. The tendency in these works is that gunman employs all 

the members fro:.~ his family a'- labourers, so that co-ordination becomes easier and 

f<:1mily e;:trnings will be larger. This tendency of gu,rnnan to employ all the fa;nily 

members (including women and children) for quarry works, is arresting partitioninc; among 

these fan ilies. 

Another factor that has resulted in the arresting of partitioning amone these 
their 

households is the non-viability ofLlandholding. As we noted earlier, many lan,Uess 
each 

households in 197 4 obtained a piece of landL..,hich was about 2. 5 acres. Also from some 

families mere than one person co1;ld secure lando Since the cultivation of this srr.all 

plot of 18.nd is non-viable, two or three brothers in a faJnily come together to jointly 

cultivate these plots of land. In some cases, rr.erger between the faJnilies of brother 

and sister lY'd also taken pla.ce. Since there are distinct advanta&oes in having a joint 

family fo1· que1.ry works and cultivation of land, these households tend to stick together. 

III 

Concluding Remarks 

9. 3.1. 'I'he ma.in findings of t!:e present chapter are summa.rised below: 

1. v.Je found that Shanin's measure of partitioning of households is inadequate. 

Hence, we have applied Krishnaji's indicator to measure the rate of growth of households 

through partitioning. We found that these two measures can behave in an opposite manner 

depending on the average number of splits per household which experienced pa.rti tioning ( p). 

2. An inverse relationship between rates and incidence of partitioning and size 

class of la.ndholding was observed in the case of the tvro earlier periods i.e. 1948-56 

and 1956-61. But during 1961-74 this inverse relationship had disappeared and a strong 
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positive r~lationship had emerged. However,for the subsequent period of 1974-84 

v.re do not find any patttern. 

). 'l'here ic a close mlationship betv:een the rates and incidence of partitior1i.ng 

and alienation and acquisition of l8r>d. In other words, the size class of landholding 

or caste category which was the net gainer in the total land transacted, had loHer rates 

of pa.rti tionine and vice versa. 

4. 'l'he reason for, lower rates and incidence of partitioning among rich farmers 

in the first two-periods was the acquisition of sizeable extent of land by rich fanners 

belonginG to non-Brar®in upper castes and !~davas from Brahmin absentee landlords. The 

reason for higher rates and incidence of })arti tioning among rich farmers in the period 

1961-74 was the imrPct of Ceiling (on Agricultural Holdings) Act, 1961. 

5. 1:/e have observed a declining tendency in the rates and incidence of pa.rti tioning 

among landless households (who are mainly }~rijans). Since most of these households 

participate in the quarry activities, the larger size of the family is advantae,--eous for 

them. The organisation of work in these activities is such that it is favourable for 

the large sized families. Hence, it tends to :reduce partitioning among them. Jl+on

viability of their land holding was also found to be another factor slowing down the 

the rates of partitioning amQng them. 
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Appendix 

A ~!ote on Heaeurement of Family Partitions 

Krishn-:tji formulated his hypothesis based not on primary data on partitionJng 

across the sizl~ classes, but on secondary data on household size. His arguements run 

on the followinG" lines. Starting with a universal positive correlation between the 

f2.mily size and Health of the ' msehold, one can infer tha.t a family can be larger 

either because of demographic factors like birth and death rates or non-demographic 

f<tctors like partitioning. Family size increases with birth rate and decreases Hi th 

de,..,th rate. Partitioning reduces the a.verage size of the household. Krishnaji himself 

notes that death rates can be expected to be hicher among poor people. It is again 

belic~v(;d that the levels of fertility among the poor are also high. But he noted that 

since "the tendency towards nucleation being more prominent amODf:!: labouring households 

•••• such a tendency will reinforce the effects of high mortality and counteract the 

possibly high fertility levels to keep the average family size low" ( 1980, A-39). Thus, 

he feelG tL:1t since the mortality rate is high and fertility rate is also high, 'nucle

ation' is the principal factor which reduces the family size of poor people. On the 

other hand, for the hicher size of family among rich people, lower rates of partitioning 

are the basic reasons. Since the dynamics of family size is outside the scope of this 

exercise, let us revert to pa.rti tioning. 

Although, \-!e are not able to emphatically deny Krishna.ji 1 s hypothesis, one point 

however, is emerging. If one were to follow his measure of association of pa·rtitioning 

'"i th size-cl<iss category, there are reasons to believe that the :results will be misleading. 

This is so because, his measure will not take the average number of nucleated households 

in to account. As we already noted; the rates of partitioning are very sensitive to the 

average number of splits per nucleated households (p) ,.,e have data on the average number 

of splits per nucleated households (p). This number is mostly correlated wi ;h the size 

of the households (See Tables 9.1 and 9. 7). From this data, we can indirectly infer that 
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the number of sur.riving sons is 10\·1 among poor people and hi(',h among rich. This 

positive rclationsllip between the average number of nucleated households and 

size of the household follows even from Krishnaji 's arguement. 1•lhen fertility 

and mortality rates are high among poor farmers, they result ir. fewer 

surviving sons and daughters. Since partitioning 1r1ill take place only amonc sur-

viving sons, the average number of nucleated households >Jill be low among poor 

farmer houGeholds. 

1,·ihen the average number of nucleated households icJ correlated Hith the size 

class of the household, there is reason to believe that He ahrays get hiefler rates 

of parti tioninc among richer households. :Sarlier 1.o!8 demonstrated this 1.o1ith the 

help of hypothc:tical examples. This can also be demonstrated with our own data, 

•rable 9. G l.""eveals that al thou.ch the incidence of partitioning was lowest among upper 

caste hm.:seholds, the rate of rartitioning was hie;her among them. 'l'his was because 

of higher averaee number of splits per household which partitioned (which was 8. 5) 

Table 9.10 also reveals similar case. Although, the incidence of pa,rti tioning Has 

relatively lower among Artisan caste households, the rate was highest among them. 

This Has a{.Scl.in due to higher p. Thus, depending on the average number of splits per 

household which partitioned ( p), the rates of partitioning also change in a wild manner. 

We are, however, not stating that Shanin's incidence of partitioning is a good 

indicator. Infact this also has certain problems. When one is calculating tho incidencE 

of partitioning during a particular period, if a household got partitioned twice during 

the same period, one f<l.Ces the problem whether to take it as being partitioned once or 

twice. Also, if a household got partitioned (once in terms of production unit and later 

in terms of Droduction unit) similar problem arises. Hence, He feel that, what one ha.s 

to do is to evolve an indicator which can take care of all these problems. This ho,~ver 

could not be done for the present exercise. 

In the present exercise, we did face these two problems. In the case of families 

breaking uv twice during a specific pe"Tiod under study, we have counted the partitioning 

only once '•thile calculating incidence of partitioning. '.>lhereas in the case of splitting · 

of a f~mily in terms of production and consumption units at different points of time in 

period, He have taken only split of production unit into account. 



CHAPTER 10 

SUMMARY ANV CONCLUSIONS 

10.1 Peasant mobility of which land transfers and family fo:n:nations form important 

elements, has been a subject of intense debate among the social scientists for quite 

sometime. A consensus on this subject, hoHever, is yet to emerge. The present exercise 

is a modest contribution to this on-going debate. 

10.2 In a civen region l8nd transfers are affected both by endogenous and exogenous 

variables. 'l'he endogenous variables specific to a region are rainfall, soil type, rate 

of c:rowth of population, pattexn of distribution of h.nd holdings, socio-cultural insti-

tutions affecting such a distribution etc. 'l'he exogenous factors are many and varied. 

'l'hey are legislation affecting land holdings, large scale immigration of people into a 

ree;ion, intervention of the state in terms of provision of economic infrastructure such 

as transport 1 or irrigation .: - subsidized inlJUts like seeds, fertilizers and cash loans 
or 

on soft terms, intervention by nature in the form of floods, cyclones, deficientLexcessive 

rainfall or fluctuation in world trade affecting the market for the product of the area 

etc. Although such a broad, two-fold classification of endogenous and exoeenous factors 

is £lcceptable at a general level, it should, however, be noted that at times mui ual inter-

action between t.~ese two sets of factors ::-hould not be ruled out*. 

Land Transfers, to be sure, are a product of myriad processes at work. They can 
\ 

be .disentangled to the extent that one can point out the significant factors that affect 

a specific area or a region during a certain period of time. However, one should be 

* For instance provision of irrigation by the State in a region might enhance soil ferti
lity and yield and offer scope for a change in crop-mix. Similarly, intervention by 
the State th1~ugh legislation on land distribution in favour of one section as against 
the other might alter the bargaining powers of these groups in the credit, land and 
labour markets as also their land acquisitive ethos. 
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cautious in making generalisations based on a few case studies of either a. 

village or a region. Although useful in providing some insights into the 

processes at work, a case study has certain built-in-limitations in drawing 

up inferences applicable for a macro level picture. Keeping this limitation 

in mind let us proceed to sum up the results of the present study and make a 

few concluding observations. 

10.4 1ne study tried to trace the contours of land transfers in a village in 

the Rayalaseema region of Andhra Pradesh, approximately for a period of a century, 

sp~u1ing both in pre-independence (1891-1947) and post-independence (1S48-1984) 

periods. Hot..rever, due to constraints posed by the non-availability of data a 

deeper an_alysis could be carried out only for the post-independence period. Let 

us start vJith the colonial period. 

10.5 'rhe village under study which was located in the erstwhile Bellary district 

of Rayalaseema came under the rule of the East India Company in 1800. The Oompany 

soon introduced a system of larid reverme collection knotrm as the Ryotvrari Settlement 

which not only perpetuated the then existing inequitous distribution of landholdings 

but also imposed heavy assessment rates on the cultivators. We do not have histori

cal data from 1800 onv.rards c.1 the asset distribution position in the village, much 

less on land distribution. But if the regional studies are any indication it was 

unlikely that this village could escape the rigours of the Ryotwari Settlement, un

favourable seasons, low yield, droughts, famines, mortality, out migration and general 

agricultural backwardness. 

10.6 Ho\vever, we 'do have information on the distribution of village land during 

the last phase of the 19th century. According to the Re-settlement Survey which was 

carried out around 1891 there were about 275 households in our village vii th ownership 

claims on 7454 acres of cultivated lc-,nd. By 1948 the number of families in the village 

had gone up to 439 and the extent of land owned expanded to a little over 8990 acres. 
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\Ihile the aver<:>.e,e extent of ldnd owned by a family in 1891 was 27.11 ac~s, it 

came do\m to 20.47 ac~s by 1948. Inequalities in land O\·mership had increased 

only m2 1~r;inally betv1een 1891 a.nd 1948. 

10.7 rl'h(; above ana.lysis ra.n in terms of size class of ownership .holdings. Land 

tra.nsfen; have another dimension in the Indian Context vi~., Caste. Who were the 

dominant land o;,min[;· corrununities in the villa€;,"8 around 1891? And during the next 

,-.ix decac:es i.e. till 1948, who were the land-gainers and who were the land-losers? 

In other wo:rdD, how was the (economic) PO\-Jer-balance shifting across the castes 

in the village? And what a.~ the implications of such shifts, if any, for a macro 

perspective? r.rhes-e a~ some of the questions that need to be answered. 

10.8 In the village under study, around 1891, Brahmins and Reddies were t:radi tionally 

the two dominant upper castes and together they had control over 62 percent of the total 

cultivated land. But after nearly six decades i.e. by 1948 the share of the Brahmins 

in the village land went dO\m from 36 percent in 1891 to 20 percent and that of Reddies 

inc~ased from 28 percent in 1891 to 30 in 1948. As a matter of fact while Brahmins 

were the net land-losers, all the cultivating ca~tes turned out to be the net gainers 

between 1891 and 1948. However, Hhile the richer sections of the village could purchase 

lands from the out-migrating Brahmins, others especially Yadavas and Valmikis dould 

gain land mostly by bringing the available cultivable wastes around the village under 

plough. Besides these land transfers or acquisitions at broad levels of ::aste cate

gories, small farmers from the Valmiki and Harij~~ communities, who were often required 

to borrow consumption loans from the moneylending rich farmers of the ~d! Community 

lost their lands to the latter as they failed to repay their loans. 

10.9 It was in 1956 that tenancy legislation was passed in the state of Andhna. 

But both before and after the passage of the legislation the absentee (Brahmin) 

land o~10rs started disposing of their holdings by evicting the tenants. An importa~t 

factor that facilitated such evictions was the lack of awareness on i; the tenancy reforms 

among the tenants. As Pa.rtha Sa:rathy and Prasada Rao noted in a. wider context, wherever 

tenants displayed such awareness like in Telangana, tenancy reforms could atleast be 
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partially successful (1969; 330). But as against Telengana, in the Andhra ~gion of 

which Rayalaseewa forms a part, lack of tenant's awareness of the land reforms often 

made them losers in the land lease market. 

10.10 In the village under study, although some absentee landovme~~ offered to sell 

their lrutds to their tenants, often times the latter could not afford to buy, as they 

were mostly small farmers without much liquidity or credi th1orthyness. Also, as the 

lands under sale were fairly 1.8 rge holdings, only rich farmers from the upper castes, 

as also a feH Y:.1dava cultivators could buy up those lands. Thus, as most of the land 

alienated during the period 1948-61 was from rich farmers to rich farmers, concentra

tion of land ownership almost remained unchanged. 

10.11 Cotton was the major cash crop of this village till 1960. However, during the 

period 1961-1974. 'J'he economy of the village passed through a period of stress and 

strain, primarily due to the frequent failure of the cotton crop. A decline in the 

cotton economy had set in due to a combination of several factors such as unfavourable 

monsoons and consequent damage to the crop compounded by the problem of pests, .~decline 

in yield and crop-thefts. Due to the recurrent crop losses , small farmers who were 

often indebted to the village moneylenders had to face the problem of land alienation. 

10.12 But, significantly, the money lending landowners took care not to buy the 

debtors' lands themselves for fear of violating the Land Ceiling Act of the State 

\·rhich came into opera.tion in the early sixties. The strategy that they adopted :-ras to 

make the de btora sell their lands to the small and middle farmer households who. ha.d 

diversified their economic act~vities. Thus, families who had resorted to sheep-rearing 

or those who ha.d salary earners as members or such of those who were indulging in crop 

thefts and thus could afford to accumulate some cash _reserves, were encouraged by the 

village moneylenders/rich farmers to buy these lands and in the process clear the debts 

in question. The rich farmers had also tried to reduce the size of their land holdings 

through partitioning and benami transactions. Due to these factors described above, 

concentration of land ownership in the village had declined. 
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10.13 As for tbe period subsequent to 1974, it has been characterised by a gene·ral 

revival of the village economy facilitated by the introduction of new crops, increase 

in the employment orportunities both within and outside agriculture, redistribution 

of surplus land among landless labourers - especially the Harijans-and an increasing 

:r:ole played by the institutional c1:edit aL,rencies thereby reducing the role of the 

money lenders. rl'hese changes had sit1'1ificant impa.ct on land transfers. Since the land 
the 

:-;c:quisitive ethos ofLrich farmers \<ras blunted during this period the ne\-r direction 

that the land tra.nsfers acquired , .. m.s touarcs small and middle fanners. 

10.14 To suG up, J.a.nd transfers viewed historically c.:>..n be seen in two sets of tenns 

(a) acqu.isi tion/alier12.tion of lend of families v1ith different size-classes of land 

holdings and (b) Caste catee;-ories. 

i. From 1891 to 1948 movement of land t·ransfe rs >vas from the large non-cultivating 

families to the large cultivating families. On the eve of tenancy refoms i.e. in 1950's, 

absentee la11d O\mers had successfully disposed of their laJlds to the middle and rich 

fanners residins in the village. But on the eve of legislation on land ceiling in 1961; 

the rich fanners ceased acquiring lands any further from the small and marginal farmers 

who were indebted to them. Instead, the movement of land transfers was guided from one 

section of the small farmers to the other sections with cash reserves. As excess lands 

over ceilings were distributed to landless farmers, landlessness as a stark economic 

problem ceased to exist in the village. This ofcourse was quite contrary to the general 

feature of non-implementation of Ceiling Act in the State. 
a 

ii. 1:/hen the subsistence economy of the small andLsection of the middle farmers 

Has threatned by periodic failures of monsoons, declining cotton yield and crop-thefts 

and they were aliem.ting their lands to the creditors, the debtors in particular and 

farmers in general changed the crop-mix favouring short-duration crops and avoided the 

grip of mone'ylenders and halt the process of land alienation. 

iii. Over the years the small and poor farmers could bring the cultivable wastes 

under plough and acquire some economic cushion against the rigours of subsistence economy 
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in a semi-arid zone. 

iv. Inequalities of land ownership in the village had declined betwe( ' the 

period 1948-1984. This is consistent with the picture available at a macro level. 

Land Transfers viewed in terms of caste categories exhibited the following 

features: 

i. Brahmins who were the single largest land owning comnruni ty in the village 

had not only alienated their land buta.great majority of them had out migrated from 

the village in search of jobs elsewhere. 

ii. Like in the other regions of Andhra, when the Brahmins left the villa€9 the 

existing dominant cultivating community viz., Reddies filled in the vaccuum and streng

thend their position still further. HoHever, unlike Kanunas, their counterparts in 

coastal Andhra, Reddies in Rayalaseema. \-Jere slower in diversifying their economic 

activities beyond agriculture. 

iii. It was the non-dominant cultivating communities like the yadavas and a section 

of Valrnikis who could bring the cultivable wastes under plough~ This provided them with 

some land bcLS3 to diversify their activities into sheep rearing, petty trade etc. 

iv. Overall, the economic power balance has been gradually moving away from Reddies, 

the dominant cultivating caste of the village. 

10.15 So far we ha~e tried to sketch out the interaction between a few endogenous and 

exogenous variables on the one hand and laJld transfers on the other. A logical extention 

of this analysis would be an empirical validation of the association between and transfers 

and family formations at the village level. 

10.16 In the present exercis~ an inverse relationship between rates and incidence of 

partitioning and the size class of land-holding could be observed in the case of two 

periods viz., 1948-56 and 1956-61. These results come closer to Krishnaji's hypothesis 

on family formations. Hm-1ever, for the period 1961-74, one finds a positive relationship 

between rates and incidence of partitioning and size class of landholding. Although, 

these results come nearer to Shanin's arguement, one has to note that the observed higher 



rates of partitioning among rich farmers* were largely due to the impact of land 

reforms and cr.a.yanov 's life cycle theory is less relevant in this context. As we 

noted earlier, since the rich fanners acquired sizeable extent of land durinfi: the 

first t\.;o })eriods (i.e$ 1948-56 and 1956-61), the rates and incidence of pa1."'titioning 

were lower among them. HO~<Iever, in the t!1ird p(?riod (1961-74) as they were losing 

lant1 due to Ceiling Act, the rates of partitioning showed a decline. In other words, 

what affects the family fomation is not so much the size class of land holding'S 

per se but the fact whether families with in a size class are acquiring or alienating 

the lcmd. If families within a size class become the net gainers in the land market 

than they tend to exhibit lower rates of partitioning. On the other hand if they 

are the net losers, their rates of pa.rtitioning, in all likelihood, would increase. 

1 Oo 1 G Krishn.c'1.ji noted that there may be some forces which prevent parti tionings amonc 

poor and landless households. He mentioned "a type of labour contacts which ensure 

continuity of ern}Jloyment to the members of the labourer~, family" ( 1979:15). Similar 

phenomenon is observed in the village under studyo For, "''e notice that as quarrying 

activities are car:ried out by a small group of workers, usually members of the same 

family from the l'oor and marginal farrner households - especially Harijans - found it 

advantageous to sticl<:: together a_s a unit at the workspot. This in turn tends to 

influence them to r;tay on as members of a. single consumption unit in their home. In 

other.·rords, production ort_.:;a.nisation in certain instances sloHs down the ra1 e of fa111ily 

partitions. 

10.17 The major thrust of this exercise may be articulated in terms of the following 

propositions, v1hich have a bearing on the on-going debate on peasant mobil.~.ty. 

i. In contrast to the conventional wisdom which expects land reforms to cause 

only levelling tendencies, in our study we observed that while tenancy reforms caused 

* Similar phenomenon i.e. higher ra.tes of partitioning among rich farmers was obser
ved by Sheela Bhalla (1977) in her study on Punjab. She noted that since the new 
agricultural tecr~ology is scale neutral, the rich farmers are not finding any 
economies of scale in joint family and hence, the pa.rtitionine;s are more frequently 
taking place now than before. However, whether new agricultural technology is 
scale neutral or not is a debatable point. 



polarization tendencies, ceiling la\..rs helped strengthen levelling tendencies. 

Overall, the levelling tendencies appeared to be stronger than the polarizfltion 

tendencies. 

ii. According to one School of thought partitioning of families v1ould lead to 

levellinG tendencies (Shanin), \vhile the other school predicts polarization tenden-

cies (Krishnaji and other JVJarxist thinkers). l3ut our findings suggest that both 

these tendencies are possible. However, the levelling tendencies may have an edge 

over the polarization tendencies. 

iii. Shanin, associating the process of outmigration mostly with poorer house-

holds, predicts the coming il1to being of the levelling tendencies. But in our study 

we ~ind that outmigration is associated with a non-cultivating land owning community 
cultivating 

as well asLpoorer households. 'l.Tiis had eventually resulted in both the polarization 

and levelling tendencies. However, the fanner is found to be stronger than the latter. 

iv. On the impact of random factors on peasant mobility we find ourselves in 

disagreement with Schendel, according to whom they would mainly cause polarization 

tendencies. As random f2.ctors like rainfall deficiency or a generally unfavourable 

weather, polarization tendencies might be set in motion. But farmers can try and 

break the crop-rigidity by experimenting with a different crop-mix and this might 

halt the process of polarization. As a matter of fact if a sui table crop-mix is 

discovered, the tendencies of polarization might be reversed to that of levelling. 

v. Small and margina~ farmers might acquire the landed assets and experience 

upward mobility with the help of non-agricultural activities like sheep rearing etc. 

eco-ne>-mic _ 
vi. As for the impact .Jf cumulative/{ advantages and disadvantac;es, a great deal 

depends upon the land acquisitive ethos of the rich farmers in the village. If as a 

result of state intervention in agrarian structures, the land acquisitive ethos of the 

rich farmers is blunted, their accumulated surpluses might be diverted to the dive~i-

fied (non-agricultural) activities. If, in such a situation, land tm.nsfers take place 
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mainly 8JilOr.£: tl'e non-rich fanners, it mig.~t result in the levelling tendencies. 

As visualised above, if considerable_ drain of inveEtible surpluses from the 

agricultural to non-agricultural sectors takES )lace, it points out to th~ important 
oS( 

fact thCJ.tOonsideratian~and tra.nsfers c>~one as a major factor affecting the process 

of _peasant mobility neef1s to be modified. 
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Statistical Appendix 

Table 1: Percentage Distribution of Household Operational Holdings and Area, 

Andhra Pradesh, 1970-71, ·1976-77 and 1980-81 

1970-71 1976-77 198<>-e1 
Size Class 

(in hectares) 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

BelO\v 1 45.97 8.oo 0.44 46.66 9.29 0.47 51.86 13.10 0.5 

1 - 2 19.64 11.28 1.44 20.37 12.76 1.47 20.93 16.?7 1.5 

2 - 4 17.37 19.19 2.77 17.38 20.81 2.80 16.04 23.31 2.7 

4 - 10 12.71 30.81 6.08 12.12 32.32 6.24 9.06 28.73 5·9 

10+ 4.31 30.72 17.87 3.47 24.82 16.74 2.11 18.69 16.5 

All Classes ~oo.oo 100.00 2.51 100.00 100.00 2.34 100.00 100.00 1.9 
~ 

Note: 1. Percentage of Operational Holdings 
2. Percentage of Operated A:ma 
3. Average Size of the Holding (in ha) 

Sou:ree: 1. 1970-71 figuxes are obtained from Government of Andhl:a. Pradesh (1974) 
World Agricultural Census Report, 197o-71 e Issued by Bureau of Economics 
and Statistics, Hydera.ba.d. · 

2. 1976-77 and 1980-81 figures are obtained from Government of India (1984) 
"Provisional Data on Number and Extent of Opemtional Holdings, 198o-81 -
Andhra Pradesh "Agricultural Sijalation in India, Vol.39t No.1 ,(April) 

Table 2: Trends in Population, in Alur 'l'aluk and the Village under Study 

ALUR('l'a.luk) Village Surveyed 

Year Density of Total Density of 
Total Area (in population Po pula- Area (in population 

Population sq.miles) (per sq.m) tion sq.miles) (per sq.mile) 

1871 94,282 677 139 1772 15.54 114 
19"01 98,568 686 144 1762 15.54 113 

* 1911 100,181 58~ 172 2354 15.54 151 
1921 90,007 582 155 1830 15.54 118 
1961 134,177 613.14 219 3505 15-54 226 
1971 140,177 613.14 229 3465 15.54 223 
1981 139,306 613.14 227 3571 15·54 230 

* The decline in population is primarily attributable to influenza epidemic of 1918. 

SouJ:Cest i. Bellary District Ma.nmlal, 1872 
ii. District Gazetteer of Bellary, 1901, 1911, 1921 

iii. Resettlement Survey of the Village, 1924 
iv. District Census Ha.nd Books, 1961 & 1971 
v. 1981 figures were obtained from 'l'a.luk Office, Alur. 
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"iable ): Eonth-vise l'~lunber of 'Rainyda.ys in Alur Taluk 1954-83 

~t.:...l 
Year Jan Feb I""Ja.r April J"Jay June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

-

1954 - - - - 2 7 7 8 3 7 - 1 35 

1955 - - 2 2 7 5 3 15 7 7 2 - 30 

195t· - - - 3 3 5 7 7 10 10 5 - 50 

I 1957 - - - 1 5 6 9 3 5 3 - - 32 

I 1958 - 1 1 6 6 2 6 4 5 3 3 - 37 

1959 - -
1960 - - 1 1 - 7 5 1 10' 5 3 - 33· 
1961 - - - 1 5 5 9 3 2 5 2 - 32 

I 1962 10 10 
. 

- - - 3 3 4 3 3 1 - 32 

1963 - N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A lJ .A N.A N.A N.A N.A 

1964 - - - - - 3 8 5 9 4 4 - 33 

1965 N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A 

1966 - - - - 2 - 9 3 0 2 4 1 29 u 

1967 - - - 2 4 5 5 4 6 6 - - 32 

1968 - 1 2 - 3 5 4 2 10 6 2 Nil 35 

1969 - - 1 1 5 2 5 9 5 9 2 Nil 39 

1970 - - 1 2 I 3 1 8 9 7 3 - - 34 

1971 - - 1 2 3 '2 2 2 5 7 - - 24 

1972 - 1 - r 2 5 3 2 7 5 1 1 29 c_ 

1973 - - - - 1 3 2 8 3 9 1 - 27 

1974 - - 1 3 4 3 1 6 15 8 1 - 42 

1975 - - - - 5 5 11 3 9 18 5 - 56 

1976 - - - 2 2 6 4 7 4 2 2 1 30 

1977 - - - - 4 6 3 9 1 8 5 - 36 

1978 - 1 - 2 6 3 7 11 9 5 4 3 51 

1979 .:.. 2 - - 2 4 7 4 10 6 4 - 39 

1'980 - - - 2 2 3 7 5 6 - 2 - 22 

1981 2. - 1 1 5 6 3 11 12 4 4 1 50 

1982 - - - 2 7 4 7 5 7 4 5 - 41 

1983 
.• 

2 4 3 5 9 7 30 - - - - - -

Sources: 1. Taluk Office, Alur • 
2. District Planning Office, Kur.nool 
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